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in Our 99th Year

15r Per Copy

Volume 99 No.69

Federal Approval Still Needed

1982 Completion Projected For 12th St. Fouretaning

The estimated completion-date--for
-Carrentrtiesigaplansforthefour,lane
the four-laning of US. 641 (Twelfth
section call for a 14-foot flush median
Street) through Murray is 1982 acseparating opposing traffic on the
cording to Robert Hodges, district
pOrtion from Sycamore to a point just
engineer with the state Department of
north of the entrance of Roy Stewart
Transportation, Bureau of Highways.
Stadium. The remainder of the fourThe project hinges on final approval
lane project, north to Utterback road,is
of the transcript of a public hearing
to be separated by a "mountable"
held here last night by the federal (raised) median, Jim Cleavinger,
Department of Transportation, Hoages
assistant engineer in the district office
said.
said.
•
The project — estimated to cost 87,5
Howard Rogers, chief right-of-way
million — is in the fifth stage of a nine- agent for district one Of the highway
step procedure leading up to the actual
department, explained the procedure
construction, Hodges Aold the apthat would be followed in acquiring the
proximately 85 citizens who attended
rights-of-way.
Wednesday's hearing.
"We realize that some of you may
If apprevetL the project will connect -Alava to.move from your homes AZ a
existing- sections of four-lane that
result of the right-of-way taken,"
presently end at Sycamore Street on the
Rogers said, "and some of you may
south side of Murray and Utterback
have to move from your business. We
Road on the north side of town.
also realize that we're dealing with
Only a few people expressed opinions
probably the single largest investmint
either for or against the project during
you might have.
the public comment phase of last
"Let rile assure you that every effort
night's hearing.
will be Made to provide you with a
Mayor Melvin Henley,one of the first
reasonable and fair market price for
speakers called on, said, ,"...the four- - the property taken," Rogers told those
lane would be in the best interest of the
attending the hearing.
entire city of Murray.
The cig,111-of-way agent said the first
.
- "[know that- some of you will be
step in ats4un ing the property is -a-title
displaced from your homes and some of
search to determine a clear title.
you will be interrupted from your
Following the title search, he said, the
homes and some of you will be inproperty undergoes an appraisal
terrupted in business," Henley said,
process. Following the appraisal,
"but...this is really the best interest of
negotiators for the state highway
the community."
department step in and offer the
Wayne Williams, a resident of 307 N.
property owner the appraised value of
12th St., countered however by saying:
the property.
"We're going to rape-the city of Murray
- Rogers pointed out that the state does
right down the center.
not believe in forcing property owners
"It doesn't make sense to me,"
to "horsetrade" and that the initial
William added. "I'm effected peroffer for the property would be the
sonally...but I'm concerned about
highest sum the state feels it could pay
Murray, also. But I don't think this
for the purchase.
solves our problem. A system of wellBob Russell, relocation assistance
placed bypasses or some type of oneagent with the district office, explained
way system looks like we could solve
how the state would assist persons
the 12th Street problem without putting
See 12th STREET,
this wide Corridor down it."
Page 18,column 7

LOOKING OVER PLAN—Interested citizens crowded around maps and plans
seeking explanations from state Departmentotiransportation_officials ara hearing
held here last night on the proposed,four-laning of 12th Street through Murray.
Staff Photo By Gene McCuttileon

•

Local Shriners, Doctors And U.S. Army
Pitch In To Help Young Victim Of Burns
BY LOWELL ATCHLEY
-Staff Reporter
Three-year-old Charles Stinnett may
be on his way to recovery from hot
water burns in coming weeks,thanks to
the help of local doctors, the U. S. Army
and a group of local Shriners.
The Route 5, Murray, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Johrisdn, is in a Cincinnati

4414-7--*!-"Ifilutze,

Shriners burn center today undergoing
treatment after a U. S. Army Air
Ambulance Platoon(MAST) helicopter
from Ft. Campbell transferred him
from
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital Wednesday afternoon.
Murray-Calloway County Shriners
began coordinating the effort after they
• learned of the case from Dr. Hal
Houston in Murray Tuesday, Murray
Shriner John Williams said Wednesday
afternoon, shortly after the transfer.
-They t the doctors) called us about
the child. I went Wednesday morning
and got the paper work done, called
Cincinnati
made
and
the
arrangements. And then they got in
touch with_MAST" Williams said..
Young Stinnett was burned in an
accident late Tuesday afternoon,
Williams said, when a pan of hot water -feiffronr-a kitchen -stove on-him:According to a spokesman for
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, the
youth sustained first and second degree
burns to the face, arms, back and
buttocks.
Williams said that, whereas local

Shriners often send children to Shrine
orthopedic hospitals, the Stinnett youth
was the first burn victim for MurrayCalloway County Shriners.
"We don't accept money from the
parents nor -from insurance companies," Williams said. "We're willing
to do this any time it is needed. What
we're interested in is letting the public
know the service is available," he
added.
The MAST helicopter landed at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
shortly after 2 p.m. Wednesday for the
transfer. According to Williams, the
vehicle is equipped with advanced
medical equipment; two Army medics,
a pilot co-pilot, and Johnson, made the
trip to Cincinnati, Williams said.. Mrs.
Johnson was expected to drive to
Cincinnati later.' _
The flight yesterday that ordinarily
takes over six hours driving time was
expected to take about one and a half
hours flying time, Williams said.
Specialists in Cincinati were expected to begin work,immediately with

the childron a system that emphasizes
an out-patient method, Williams said,
"For example, when a child is of school
age, they (the burn center) have their
own education facilities. So a child
never misses his education while he is
in the hospital," Williams said.
The Cincinati burn center is one of
three Shrine hospitals in the country
specializing in burn treatment. Another
is located in Galveston, Tex., while one
is located in Boston, Mass.
One of the 19 Shrine orthopedic
hospitals is located in St. Louis, Mo.,
Williams said.
Williams complimented the work of
Dr. Hal Houston and Dr. Richard
Blalock, ap.intern working with Dr.
Houston.
Williams chairs the MurrayCalloway County Shrine crippled
children committee and is on the
committee of the RiEpah Temple in
Madisonville. Jim Armbruster is
president of the Murray Calloway
County Shriners.

Begin Says Israel Standing Firm
On Refusal To Grant Concessions
ferences at this _point," Secretary of
official, who barred use of his nam
_ By BARRY SCI1WEID
- e,
State Cyras R. Vance told another
denied there was a crisis but seemed at
Associated Press Writer r
group of reporters about dwindling U.S.
a loss as to what the United States
WASHINGTON ( AP i — Israeli
hopes to swing enough concessions
would
do
next.
Menachem
Begin;
Minister
Prime
CHANGES AT BUSY INTERSECTION—This photo of an architect's drawing shows the changes that would be made
from Begin to resume peace talks with
First,
he
said,
"we
with
will
talks
have
acknowledging
his
conthat
at the intersection of 12th and Main streets if the project to four-lane 12th Street is approved. The major change inEgypt.
sultations among ourselves" and then
President Carter have been "difficult,"
I ,
volved will be the addition of a left-turn lanes and left-turn priority signals for traffic turning from Main Street onto
National security adviser Zbigniew
try to determine the "most effective
nonetheless said today that peace talks
drawing
12th
Street is depicted running to the north from the lower left to the upper right.
12th Street. In this
Brzezinski, asked after Begin left the
and practical way to proceed."
between Israel and Egypt should
•
White House if the situation was as
He said there is no plan yet for Alfred
continue. grim as it seemed, commented,
I.. Atherton Jr., the principal U.S.
Begin said "the world needs some
"Appearances were not misleading."
mediator, to return to the Middle. East
patience" as the two sides try to reach
One issue was apparently smoothed
to confer with Egyptian and other Arab
agreement. "We've only started to
over, though. Administration officials
leaders.
,
---negotiate. I don't think any peace
said they were confident that Israel
The United States planned to issue a
treaty was concloded in days," he said.
would end its military occupation of
formal statement on the talks today.
But Begin, in an i erview .th NBC
southern , Lebanon soon after a U.N.
Begin and President Carter were in
standing
news, indicated Israe
peacekeeping contingent was- fully in
sharp disagreement on the nearly 100
firm in its refusal to • make the conplace.
settlements
Jewish
on
Arab
captured
cessions
issues
the
Carter
on
asked
by
community
programs
health
and,
Dr. Harvey Sloane, ex-mayor of
Afterstating his case one final tiMe in
lands. Begin offered no promise not to
of Israeli withdrawl from the West
mental health systems.
Louisville and often touted as a
a
National. Press Club speech today,
begin
ones
returning
after
new
home,
to
Palestinian
accessible
.promised
Bank,
to
establishment
of
be
a
potential candidate for the Democratic
Begin was flying to New York and then
the people if elected. The forme, homeTani, and a halt to .1sraefr-set-- ---the officiatsaid..
gubernatorial nomination, will address
Tel Aviv.
"I can't say we've reduced the difLouisville mayor gained notoriety for tlements in occupied territory.
the 54th anniversary of the founding of
his "walks" through the city. He also
Referring to Arab demands that
Murray Rotary Club March 30.
established the "Action Line" and "ask Israel vvithdrawl from the West Bank
Murray Rotary Club is one of the
and allow establishment of a
the mayor" television programs.
oldest continuous civic clubs in the city
A native of Warrenton, Va., Sloane is Palestinian state, Begin said "these
One Section-18 Pages
and meets every Thursday at noon.
married to the former Kathleen. two demands are completely unacSlated at Kenlake Hotel at Aurora,
McNally. The Sloanes have three rceptable to the Israelis." .
the Rotary meeting will begin with a
High-wire daredevil Karl Wallenda tragically fell to his
Begin said that although obstacles
children Abigail, Patrick and Curtis
social hour at 6:30 p.m. tWd-dinner at
death Wednesday ending a 58-year career at the age of 73
• Sloane received his BA in America have diminished the optimism felt in
7 p.m. The meeting will be a "ladies
Story and photos on page 18,
Studies at Yale University, and hic the wake of Egyptian President Anwar
night",for the local Rotarians.
Sadat's meeting with him in Jerusalem
doctor of medicine degree- from
Sloane served as mayor of Louisville
in December "I wouldn't say I am less
Western Reserve Universify School
from 1973 to 1977. Louisville voters
optimistic."
Medicine, Cleveland, Ohio, in 1973
elected Sloane to office by the largest
Artlerican officials, however, in
He served as director of the Park
margin of votes in the city's history.
analyzing the talks beween Carter and
DuValle Neighborhood Helath Center In
His accomplishments while in office
Begin, cast 'the situation in a much
Louisville from 1967 to 1972; he worio.ti
included the implementation of the
Dr Harvey Slow
gloomier light.
with the U15.Public Health Service
first, citywide, professional emergency
15,16,17
Classifieds .
Some theriibers of the Senile Foreign
medical service,creation of the Transit
Appalachia from 1964-66 and was a
Sloane is expected to be in Western
Crosswords....
15
Relations Committee, after meeting
volunteer physician in Vietnam in 14
Authority of River City(TARC), Neigh- (Kentucky during the early going of the
Comics
15
today with President Carter, said
He is currently a member
borhood 1)ev.ej2pment Office and
campaign. Western Kentucky should
Dear Abby
2
Israeli inflexibility has dimmed Middle
18
revitalization of the downtown.
Thk_President appointed Sloane to the
place greater emphasis on tourism,
Deaths & Funerals.
Considerable cloudiness with a
East peace prospects.
Sloane is off and running for the
Strategy Council, which is to develop
Sloane said.
Garrott's Galley .
10
good chance of rain today. Highs
Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., said: ;'I
long range strategies to combat drs.!.
Democratic gubernatorial nominaton
"You've got great advantages there.
Horoscope
6
in the low to mid 60s. Rain
thipk that prospects are momentarily
according to recent newspaper repoft..
abuse. He is founder and chairman •11
And it's a good industry. You don't have
Let's Stay Well .
.
4
showers likely tonight and
discouraging" and he described' CarOne of the reports indicated thaf to educate the children of tourists,"
"Action for Clean Air, Inc.
Local Scene....
2,3,4.5,6
Friday. Lows tonight in the mid
"Sloane isn't running a conventional
Time Magazine named Solane one ,,f ter's mood as deeply frustrated after
Solane said in a recent interview.
Opinion Page...
10
to upper 40s. Highs Friday in the
campaign:" it is oriented toward the
200 "outstanding young leaders in trie 'two days of meetings with Begin.
Sloane said his other priorities is to
Sports
7,8,9
lots to mid 50s.
.
_
grass roots level With ettiphastr -on 1Thfirb-ire health'-SOH/leis, tniprove- U:S71rr 1974. Kentucky Jaycees named
• BriefUV'reportersafter Begin's talks
him an Outstanding Young Man in ;9,'.. with Carter ended Wednesday, the.
small donations.
eihergency medical services, rural

Harvey Sloane To Be Speaker
For Rotary's Annual Banquet -

inside today

chance
of
rain

_

today's index
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Thursday, March 23
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at the
club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Betty Boiston As Speaker,

Black Patent Bags
Just In Time For Easter

Accept the Fact!
He Chose His Wife

vSunyisor Hats -Hower Stick Pins
Scarves ,-Shawls
r Something New "Red Cobra Jewelry"

DEAR ABBY: I've been going with a married man for
three years. I love him very much and I know he loves me.
Two weeks ago his wife found out about us and started
raising a lot of Cain. That's when I told him to make a
choice. Either move out of his home and in with me, or
forget about me altogether.
He decided to stay with his family because "fewer people
would be hurt." So I'm the only one who got hurt!
He told me that one day we will be married, soI
shouldn't give up op him.
I feel like I got a burrr-deal after loving him and him alone
for three years. I never looked at another man ond I had
plenty of chances. I wish I could tell him to get lost, but I
still love him and can't bear the idea of giving him up.
. My friends say "If you love.laim.--hang atere "Should
I?
HURTING

viu Mons'
Bag & Beads
Dixieland Center

753-7598

,\
UM

..,*,

Shoe Store

.

court Square

,
•:".,....

Camel
Black
'

„,.--,. Bewlfched
- -....

.,. ,
- ,,,--- ,

1
-....d.....
_

1----

The bare look,a bewitching strippy high -heel sandal by

:ovce Sensationd tor this season's challis dressing
..
.14010glij4=IIM

IR
*i.
t
1

.

DEAR HURTING: If you "hang in there," you will be
hanging alone. A man who has cheated on his wife for
three years is no prize, so even though you "love" him, he's
poison. Be wise and cut him off as you would a dead limb. It
won't be painless, but it will hurt less in the long run. And
remember. HE made the choice, you didn't.
,
DEAR ABBY: My husband will be,a physician in private
practice very soon. He has already letiel an experienced
bookkeeper-receptionist to work in his office. She will
handle appointments, insurance forjns, phone calls and
accounts.
What should my role be? Should I stay completely away
from all business aspects of his work and office, or as his
wife should I be familiar with finances, accounts, etc.? And
if so, how do I do this without appearing to be nosy or
bossy?
I could easily spend a day a week at the office, helping
out. Flow much do you think a wife needs to know about
her husband's business?

..,
DEAR WIFE: I think every wife needs to know enough
about her husband's business to make some intelligent
decisions in the event of his illness or death. However,
some wives choose to stay completely away from their
husbands' businesses—and their husbands prefer that they
do.
Much depends on how you and your husband feel about
it.
Camel
Navy

-

cinch"

Our fetchingly bare sandal. A bit saucy A lot of
savvy kIctskr on a fabulous poly bottom with touches at gold-tone
mm
•
ji4001914=IIIM •

Black
Natural
I

DEAR ABBY: Em a ' 21-year-old woman engaged to
marry a 43-year-old man, but that's not the problem.
To get right to the point. I once had a short but
beautiful, intimate relationship with a woman who
happens to be my best friend.
My fiance knows about this and swears that if she is at
my wedding, HE won't be there! Every time she calls me,
or even when her name is mentioned, he becomes
outraged.
Now, Abby, our intimate relationship is over and
finished, and we are now simply good friends, but my
fiance refuses to accept that. I am wtirn out trying to
explain to him that I really love him and have no desire to
start up with that woman again, but he doesn't believe me.
I really love both of them—but in different ways
now —and I don't want to be forced to make a choice
between them. What is your advice?
TORN APART

Navy

Red
Solendicso
..

_

...

r

-.'.--'7----<7.e.
•

----'----

•*
-4-._...37

..

' „.
.:,..S•,

-

Fashion Ropes!Joyce adds a super rope-wrapped toe
to the rope wedge and heats up the already red-hot canvas
espadrille story!
lib

DEAR TORN: If the situation were reversed, and your
fiance had had a male lover, could you agree to their
continuing the friendship without feeling threatened? I
can't blame your fiance for wanting this woman out of your
life. And if you are "torn" and can't give up her friendship,
I urge you not to marry until you get into therapy and
straighten out your head.
Problems? Tell them to Abby. For a personal,
unpublished reply, write Abby: Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped,self-addressed envelope.

..14C10Mil=4IM•

Program Leader
The WMU of Salem Baptist
Church met Wednesday,
March 1, at 7:30 p. m. at the
church with Hilda Winchester
giving the call to prayer from
II Timothy 1:1-17 followed by
prayer by Evon Burt.
Winnie Crouch was in
charge of the program on
"Seaman's Ministry." Estelle
Blankenship, Pauline Elkins,
and Beverly Overcast also
took part in the program.
Others present were Martha
Windsor, Lottie Sheridan, and
Eleanor Miller.

Ancient secrets
orlost fortune...
all hidden at

DAVID NIVEA, HELEN HAYES,
JODIE FOSTER, LEO NicKERN

Ends Tonitel
-The Goodbye
Girl'17 25,9 30

MEL BROOKS

HIGH In;
ANXIETY

Murray Civitan Club will
Trenholms
operate
Restaurant for the annual
pancake day from five a.m. to
Mrs. Elmer Collins opened
two p.m. Tickets are $1.50 her home for the meeting of
each.
the Paris Road Homemakers
Fort Hinman Chapter of the
Club held on Tuesday, March
Izaak Waltop, League will
Bake sale will be held in 14, at ten a.m. for an all day
meet at the community room front of Singer's in Bel Air meeting and luncheon with
of the Peoples Bank at 7:30 Shopping Center, Murray, by Barbara White, president,
p.M.
the Missionary Society of presiding.
Chestnut Grove Church.
The devotion was given by
Lecture by Charles F.
Mrs. Lucille Grogan who read
Hockett, linguist and anEaster Egg hunt for from the book of Proverbs.
thropolgist from Cornell children, twelve and under, Mrs. Sally Henson gave the
University, will be speaker at will be held by Essence Club secretary's
report and
the Lowry Lecture Series at and 20 Grand of Murray State members answered the roll
7:30 p.m. in the Student Center on the back lawn of Regents call with "most liked
auditorium, Murray State. Hall, from one to three p.m. household task."
For information call 762-2501. Parents may accompany their
Mrs. Alice Steely, foods
children
and
prizes
will
be
and Mrs. Collins
chairman,
Friday, March 24
presented the lesson on -Do
North Calloway PTC will awarded.
Ahead Meals." The lesson was
sponsor a hamburger supper
Wings of Morning, leisure carried opt by each person,
at 5:30 p.m, and a "gong"
show featuring acts by the walk to observe early morning bringing a casserole, salad, or
students at seven p.m. at the birdlife, will start at Center pie.
Station, Land Between the
Another lesson, "The Look
school.
Lakes, at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, March 24
Murray Chapter of the
Sunday, March 26
National Association of
Calloway County Singing
Retired Federal Employees Convention will be held at the
will meet for a luncheon at Dexter-Hardin United
-11130.a.m. for Colonial House Methodist Church, U. S. HighSmorgasbord.
way 641 North, at 1:30 p.m.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
- Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 6:30 p.m. for a rush
- bowling' party.

Clutches-Handbags-Shoulder Bags

Spring Hats r Stick Pins

Saturday, March 25
- Old newspaper drive will be
held by Boy Scout Troop No.
77. Call 753-3824 for pickup.

Easter Egg hunt will be held
at the Story Hour at the Ellis
Center at three p.m.
Good Friday communitywide service, sponsored by
Murray-Calloway
County
Ministerial Association, will
be held at the First Christian
Church from 12:10 to 12:50
p.m.
Recital by Judith Adams
Henry, Murray, soprano, will
be held at 8:15 p.m. at the
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State.

Mrs. Lucille Hart and Mrs.
Collins.
craft
chairman,
The
Margaret Roach, showed a
needlepoint pin cushion and a
crocheted casserole holder
that she had made. A workday
was set up to make these
crafts.
Mrs. Amy Wilson conducted
the recreational period.
Also present were Mrs.
Mattie Lee Buster, Mrs.
Louise Dunn, Mrs. Della
Taylor, Mrs. Charlene Curd,
Mrs. Robbie Blalock, Mrs. Ola
McIntosh, Mrs. Toopsie
Brandon, Mrs. Mary Alice
. Gee, members, Mrs. Jewel
Outland and Mrs. Gertrude
White, visitors.
_
The next meeting will be
held in the home of Barabare
White on Tuesday, April 11, at

Sassafras tea party, 45
minute walk with naturalist,
will start at two p.m. at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes.
Joint golden wedding anniversary celebration of Mr.
and Mrs. Noble Freeland and
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Hart will
be held at the Hazel Community Center from two to
five p.m. All relatives and
friends are invited.

Baseball double-header
between
Murray
and
University of Illinois will be at
Reagan Field at one p.m.
Saturday, March 25
Horse and Mule Pulling
contest will be held at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
ExpOsition Center, College
Farm Road, with mule pulling
at five p. m. and horse pulling
at seven p. m.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
luncheon at the club house at
twelve noon with Dr. Alice
Koenecke as speaker.
Hazel High School Alumni
Dinner will be held at the
Hazel Community Center at
seven p.m.
Saturday, March 25
Open house will be held by
the Murray State ROTC in the
parking lot of Stewart
Stadium from nine a.m. to
three -p.m.
Murray State Racers and
Middle Tennessee will meet in
a double-header baseball
game at Reagan Field,
Murray State.
Easter Egg Hunt for.
members' children, age
preschool through third grade,
and out of town Guests will be
held at the Murray Country
Club from ten to eleven a.m.
Each child will only need to
bring an Easter basket.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Syrnpson of Hamlin announce the approaching marriage of their daughter, Paula Jean,to Michael
L.Smith,son of Mr.and Mrs. Ira Smith of CampbelLsville.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High
School and is now employed as secretary to Dr. Marvin Albin
in the Department of Business Education and Administrative
Management at Murray State University.
Mr. Smith, a 1976 graduate of Murray State University, is
now teaching math and science on the high school level in the
Continuing Education Department of Murray State University
at Fort Campbell.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, April 1, at ten
a.m. in the Hale Chapel of the First United Methodist Church.
The Rev. Fred Morton and the Rev. Martin Mattingly will officiate at the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding.
COO a.m.
Coniravnity-Wido

Easter Sunrise Service
Stewart Stadium
(cot« am Dews)

_youll be ready for them in dresses that have young enthusiasm for a new
season, for new ventures, polyester creates fresh interest by adding
peplums to
one-piece dresses for a two-piece look-by adding bands of print to a
solid
silhouette—and by effecting a damask pattern on a pastel background.
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But as always life ztles on.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Smith's
35th wedding anniversary was

served in the new dining area.
Many memories will go with
the sale of the old church.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church has hosted
two enfoyable events recently
in the fellowship hall—the
birthday of Q. Knight and a
stork shower for Mr. and Mrs.

The same Sunday a crowd
attended the dedication of the
new educational building at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
where a bountiful dinner was

A household shower for
Tony McClure and his intended bride, Angela Camp,
will be given Thursday, April
6, at seven p.m. at the Murray

Writer Remembers Special Poems As Spring Approaches
By Estelle Spiceland
"He who,from zone to zone,
guides through the boundless
March 12,1978
instead of hearing the skey thy certain flight.
In the long way that_l must_
voices of school children at the
deserted school building just tread alone,
Will lead my steps aright."
in sight, now, as springtime
But the fifth grave, that of
nears, I see flocks of wild
geese coming over that lonely Miss Beatrice Locke, being
building on their southward added to the Concord
Cemetery since January 19 is
flight.
I should thrill at this ...depressing this dismal
promise of spring, but, the weather.
Remembering lost opwinter has left scars which
only time can heal, and I portunities saddens, and over
over
comes
the
recall William Cullen Bryan'ts and
remembrance of the words,

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Julian Carroll has, by
executive order, placed the
Governor's Office of Volunteer Services within the
Department
for
Local
Government.
Since the Office of Volunteer
Services is responsible for ,
bringing together volunteers
and
programs
needing
volunteer services, it fits into
the larger role of the
Department
for
Local
Government as coordinator of
various local government
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"If I Had Known."
"If I had knowu what
trouble you were bearing,
What nets were in the
silence of your ace,
I would have been more
gentle and more caring.
Mid tried to give you
gladness for a space,
I would have brought more
warmth into the place,
If I had lalow.
If I had known what
thoughts, desparimg, drew
you.
Why did I never try to understand?
I would have lent a little
friendship to you,
And slipped my hand within
your hand
And made your stay more

pleasant in the land,
If I had known."
We hope the sick are better.
i share. Maude
Nance, Louise Patterson
Lee Pinney were hospitalized
at the same time from this
immediate vicinity.
Mrs. Fred McClure has been
a patient for weeks.
Mrs. Mabel Warren fell at
church and broke an arm.
Oury Lovins in
Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, must learn
to walk and sit again after his
fall.
Rainey Lovins, the community plumber, was sick
Sunday from exposure during
this season of frozen water
pipes. At one time when the
deeo well at Concord Church

of Christ failed to pump, at
least six homes awaited
Rainey's knowledge which he
did not
_ who now retire. hut he cannot.
We are so sorry that Mrs.
Etha Bailey, a former Concorder, is again a patient in
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tn.
How well we know to
sympathize with those who
grieve.
It was a sad March 11th, my
husband, Linus Spiceland's
birthday. We celebrated
without him at his sister's
home,
Mrs.
Christine
Spiceland Dawson, near
Cadiz. She had also lost her
husband, besides her brother.

programs and liaison to state
and federal agencies on such
programs.
Gov. Carroll created. the
Office of Volunteer Sei=vices
Dec. 12, 1975. Since that time
the office has organized three
statewide
volunteer
programs. Two of these TRUST, a program of the
Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs and HELP,
utilizing efforts of Kentucky
Jaycees —, have generated
81.3 million in services and
cash contributions for citizens
of the Commonwealth.
SHARE is the newest
program, with the Kentucky
Federation of Business and
Professional Women's Clubs
completing the first year of
this program in May.
A first in . volunteer
programs in the nation is
being undertaken through the
Kiwanis Clubs of Kentucky
and Tennessee and coordinated by the Office of
Volunteer Services.
Mrs. Norma Johnson is
director of the Office of
Volunteer Servites. She has
been a volunteer coordinator
for Kentucky State Government since 1967 having served
in this capacity for the
Department of Mental Health,
the Department of Economic
Security and later the
Department for Human
Resources.

Spring's finest in beautiful
leather and leather-look handbag. Colors: pebble,dove,
taupe, bone, black, white,
navy and camel; 12.00 to 42.00

Bedding Plants

*Cabbage *Broccoli
*Brussel Sprouts *Cauliflower
*Etc.

SIRMITS

The ideal fashion for Easter and
after is the versatile jacket
dress. These easy-care dresses
come in short and hip length styles. '
Make your selection from polyesters and
blends in Spring's most popular fashion
colors. Junior, missy and half-sizes priced
at u.so to 78.00. To look your very best
this Easter.Jock to Bright's on the
Court Square. Murray's leading women's
fashion store! See you soon.

BUY2
GET]FltE.
Dressing up your children for Easter is
easy when you come to the Step Ladder.
Get your youngster smartly outfitted for
Easter like Robin and Dana.
2 Robin is wearing a beautiful dress by
Dorissa. Dana is wearing a handsome suit
by Chips & Twigs

7E4

•` 7he

s

Fashions

tep

.eadder
HOURS 10-6 Mon-Sot., 10-8 Fri
Bei-iljr Shopping Center
753-1795
Here's cydoubly _good deal for you.-Buy _any two o4 Warner's stylesond get a third
FREE brtgliail. That goes for every Warner's style tt--lf we carry. So take advonidge of this special offer in time to go with your new SP" _; fashions. Sole ends May 6th.

THERE'S A NEW
elegant, too, when
SANDAL SENSATION: sparked with goldPOLY BOTTOMS!
tone rands at heel
and toe! Their popPoly bottom sandals
ularity can be attribreign as the mustuted to their comfort
have look this
as well as to their
season!So handgreat looks! Poly
some and trendy
bottoms flex as you
Volk and they're
extremely lightweight! We have
several styles in our
new collection.
come in and choose
your favorite today!

Federal Savings and loan
Building, Murray.
"Two build a world from
drearns each heart has
known," but that world is
shattered when one is left
alone.
The community is sorry to
lose Mr. and Mrs. Jim
home near Rudy Bravmer and
are moving to Texas. Maybe it
was our weather, but we
would not know where it has
been much better.
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inliy be taking place. lesion before it can be seen
•
Mr. and Mrs James
County Hospital Sunday afUnfortunately, mgny on a chest X-ra9:-By Mrs. R. D. Key
While early detection
Kuykendall visited Mrs.
ternoon.
younger persons. espe7
March 13,1978
cially girls, are following may not lead to a cure in
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr Vergil Paschall on Saturday.
peer custom and taking up al cases if treated promptBro. James Phelps, Bob
This community was sad- and Terry visited Mrs. Bertie
cigarette smoking, often at ly. the chances of perma- dened Wednesday morning,
Mrs. Pulse, and Buster Paschall
and
Mr.
and
Jenkins
an early age. Since nico- .; nent relief are probably far March 1, by the death of one of
Morris Jenkins and Kenny on visited R. D. Key on Monday.
more likely.
tine addiction is usuall
Mrs. Katie Garrett of
church
Vergil
members,
our
Sunday.
Public education is essevert...A.4.1WWise_ever to
Tn., visited her
Memphis,
a
was
deacon,
He
of
Paschall.
Orr
Leon
Mr. and Mrs.
sential to get the benefit Of
start smoking.
daughter, Mrs. James Phelps
18,
May
Sarah
1952,
ordained
in
Mrs.
and
Murray
Additional
known.
is
what
The inhalation of asbesSalmon visited Mr. and Mrs. and Bro. Phelps the past two
tos is also recognized as research is also essential North Fork Baptist Church
weeks. She returned home on
Henry Sykes on Monday.
carcinogenic to lung tis- to improve our dismal rate and was also the song leader.
Friday.
He
be
by
will
greatly
missed
of
cure.
sue. Perhaps other items
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Blakely
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
his many friends especially
in our environment, such
of Murray left Sunday to
.Mrs.
James Phelps on Monthe church where he was
as auto exhausts, need ad- Easter L Hunt
Bro.
spend a few days with
faithful. His funeral was held
ditional research.
Jerry Lee of day.
Mrs.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Max Dale are
the
As far as early detection Be Held. ReA.fents Hall Thursday
BlalockRoseville, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
visiting
is concerned, a routine exHome,
Funeral
Coleman
1 he annual Easter Egg
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes
in Chicago, Ill., this
Hopkins
amination of sputum from Hunt for children, twelve Murray, with the Rev. James
the
spent
Brian,
and son,
deep in the bronchial tubes Years and under, will be held Phelps officiating. The music
week.
wepkend with Mr. and Mrs.
is ,proving to be a way_ of
Taylor Owen wisted R. D. on
by the Essence Club and and song service was by the
Harrington of ParLanoice
cancer,
for
screening
early
Tuesday.
Fork
choir.
North
sons, Tn.
even before it is detectable Twenty Grand of Murray
Bre:and Mrs. Warren Sykes
Bro. James. Phelps visited
Billy Bob spent Friday night
by chest X-ray. Such spu- State University on Saturday,
son, Mitch, plan to leave
and
Mr.
on
ft.
and
Key
Mrs,
D.
with Mich Sykes.
tum screening needs to be March 25, from one to three
Wednesday for a visit with
shut
a
been
have
I
Wednesday.
,of
Malray
lawn
the
on
back
p.m.
Ludie
and..Mrs.
on
Mr.
done more frequently
in since. Christmas with ar-. and children visited his Bro. and Mrs. Jerry lee of
smokers and others who Regents Hall.
Prizes Will be awarded in thristis from a knee injury.
are exposed to bronchial
mother, Mrs. Mary Malray a Roseville, Mich'"'
"Trust"
Bro.
Phelps
and
visited
Mr.
when
especially
irritants,
various groups. Parents of the
surgery patient at Lourdes
"Build a little fence of trust
a cough appears and per- children are invited to attend. Mrs.' Holice Jones also on
Bo_spital, Paducah.
c,
sists:
Wednesday. They have been
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes - around today
Fill the space with loving
An excess of hacking,
ill with the flu.
and Mitch were dinner quests
and therein stay.
deeds
coughing and spitting may
Mrs. Janet Devore and
Wilburn
Mrs.
of Mr. and
Look
not through the
be-the earliest evidence of
and
Jennifer
daughters,
Martin on Sunday. They all
a lung cancer. It should be
for upon the
sheltering
Jessica, • of
Longmont,
Tn.,
Waverly,
to
drove over
ruled out by the study of
morrow,
Colorado, are her for a stay
sightseeing. They said when
several sputum samples. If
God will help thee bear what
with her parents, Mr. and
you see the effects of the
the findings are positive, a
of joy or sorrow."
comes
Bob
Mrs.
Pulse.
explosion and fire it will make
bronchoscopic examinaMrs. Max Hurt opened her. The Rev. and Mrs. Terry
blessings.
your
count
you
tion may locate a tiny home for the meeting of the
Sills of Paducah visited Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Hester CunWadesboro Homemakers Club and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
ningham of St. Louis, Mo., are
15,
held
March
at
Wednesday,
-4.44
16010%**
Thursday.
staying a few days with Mrs.
1:30 p. m. with Mrs. Lowell
Mr. and Mrs, Maburn Key
Vergil Paschall.
Oit
ritriel
Palmer, president, presiding. and Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
The club voted to send a Wilson and Lavettia visited
Vandyke visited Mrs. Ada
needy child to camp this Mrs. Ovie Wilson on Sunday
Vandyke in • Paris, Tn.,
summer. The tasting lifficheon afternoon.
Monday morning.
which will be held April 27 was
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
Mrs. Kay Malray and son,
also discussed and eight and Ginger of Nashville, Tn.,
Donald, visited Adolphus
members vulwiteered to send
and Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
Paschall in the Hospital on
a dish. The club voted to send and Rickie and Brian of
Originally $28.00
-Sunday.
one dollar permernbertothe Sedalia visited the Glynn Orr
visited his
Orr
Herbert
Cancer Fund.
family last weekend.
daughter, Linda Harding, a
Mrs.
Palmer
David
Mrs. Dimple Jones is a
surgery patient at the Murraypresented the main lesson on patient in the MurrayToday
Calloway County Hospital. He
"New Trends In Home Fur- Calloway County Hospital.
also visited his sister, Mrs.
(Free Delivery in Town
nishing."
Bailey Grooms returned
Thelma Byars who is at the
other present were Mrs. home from the hospital last
Westview Nursing Home.
Clarence Culver, Mrs. Audra week.
Originally $38.00
Mrs. Joan Pulse visited Mr.
Futrell, Mrs. Wayne Hardie,
Mrs. Cooper Jones visited
Mr.
and
Key
D.
R.
Mrs.
and
Mrs. Baron Palmer, Mrs.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins • on
and Mrs. Taylor Owen on
Wess Fulton, and Mrs. Clinton Saturday.
Monday.
753-0317
Burchett. Mrs. Jean Cloar,
1914 Coldwater Rd.
Mr. and Mrs. George t
'ffhdie tucy atid
county agent in home Whitford of Nashville, Tn.,
Saturday
Rtik Kt,, visited
arotql";"
Open Monday through
economics, was also present. visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Y
Mrs Thelma Byars in
10 a.m.-5 p.m. ia
be
meeting
The
will
next
N
Paschall over the weekend.
Westview Nursing Home on
held at the home of Mrs. David Visitors on Sunday were Mr.
or
l"
Originally $40.00
13x.ozaTecoati
NIkaiti.
Friday. They reported she is
Palmer on Wednesday, April and Mrs. John HayeL and
4
better.
feeling
much
19, at 1:30 p. m.
James Hayes of Paris, Tn.
Mrs. Berite Jenkins and
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Paschall and baby visited Mr.
Mrs. Linda Kay Harding on
and Mrs. Hugh Paschall last
Saturday.
Murray Formal Tuxedo Rental Co., Inc.
Originally $20.00
Sunday.
Frances Deering of Detroit,
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
week
last
here
Mich., came
visited Cyrel Wilson, Mrs.
for a stay here with Mrs. Ovie
Dimple Jones, Mrs. Linda
Where Tuxedos is a full time business not a sideline
Wilson and other relatives.
Harding, and Othel Paschall
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
in the Murray-Calloway
visited Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
Originally S16.00
on Saturday. R. D. is in bed
(Formerly in the
trouble.
back
with
College Shop)
Mrs Polk Storey and Mrs.
310 Main, Murray
Make Erwin visited Mrs.
Sadie Bucy on Wednesday.
For
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Paschall
children, Marilyn,
and
Announcement is made of Carolyn, and Steve, and Mr.
the approaching marriage of and Mrs. Otho Clark visited
Yolanda Sue Brown, daughter Mrs. Vergil Paschall On
of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Brown Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Ellis and
of MuiTay Route Three, to
Stoney Lee Raspberry, son of son Robert, visited Bro. and
Select from
Farley Raspberry of Hazel Mrs. Warren Sykes on
in stock"
and Mrs. Beulah Calhoun of Tuesday.
New Concord.
The vows will be solemnized
on April 28. Miss Brown is a
1974 graduate of Calloway
County High School and is
SHOES YOU CAN LIVE IN
now employed by Morgan,
Trevathan and Gunn, Benton..

0: Mr I. P states that he
recently lost a friend from
lung cancer. This friend
was in his 5Os and
appeared to be in good
health when the lung tumor was first noticed in a
chest X-ray.
Mr. I. P wonders what is
being done to detect lung
cancers earlier and
whether such earlier detection may increase the
chances of cure.
A: When a lung cancer is
large enough to be detected on a chest X-ray,
most likely the cancer has
been present for months.
In many instances, cancer
cells have spread beyond
▪ the lung. This extension
ritay lead to death of the
victim, often within a year,
regardless of lung surgery
iLot
Therefore, prevention
and earlier.:7.de_tection apt pear to be the most hopeful
7 approaches in getting
of these vicious
'7 ahead
- tumors. •
The inhalation of tobacco
smoke is a common cause.
• Therefore, a major step in
. reducing the incidence of
flung cancer would be to
persuade more persons
who-smoke to stop and to
encourage nonsmokers not
to start. Some progress
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Mrs. Max Hurt Has
Wadesb'bro Club
Meet At Her Home

S''.6244

Gene 8 Jo
Invite You
To Visit Our
Brand New

htzt

Greenhouse
Lots & Lots of
Beautiful Plants
Come On Out& See/
Choose Your Easter
Plants From Our
Wide Selection.

at
P
O'

0
"
9

Gene & Jois
Flowers
So 4tb - 753-4320

9
cteo ISJrar4040.21L
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ET SAVINGS

Order
Your

Great Easter Savings

Easter
Plants

itAtittoo
GAMEN

One-Piece
Dresses

ifrp

Two-Piece
Dresses

•000
$700 To$1
Now Only

$700 T.$1000
Now Only

$700

Long Dresses

The Tux Shop

Pants

Brown And
Raspberry rows

Eyelet Tops

Proms
Graduations
Weddings

rfores,

after
Six

South Murray Club

Formal Wear

Holds Regular Meet

At Our

Silk Flower
Workshop
All Day
Saturday, March 25
Carnations
Daisies Roses
Sweetheart Roses Poppies

lecophierr
_

$488

Now Only

A

$588
To

MAKE A WISH
Close your eyes and hope for a shoe light
enough to pair with your warm-weather
wearables and contemporary enough to
qualify as footwear's newest, and here's
• what you'll get,

At The Owen Home

Make Your
Easter Corsage

Dixieland Center
Murray, Ky.

$700
. Now Only

STORE
OUTLET
E'S
HAROLD
KY.
MURRAY
IN
OLYMPIC PLAZA
011711JE'T PRNIES

To Be Read

74e

Now Only

The
South . Murray
Homemakers Club met in the
home of Anna Mae Owen, 293
Street,
South
Eleventh
Murray, on Thursday, March
9, at one p. m. with the vicepresident, Mrs. Owen,
presiding in UN absence of the
president,--Etina-Tutler.
"Do Ahead Meals" was the
lesson presented by Mrs.
Owen.
Reports were given by the
various chairmen including
clothing "Fashion Fabric," by
Joanne Cavitt, and landscaping on "Preparing Now
For Spring Planting," by
Modelle Miller.
Mans were discussed for the
tasting luncheon to be held
Thursday, April 27, at the
First United Methodist
Church. Mrs. Cavitt reported
on ,,the council meeting.
Lorraine Maggard, secretary,
. gave her report.
Ketreshments were served
by Mrs. Owen.
The next meeting will be
held on Thrusday, April 13._
-

NOW AT

ge*gasset

lodu eipiste

Community Saddened Death
Of Resident; Persons Ill

Earlier Detection
Of'Lung Cancer

Half Million American Children Die
ning Yearly
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Allison was two years old,
active,curious — and hungry.
So she went to the kitchen to
look for food. She opened the
only cabinet ahe acid reach,
the one under the sink. There
she found a lot of boxes, cans
alid bottles. She opened one of
them and drank some liquid.
The liquid was furniture
polish. And Allison was one of

the half-million American
children who were victims of
accidental poisoning during
1977.She was one of the 105,000
poisoning victims who died.
According to Edsel
Moore, manager for the
Department of,_Aluman
Resources' consumer product
safety branch, accidental
poisoning kills a child
somewhere in the United

DE VELOPILO• PRINTED

5x7COLOR
Enlargement 89c.
M %DE IOM ANY SUDS oa CALOR NEGATIVE
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Slide &Movic
Processing
TO EXPOSURE SUMS
Soper $ sr lefair, 111161wies

$1.39
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States every five minutes. The
most vulnerable he said are
preschoolers.
"More
than
250,000
household substances are
potentially dangerous
poisons," said Moore. Those
most often involved in
childhood accidental
poisonings are medicines
(most frequently aspirin),
cleaning preparations, insect
sprays, kerosene, lighter
fluid, some furniture polishes,
turpentine, paints, solvents
products containing lye and
acids, he said.
According to the U. S.
Consumer Product Safety
COMMilltd011, most reported
cases of accidental poisoning
could have been prevented if
common-sense rules had been
followed. In connection with
the
National
Poison
Prevention Week (Marcp 1925), the common and the
Department of Human
Resources have,suggested
steps toward "poisonproofing" a home. Among the
suggestions are the following:
In the bathroom, throw out
old prescription medicines by
wrapping the containers in
newpaper and discarding
them with regular household
garbage. Take care that the
discarded medicines are not
accessible to children. Keep
all currently-used medicines
on the top shelves of the
cabinet or, better still, in a
cabinet which can be locked.
Keep cleaners out
reach,
too.
In the kitchen, move all
toxic and caustic cleaners,
detergents, disinfectants and
insecticides from low cabinets
and put them out of a child's
reach. Warnings on labels
don't mean_ a thing to
preschoolers, and safety-caps
don't
always
stymie

at

persistent

inquisitive,
Keep food stored
apart from cleaning products
and always keep cleaners in
original packages.
Most garages contain
Inpoisons.
potential
secticides, herbicides, fertilizer, paints, auto polishes,
fuels and other such products
should be stored in a locked,
metal cabinet.
Store cosme :ice, hair
grooming products, nail polish
removers and bobby supplies.
(glues, paints, etc.) out of the
sight and reech of children.
Since children tend to
imitate adults, avoid taking
medicines in their presence.
Never refer to medicine as
candy or say it tastes like
candy. Always replace safety
caps securely.
"The best prevention
measure &gland accidental
poisoning
is
parental
awareness," said Moore.
"Adults need to remember
that a small child can get into
trouble in a matter of seconds.
In fact, the theme_ of this
year's Poison Prevention
Week campaign is `Children
Act Fast...So Do Poisons."
Moore advised parents to
consider any household
substance potentially harmful
to children. "That may sound
a bit drastic," he said, "but
being safe is better than being
sorry."
More information on
"poison-proofing" a home is
available from the Consumer
Product Safety Branch,
Department for Human
Resources, 275 E. Main St.,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601.

youngsters.

UCKER
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We have_

Lilies, Azaleas, Hydrangeas, Mixed Plants,
Caladiums and Daisy Mums and Dish Gar,
dens

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brandon ot Murray Route Eight announce the approaching marriage of their daughter, Lori, to
Donnie Crouse, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Crouse of Murray
Route Two.
Miss Brandon is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Brandon of Hazel and Mr. and Mrs. Finis Thompson of
Murray. She will be a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently employed at Uncle Jeff's Pharmacy.
Mr. Crowe is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Z. B. Crouse of
Murray and Mr. and Mn. Ernie Freeman of Aurora. He will
also be a 1F/11 graduate of Calloway County High School and is
presently farming with his father.
The wedding will be solemnized an Saturday, April 8, at 3:30
p.m. at the Green Plain Church of Christ. A reception will
follow at the Community Room of the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank, Murray. No invitations will be sent, bid all
friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Cataleya, Cymbidium, Royal Bouquet and
Phalaeniiosis Orchids, Roses, Carnations
and Daisys.

*Bouquets *Centerpieces

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER — MURRAY, KY. PAL6t0111 141.#10if• E adlanct

Canttvu- 13aulateton React •

Program Presented
By Mrs. Max Parks
The Blankenship Circle of
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
Women met Thursday, March
9,at seven p. m.at the church.
"Shrouds and Butterflies"
was the program presented by
Mrs. Max Parks.
The minutes and roll call
were by Mrs. Joanne Mahan.
Mrs.Joyce Gordon,treasurer,
gave her report.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Marilyn Erwin to
eleven members
t.
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Junior, Misses, Halfsizes
Jacket Dresses • Skirt Sets
Soft Looks • Cottons • Sundresses
Reg. 2599 -4500

/
1 3 to 40% Off!

100% polyester in Spring
Fashion tailored
polyester pantsuits
'Solid Pants -Reg. 1599 in pretty Spring colors.
•Shirts- Reg. 1599Reg. 6499-7999
•Jackets- Reg. 2499 •Plaid Pants-Reg. 1999 -

peach.
899
799

899
899
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Observations
By Lochte Hart

•
DISTRICT WINNER — Mrs. Brent Butterworth models the three piece outfit she ma*
and modeled at the meeting of the First District of the Kentucky Federation of
other
Women's Clubs held at Kenbar Inn on March 11. She was the winner over several
Home
the
of
members
for
modeled
contestants and will enter the state contest. She
,
Department of the Murray Woman's Club at the March 16 meeting.In the background
all
left to right, are Mrs. Carl Lockhart, Mrs. Vernon Butterworth, and Mrs. HI Boston,
members of the Home Department
Staff Photo by to eurkeen

Sewing District Winner Is
Featured, Home Department
A "Ogtting To Know You"
birthday party was the _theme
for the annual potluck luncheon held by the Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club on Thursday,
March 16, at one p.m.'at th•
club house.
Mrs. Laura Jennings gave
an inspirational devotion as a
blessing prior to the luncheon.
The program leader, Mrs.
June Crider, explained the
meaning of the individual
cakes with candles at each of
the places of those present.
Only birth dates were on the
hand decorated place cards
arranged in order of months
on the tables decorated with
yellow spring flowers. The
candles were lighted in order
by the first born in January
and on through the year. Mrs.
Lester Goheen's birthday was
first on Jan. 6:
Mrs. Crider spoke of never

having enough tithe to get State University and $25 to the
things done and this theme Murray-Calloway County
was repeated by others as Heart Fund. Mrs. Margaret
each member told something Taylor, secretary, gave her
about themselves and a report with 22 members anmemorable birthday. "Happy swering the roll call.
Hostesses planning the
Birthday" was sung to those
luncheon were Mrs. Vernon
being March celebrants.
First place winner of the Butterworth, Mrs. William
sewing contest for the First Moffett, Mrs. Carl Lockhart,
District at the Kentucky and Mrs. Albert Crider.
Ladies of the Swing and
Federation of Women's Club
held at the meeting on March Sway Band will entertain at
11 at Kenbar Inn was Mrs. the next department meeting
Brent Butterworth from the on Thursday, April 20.
Home Department. She
modeled her three piece outfit.
she had made and won in the
district contest. She will now
HOSPITAL PATIENT
enter the Kentucky contest. Billy Hamilton of Murray
Mrs. Fil Boston, department has been dismissed from the
chairman, reported on the Western Baptist Hospital,
general board activities and Paducah.
conducted the business
PADUCAH PATIENT
session. The group voted to Clifton T. Kelly of Murray
donate $25 to the Max Hurt has been a patient at Lourdes
Scholarship Fund at Murray Hospital, Paducah.

7'ezcional4

an
article, "Commanij of his Milster. He was not
Preformance" pnbitflie-d in given a chance. H was an
Boston. She is the daughter of unusual looking attendant and
Mrs. Orville Dublin and the_because"tif his kind was
'5=
granddaughter of Mrs. F. L. hurried out of church before
Dublin. Miss Rebecca Dublin he had time to find his master.
Bruno, the St. Bernard who
of Murray State University
and choir member of the First goes to Sunday School with his
or• • •
Christian church , us er
in the truck behind the church.
sister.
When Gene did not return in
commissioned by the Bank of
the proper length of time, he
Murray, George's face was
It has been a long time since went in search of him and
wearing an Abraham Lincoln there
ex- tracked him into the church,
an
was
black painted beard. Marie communication in the First by way of the choir dressing
reworked it. It was defaced Christian Church, but recently room. When he entered, there
again. And following the last there was one. I hate to think was much rustling and extragedy, the picture, frame about it. But this lonely one, in claiming at his appearance.
and all, was scooped into a
a meek and humble manner Gene took him back to the
trash bag and returned to entered the church in search truck to wait longer.
Marie. Someone had taken the
picture from the hanging
place, took it to the seventh
fel** Waft telhit
Ira ieilkle
floor and thrown it to the
pleased to announce
are
We
ground below. Now the
likeness of George is as good
that Rhonda Jane Garland,
as new. Marie told me how
bride elect of Dr. Joseph Edmany hours she spent on it. A
new frame—was necessary.. •• .
wart'Johnson, has selected her
Mrs. Hammat is Paula,
I ,t
china, sterling and stainless
assistant to the director of
Housing. Jennifer Renee,
from our complete bridal
eight year of age, and Brock
registry.
Wesley, three, are their
children.
Rhonda and Joseph will be

Church,Spring,Strawberry we had a good conversation.
She is almost a new-comer
Pie,Observations
People
and is not familial with all the
New
Introduce
e timeeshe read in the
Who says children are sot by-gon
but she says she enjoys
paper,
influenced by actions of people
and is learning a lot
all
it
they see? Last week while I
about the community. Her
was enjoying strawberry pie
husband, Dr. Miles Simpson,
at Jerry's, a little boy about
head of the Social Science
eight years of age impressed is
Department of MSU. They
me with his good table
have bought the "Dr. Ben
manners and intelligent
Keys" house on Main Street.
conversation with his mother.
I couldn't help hearing and
seeing them. They were
Billy Dan Crouse and his
seated at a near-by table. He wife, Jennifer George,met me
finished his order then
while entering The Majestic
said,"Tbestrawberry _ pie _that_
touse recently. They
Steak
lady is eating looks good."
me "Mrs. Hart" and
called
There was some conversation
glad to renew
seemed
between him and his mother.
acquaintece. They introduced
the
broke
That
pie.
the
got
He
two handsome sons. Billy
ice-the three of us began their
have seen the "Who
must
Dan
talking. The mother is Mrs.
They" in my face and
are
David Lusk (Lila) whose
quickly solved my problem
husband is a professor in the
and reminded me of their days
university here and the young
Barbara Dublin Mrs.
in the library at Murray High
strawberry pie eater is David
Schiappa, formerly of
Charles
my
recall
to
fail
School-didn't
Jr. Lila asked, "Are you the
chewing gum in the Murray,now living in Carlise,
•'no
Lochie
- that
Lochie
library" policy. It saves a lot Mass., is freelancing in
Christopher and Lochie
of time that could be put to Journalism. She recently had
Landoll know?"
happy memorie's recalls
when I know whom I am with.
Mary Ann Hosami, a waitress
at DeVanti's, will make her
John C. Hammat, House
success by her remarkable
director of Hart Hall, is
-observations and memory.
another new acquaintance
Without ordering it, she brings
that I like. Our acquaintance
me a glass of un-iced water
came about while I was
when I go for a meal. I asked
walking. I visited the dorher how she remembered that
mitory to see if my husband's
I did not want ice water. She
picture was hanging in the
answered, "It's my job to
He told me the story
lobby.
remember the customers'
I already knew, but he
that
wants." Maybe, I'm the only
show me the reworked porcustomer that doesn't want ice trait. It was on the floor
water. I appreciate the atbetween his desk and the wall.
tention.
It was there for safe keeping,
and now is stored in the serI've wanted to speak to
vice building with other
people when I wasn't sure I portraits to be hung in' a
knew them. Oftentimes
special place in the new
passed on and kept wondering.
library.
I admire those who have the
The Portrait, painted by
poise to ask-like Mrs. Miles Marie' Holton, has'had three
Simpson (Joan) air'She-was casualties since it was hung in
in the post office recently 1965.
when I was doing some
In no time after the
zeroxing. She asked me," Are dedication of the picture,
you Lochie Hart?" and then

14,

2 Hours Sunday Morning
From

800 A.M.to 10:00 A. M.
We Hove

-Easter Bouquets
-Easter Corsages -Mixed Pots
-Spring Arrangements
r Geraniums
r Hydrangeas

FOR FRIDAY,MARCH 24,1971
What kind of day will your head. In all situations, it
tomorrow be? To find out what will be important to stress good
the stars say, read the forecast judgment, level-headedness,
self-control.
given for your birth Sign.
LEO
ARIES
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 44'g
44
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IY1
Solar influences not entirely
Your innate aggressiveness
favorable. You may encounter
in
advantage
an
prove
will
tension in some areas. Keep
conducting day's activities.
your balance and look at the
alienate
Don't go overboard and
side of things.
bright
friends or associates, however.
VIRGO
TAURUS
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IV%
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ti‘W
Opportunities in a new field
You may find yourself in the
interest you considerably.
will
midst of controversy. Don'Llet
well,— if only to grasp as
Study
It bother you. Rather, get
an avocation.
together with opponents and,
tieing your!mate foresight, you LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
can solve all matters nicely.
If you feel you are going stale
GEMINI
lb ' in the idea department, browse
(May 23 to June 21),
about in new areas of inCare needed in matters of
discussions
communication. Misin- formation. Hold
interests.
similar
of
those
with
or
letter
a
of
terpretation
or
errors
to
lead
message could
SCORPIO
misunderstandings.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt,e/r•
CANCER
Pause to appraise potentials.
Decide cautiously, but not
(June 22 to July 23)
t
fearfully, whether you should
You may get a lot of off-bea
stand toe-to-toe with the
Ideas now. Put them right out of
competition or circumvent it by
a clever maneuver.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
In dealings with others, be
sure to note their reactions. The
right word at the right time
could be a big factor in attaining
your ends.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Teamwork will be important
during this period, 90 make it a
point to associate and work with
those whose interests and aims
are similar to your own.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
By going along with your
associates, you can further your
own aims as well. As with
Capricorn, it's a day when
teamwork will pay satisfying
qividends.
PISCES
'
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
A day of mixed influences.
You can hold your own through
thoughtful management, with a
dash of imagination. Do not
become annoyed if some change
In your program is necessary.
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Easter Outfit
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For Reservations Call: 502 - 474-2773
(Except Saturdays)
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AURORA, KENTUCKY 42048
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Your New Spring

Purse
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10%

YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile and have a
wids_range of talents from
which you can choose a lively
NA,
and successful career: art,
theater, music, publishing, c't
4 °71
.
business and finance, to name 2
but a few. You are inclined to be
materialistic: Luxury Is your
goal and you frequently attain it
— but sometimes at the expense
of personal happiness. Act on
your intuitions — they far
surpaas your reasoning powers.
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with
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'Breds Still Playing Close
But Sweep Doubleheader

By The Associated Press
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar has
been having some problems
lately, but you couldn't tell it
from his performance against
the Houston Rockets Wednesday night.
All the big guy did was score
31 points, grab 14 rebounds
and block eight shots to lead
the Los Angeles Lakers to a
124-106 National Basketball
Association victory.
"I haven't been hitting my
jump shot recently, but I was
tonight and it complemented
my other shots," said Jabbar,
who is just 24 points shy of the

20,000 mark, a feat accomplished by only eight other
players.
The Lakers scored nine
consecutive pointtrly in the
third quarter to
rcome a
59-54 Houston lead and never
were headed. Despite Calvin
Murphy's 36 points, the
Rockets dropped their 13th
consecutive game.
Elsewhere, the Kansas City
Kings upset the Philadelphia
76ers 120-108, the Boston
Celtics defeated the Cleveland
Cavaliers
105-99,
the
Washington Bullets trounced
the New Orleans Jazz 124-109,

the New Jerse, Nets downed
the Chicago Bulls 105-99 and
the Seattle SuperSonics turned
back the Buffalo Braves 97-92.
Kings 120, 76ers 108
Robinzine,
Bill
Tom
Burleson and Scott Wedman
accounted for 37 points in the
third quarter. Philadelphia
was ahead 59-58 at the half but
Robinzine, Burleson and
Wedman outscored the 76ers
37-19 in the third period. Ron
Boone led Kansas City with 24
points and George McGinnis
had 28 for the losers. Philly
lost Julius Erving early in the
first quarter with what appeared to be a minor knee
injury.
Celtics 105, Cavaliers 99
Sidney Wicks' three-point
play with 1:04 left helped boost
Boston to a comeback
triumph. The Celtics, who
trailed 89-81 with under six
minutes left, tied the score at
97 on a jumper by Dave Bing,
who led all scorers with 24
points, including nine longrange shots in the second half.
Dave Cowens hit Wicks with
an alley-oop pass and Wicks
dunked the shot and added a
free throw for a 100-97 lead.

Bullets 124,Jazz 109
Kevin Grevey scored 30
points, Bob Dandridge 23 and
Mitch Kupchak 22 to lead
WashingtOb. The Bullets were
ahead by as many as 18 points
in the-second quarter but the
lead was down to three at the
start of the fourth period.
Kupchak scored 17 of the
Bullets' 27 points in -a ninminute stretch as Washington
pulled away in the final
quarter.
Nets 105, Bulls 99
Rookie Bernard King scored
33 points and grabbed a
careerhigh 18 rebounds for
--H-Ert42.KrijnaNew Jersey. John Williamson
0 Ouali y permanent20 3 Cu ft chest freezer 0 Budt-in
press dryer 0 Automatic
lock 0 2 Gliding wire baskets 0 added 23 points as the Nets
Sensl-DryTM or timed cycle
Vertical cabinet divider 0 Power-on
posted their fourth victory in
Signal light 0 Defrost water drain
feature 0 Polyknit selecthe last five games. The loss
tion 0 Removable up-front
Mode; FH2OCV
dropped Chicago three games
lint filter 0 Porcelain enbehind. Milwaukee in the
amel drum. Model 0LB6850
battle for the final Western
Conference playoff berth.
SuperSonics 97, Braves 92
Gus Willtriins, who scored 17
of his 25 points in the first half,
got the Sonics untracked in the
second quarter, scoring 11
points as they turned a 30-18
first-quarter deficit into a 5548 halftime lead. The Braves
tied the score at 61 in the third
period and led 83-78 early in
the fourth quarter but ran off
641 North, Murray — 753-4478
nine straight points to take the
Across from ColonialHouse Smorgasbord
lead. Randy Smith paced
"Appliances Are Our Only Business!"
Buffalo with 31 points.

West Kentucky.
Appliance Center

2,4O0OOO
(Jiffy Pot Never Less Than $100.00)
Have you had your
card punched
this week??

S. 126 Street
Murray
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

.s'W1 a sing e
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
and Threatt followed with a
Sooner or later, the bats are
double into the rightfield
going to start ringing and the
corner.
Wagoner
and
Murray State Thoroughbreds
Niswonger had back-to-back
are going to start knocking the
singles for the RBI's.
ball around with the same
Illinois got its only run in the
authority that made them the
seventh as Venegoni, enjoying
three
nation's top hitting team
a six for 10 series, doubled and
years ago.
scored on a single by Jim
'Breds
the
However, after
Cahill.
took a pair of games(rain the
"It was pretty much all
University of Illinois Tuesday
Durham," Reagan said. "I
afternoon, Murray State
never have seen -a pitcher
coach Johnny Reagan thinks it
walk out and take charge any
may be later than sooner.
more than Scott did. And we
"The IllinoLs pitching has
had a little hitting to back him
been pretty tough," Reagan
up, getting the four straight
said.
hits in the sixth.
"They haven't been aver"But the big thing was Scott
powering us but the thing
just took charge. He really.
that's impressive about them
"pitched well in Hawaii and
is they never give into the
right now,he's our bright spot.
hitter and that's the mark of
good pitchers.
"They have the kind of
pitchers who would walk you
DURHAM MVPS — filarray State sailer righthander Scott
before giving you anything to
Derhem, a lb. Verne., Ind., Native, fires op pitch to the
hit. And you aren't going to
plate is Wednesday's win over Wields. Durham scattered five
explode against pitching like
hits in the 4-1 triumph.
that," Reagan added.
Murray exploded once the
of the inning. Then Miller capitalized on it.
entire day and it came in the
buckled down and for the next "We had great relief pitfirst game where the .'Breds
five frames, hurled shutout ching from Miller. He threw
came from a 6-0 deficit to post
ball while scattering seven extremely well and held them
1-441-2b
a 74 win. In the nightcap, it
Seincibeugb-es
hits.
bay
which
us
at
the
gave
Fahn-dh
was all Scott Durham as-the
Murray tied the game with opportunity to get back in it. Cruselb
senior righthander hurled
six in the third, the key blow When a team gets 15 hits off
Murray State to a 4-1 win. The
being a two-out, two-run you in a seven-inning game,
three-run margin was the
double by Tom Fehn. After you really have to feel forlargest margin of the season two
walks loaded the bases, tunate to win," Reagan added.
for Murray, either in victory
In the nightcap, Durham got
Murray got its big break.
or defeat as the 'Breds can't
Doran Perdue laced a liner off to a shaky start in the first
seem to get away from to
left and Illinois leftfielder inning as Illinois hit some
playing close games.
John Venegoni tried for the shots but several good
In the opening game, Illinois
shoestring catch and missed defensive plays,one a back-toscored a run in the second off
the ball. Two runs scored and the-plate, over-the-head stab
Murray's Cliff Buechel as
Perdue wound up on second in center by Threatt, took
Scott Molr's single, the third and
another runner on third. away Illinois' scoring threat.
of the inning, scored the run.
Durham then settled down
Then Rob Courtney plugged
The Illini had two men cut
the gap into leftcenter to tie and pitched extremely well
down at the plate in the frame the game at 6-6.
the rest of the way. He fanned
or otherwise, would have had
The winning run came in the three and walked three.
quite an inning.
sixth when after one out, Greg
Murray's first run came in
Then in the top of the third, Tooley doubled into center the second. Courtney led off
Buechel ran into trobble. After then after two were out, Al with a single, went to second
Jim Orros singled to open the Luigs brought up the chalk on a wild pitch and took third
frame, John Peach homered down the rightfield line with a when Bill Wagoner singled
to left and the 'Breds were double over the bag.
with one out. Rightfielder
down 3-0. After a walk to Steve
Darrell Niswonger delivered
Borre and a single by John
"We felt like we were very the run-scoring single.
Venegoni, Buechel was lifted fortunate to win the first
The actual winning run
and gave way to junior college game," Reaian said.
came in the fourth when Mike
transfer Doyle Miller. Miller
'`Illinois hit so well 115 hits) Calicchio doubled in Wagoner,
retired the first two batters but we still managed to come who had walked. The 'Breds
but then Mohr singled in two back and win. They had the added two insurance runs in
runs, both of which were game wrapped up but let it the sixth to go ahead 4-0.
charged to Buechel.
slip away from them. • The
After a walk and a single encouraging thing was we got
loaded the bases, '-Orros a break (the bobble by
walked to drive in the final run Venegoni in left) and

year, but slipped last season.
But he came back with a
strong fall and we're expecting him to do a lot of
pitching for us this season.
"Actually, the pitching
pretty well determines how
much the hitting will break
loose," Reagan added.
The 'Breds are now 6-6 on
the season and will host the
Mini to a twiabill today and
Friday before entertaining
Middle Tennessee Saturday.
All doubleheaders at Reagan
Field begin at 1 p.m.
Murray will be idle Easter
Sunday but on Monday, three
teams will be in town. They
include
North
Dakota,
Eastern
Michigan
and
Valparaiso.
Mama Gams
Sub

Depaulio-lb
Pethley-lb
Murray*
Rornmeltnann-ph
Totals

Sencibaugleas
Febn4t
Courtney-db
Ibreatt-cf
Wagoner-lb
Teel-c
- Totals
Illinois
Murray

By The Associad Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here is a list of results and
schedules for action in the 61st
Kentucky
High
School
Basketball
Tournament: Wednesday's
Results
Christian Co 88 Knott
Central 69
Lou Ahrens 70 Virgie 66
Bowling-Green 71 Maysville

010 lii

SOUTH BEND,Ind.(API— terback Frank Trinucka,
Notre Dame's Irish bullyboys agreed.
"That's the way I've always
won't hesitate to throw their
TOWING TWO — After taking the toss from second
size and weight around, but played," he said."I just like to
baseman Al brigs (right), 'Bred shortstop Stove Soncibnogh
they refuse to apologize for stick my nose in there, get in
whirls to make the throw to first to complete•doviolopiny.
what they consider a the middle of it, knock the ball
(Stuff Mutes by Me Brands*
loose from somebody, run
basketball fact of life.
"They say basketball isn't a over somebody, draw fouls. I
70
contact sport," noted 6-foot-9, hope the coach likes it,
Coy Holmes 86 Ashland 60
POOL MANAGER
235-pound Dave Batton. "But because I can't change."
Thursday's Schedule
Murray-Calloway County Parks Department
Guard Duck Williams,
it is very much a contact
Henry Clay vs
Lex
will be accepting applications far Pool Manager.
sport. We don't wear pads and second to Batton in scoring
Somerset,1 p.m.
Deadline is March 23. Applications may be obwe don't play on grass fields, this season for the Irish,
Oboro Apollo vs Shelby Co,
tained at Parrs office, 10th and Payne Sts., 753but it's indoor football just the acknowledges the game "is
2:30 p.m.
7640.
going underneath."
same."
Mayfield vs Clay Co, 7:30
"Let's face it. The game
p.m.
today is played with a lot of "You've got to have the big
Elizabethtown vs Lou
physical abilities. I think a lot guys to get rebounds, block
Central,9 p.m.
of guys are going to have to shots and play defense. If you
Friday's Schedule
don't, you're going to get Upper Bracker
get more physical."
Quarterfinals
beat,"
Coach Digger Phelps
Christian Co vs Lou Ahrens,
Phelps, who is taking Notre
doesn't figure the sixthI p.m.
ranked Irish will overpower Dame into the final four -for
Bowling Green vs Coy
No. 7 Duke in Saturday's the first time, said he thinks
Holmes,2:30 p.m.
NCAA semifinal in St. Louis Duke's Blue Devils are
Lower Bracket
the way they did Utah and "pretty physical themselves.
Quarterfinals .
DePaul in last week's Midwest They're aggressive, they play
Thursday afternoon winRegional. But both Phelps and multiple defenses,and they hit
ners,7:30p.m.
his players.. look, for an the boards as hard as anybody
Thursday night winners,
I've seen all year."
aggressive, physical game.
'
f obtr-ot
p.m.
Should Notre Dame get by
"When I go to the boards. I
Saturday's Schedule
Duke
semifinal
at
in
first
the
elbow, I push, I shove,",adUpper Bracket semifinals,
And Receive
v
mits 6-11, 250-pound Bill the St. Louis Checkerdome,
10:05 a.m.
they
winner
of
will
meet
the
Quick Prompt
Laimbeer. "On the front line,
Lower Bracket semifinals,
the Kentucky-Arkansas
you've got to be physical."
11:30a.m.
Courteous Service!
"If you think that was semifinal for the chamChampionship game, 8:10
'
List Today 753_4342
something out there (against pionship on Monday night.
p.m.
De-Paul's 641 Dave Corzine.
you ought to see us in practice.
The bodies really fly."
The "small" man in Notre
Dame's starting .front_lincis
freshrilith Kelly Tripucka, a
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
muscular 6-7, 215-pound
forward who has no qualms
about mixing it up with larger
opponents.
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
"He's very physical and
explosive inside," Phelps said
of his prize freshman, who
scored 38 points and pulled
down 15 rebounds in the two
regional victories. "He's a
tough, harttnosed kid and will
take any challenge. ..He's
aggressive."
Tripucka, son of former
Notre Dame football quar-

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Now Has A LocalNumber
The Number To Call
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Cardinals Finally Win
'
I One, Bird Flying High
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OUT AT THE PLATE — Merray's Al Wigs is cat down at the
plate as he tries to score on a groans! boll. Making the tog for
Illinois is John Venegoni, who has belted 'Bred pitching for six
hits in 10 offidol times at hat.

AP Sports Writer
There's a vast difference
and
pitching
between
throwing but Steve Busby is so
happy to be throwing he won't
mind if it takes a little longer
for him to start pitching.
Oh, Busby has taken the
mound during a couple of
Kansas City's exhibition
games this spring, which was
more than he did all last
season, when he underwent a
serious shoulder operation.
And he was encouraged
Wednesday even though the
St. Louis Cardinals rocked
him for nine hits and three
runs in the first four innings of
an 8-0 exhibition victory over
the Royals.
Another comeback pitcher,
Detroit's Mark Fidrych, had
better results than Busby. The
Bird gave up just three singles
in six inningsas the Tigers
trounced the Toronto Blue
Jays, lifting his spring record
to 4-0.
Fidrych, who gave up just

(MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)

(Staff Pietas by Maw Smoak*

PORTS

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will
hold a public meeting on April 3, 1978 at
7:00 p.m. in the Douglass Community
Center.
The prupose of the meeting is to
prepare a Citizen Participation Plan for
the Small Cities Grant Program in the
City of Murray,Kentucky.
This Plan will include, among other
items:
1. How views and proposals of
Murray citizens will be solicited;
2. How notices of public hearings shall
be provided;
3. How information about the program
shall be provided to citizens;
4. How citizens shall be involved in
planning and implementing the program.
This Citizen Participation Plan shall be
implemented in identifying projects,
preparing a preapplication and full application, and carrying out approved
projects under the Small Cities Program
administered by the U. S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development in
Murray, Kentucky. All citizens and
representatives of interested public
groups are invited to attend and participate.
Steve Zea
Murray Planning Commission

innings against Pittsburgh his
previous outing, lowered his
earned run average to 0.80.
Elsewhere:
—A trio of ex-Texas
Rangers helped the Atlanta
Braves to a 7-0 victory over
their former club. Tommy
Boggs allowed one hit in five
innings, Jeff Burroughs
homered and Eddie Miller had
two hits and stole a base. Rob
Belloir and Dale Murphy also
homered while Boggs and
three relievers held the
Rangers to three hits.
—Gene Tenace homered
twice and Dave Winfield also
connected, powering the San
Diego Padres over the
Chicago Cubs 4-1. The victory
was the fourth straight for the
Padres and second since
Roger Craig replaced Alvin
Dark as manager.
—Bobby Valentine's tworun homer in the bottom of the
ninth gave the New York Mets
a 2-1 triumph over the Cincinnati Reds. Tom Seaver

Arkansas Doesn't Have
Tricks Awaiting 'Cats
By PAUL LeBAR
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS.(AP) — In spite
of a scare thrown at Kentucky
by Michigan State last week,
Arkansas does not plan to flag
down the Wildcats with a zone
defense when the two
collegiate powers collide.
Razorbacks Coach Eddie
Sutton pledg4d that Wednesday while weighing his
fifth-ranked team's chances
against No. 1 Kentucky in
Saturday's semifinals of the
NCAA basketball tournament
at the Checkerdome.
"At this point of the season,
I don't think anybody's going
to put any tricky plays in or
just ditch.. what has. otten
them to where they are,"
Sutton said from,Fayetteville,
Ark., during a telephone news
conference.
"We're basically a man-toman basketball team," he
added. ''What's going to be a
key as far as we're concerned

"HEILIHATS
MYDODGE

is defensive board play. I
think it's the biggest problem
we'll face with a team like
Kentucky."
While Sutton rejected
defensive alterations for
Kentucky, 28-2, which got by
Michigan State 52-49 for the
Mideast Regional title,
Wildcats Coach Joe Hall was
equally against change.
"There are things I feel are
effective against his club that
we're just not capable of
doing," Hall said of Arkansas,
31-3.
"Quickness has been a
problem for us," Hall said,
alluding to problems Kentntky might race if it attempted to capitalize on the
apparent weaknesses of its foe
against pressing defenses.
The sentiments on strategy
voiced by Hall and Sutton
were echoed in large part by
Notre Dame Coach Digger
Phelps and Duke Coach Bill
Foster, whose teams will
clash in the other half of
Saturday's doubleheader.
just think that we've got
to play with what brought us
here," said Phelps, whose No.
6 Irish, 23-6, flattened three
opponents, including thirdranked DePaul 84-64, en route
to the Midwest title.
"Obviously, that's our depth
and our being physical. Were
not looking to change any of
that," he added. "I think in
discussing Duke that Bill
Foster has done an excellent
job of getting his kids to play
basketball.
Duke's Foster, a longtime
friend of Phelps, returned his
rival's compliment, labeling
the Irish "a very deep club." 1"
"I think the interesting
thing in watching Notre Dame
is that they are a combination
of a power team, maybe to a
large degree, but they're also
a very, very well disciplined
team. Their defense moves
around very well, and this is
what we'll see on Saturday
afternoon."

78DODGE MAGNUM XL
What else can folks say after they've
suggested retail prices.. . Magnum is
seen Magnum XE,The exciting new
priced less than these comparably
car with a bold new look And handling
equipped cars. the Monte Carlo Lanand performance to match
dau. Pontiac Grand Prix, Olds Cutlass
You see Magnum XE is a remarkable
Calais and Buick Regal Limited.
automobile that combines the attriOne look at Magnum XE's clear
touring
butes Of a
car with those
retractable head-lamp covers
of a luxury car And based on a
and classic grille and you'll be
0
comparison of manufacturers
saying
"That's my Dodger'

Dodge
• oielvetv

Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore

p.

Murray, Ky.

753-0632

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A
signature drive in support of a
$4 million bond issue designed
to keep the U.S. Clay Courts
tennis championships here
will be announced Thursday,
the Indianapolis Star reported
in today's editions.
The U.S. Tennis Association
has told sponsors of the
tournament they will move it
elsewhere if a new facility
isn't built by August 1979.
They've told Indianapolis
officials the Indianapolis
Racqdet Club, where the
tournament has been held the
last four years, lacks enough
seats and that its otherfacilities are only minimal for
a major national tournament.
The tournament will be
played here in 1978, but will
likely be moved to another
larger city if a new facility is
not built.

A natural for today's casual scene is Jarman's
new 5-Speed casual. Styled In rugged suede
leather atop a unique 5-Speed action sole.
Start making your tracks in
Jarman's exclusive 5-Speed!

hurled six scoreless innin
two hits
for the Reds, yie
and striking out six.
—Chicago's Ken Kravec,
who hadn't been scored on all
spring, took a 4-0 lead into the
fourth inning when the
Philadelphia Phillies erupted
for five runs and went on to
defeat the White Sox 10-5.
—Baltimore
and -Los
Angeles committed six errors
apiece and the Orioles edged
the Dodgers 9-8 with a fourrun rally in the bottom of the
11th inning. The winning run
scored when third baseman
Lee Lacy made two errors on
the same play.
—Jack Clark's two-run
homer with two out in the top
of the ninth gave the San
Francisco Giants a 7-6 victory
over the California Angels and
the Seattle Mariners pounded
out 23 hits and clobbered the
Oakland A's 19-4.
—Dave Goltz hurled eight
strong innings as the Minnesota Twins downed the
Houston Astros 5-1 and Butch
Wynegar's tie-breaking tworun 'single in the seventh inning helped another squad of
Twins edge the Montreal
Expos 5-4.

$28® - $29®
& $37®

Men's Softball
League To Meet
At Park Sunday

sHoes FOR

Persons interested in
participating in the Men's
Slow-Pitch Softball League
are urged to attend an
organizational meeting.
The meeting will be held at 2
p.m.,Sunday at the old city
park office on Payne Street.
Each team should have a
representative at the meeting.

MEN

raham St. Jackson
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN

Downtown Murray

etreroll

annual
StylePerfect
Walkovering
Saki
last4Days.

I M

this once-a- vex sale CP L'
Don r
1200 patterns from 11 different SW
Wallcorrenng Books Take your pick of
washable. strippable, scrubbable. pre•
pasted. fabnc-backed patterns — in an
• impressive array of textures and colors
— ranging in style from Traditional to
Contemporary .
SALE PRICE
*1:310179:
V single roil

Regular $2 75—$26 95
Packaged in double rolls

-4, 414.
vItav,z, 44t4i,sf;
t44,_Act 1,07,6!.‘4,
kiy

4106**410"011littea...

Trying To Keep Event

5-SPEED

Shift into
a great new action casual!

NEE
Walkovering
Clink
Come in and learn how -to-hang
wallcouenng at one of our free
chnics To make a reservation.
just stop by or call the store
nearest you
1975. The Shorwm W ems Convene

Save on
PaperHanging
Too/Nit

Save upto

PAPERHAMING

TOOL SET

on Style Perfect Carpeting

SALE
299

$
3
:c
1e
i r‘d

'

Regular $4 96
This 6 piece kit helps you achiere or,
expert. professional looking pot)
Includes brushes, seam roller. knife

VALOR — Soft denier, low profile cut in loop shag
nyjor.
Sate $8.49 sq. yd. regular $9 99
MIRAGE— Iridescent cut and loop 100t ANSO' nylon.
Protected with Scotchgare Anti•Stot
Sale S11.99 sq. yd. regular $1399
COUNTRY LANE — 100% Trevire polyester Thick.
dense, h4Arl plc .sa.tonv
Sale 514.99 sq. yd. rt:gular $17 99
PA/duly anti Instalt•or, zt,a,,able at oddrtronal inst
Corpef Sale ends Ap.1.3

So ends March 27

Free decorating service. Use Master Charge,lkinkArnericerd, Vise, or our extended credit terms.
Save on other species in our stores.1600stores including one near you.

to
MURRAY

SOUTIISIDE MANOR
SHOPPING CENTER

753-3321
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Christian County, Holmes, Ahrens
And Bowling Green All Win Openers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — against Ashland, it needed
and second-ranked Shelby
County were to decide today
which would be the favorite to
*in the 61st Kentucky High
School Basketball Tournament.
While many experts ingored
Wednesday's first round play
to dwell on today's showdown,
two other clubs — Covington
By CHARLES WOLFE
from Purdue, Could be the experience.
Associated Press Writer
difference in the Wildcats' "This is a smart ballclub," Holmes and Christian County
LEXINGTON, Ky:TAP) — --post-seastm success this year. -he said, "one that has a owed — quietly stamped themselves
Kentucky Coach Joe Hall said
As Kentucky prepared for basis in fundamentals and is as potential spoilers.
Christian County, 24-5, got
before the basketball season the final leg of its quest for a capable of making on-the-floor
24 points from Kenny Hart and
that guard Kyle Macy, a fifth, Natfonal Collegiate adjustments."
As for why Kentucky at had four other players in
newcomer who transferred Athletic Association championship, Hall stuck with his times played uninspired double figures in drubbing
basketball this season, Hall Knott Central 88-69, while
assessment.
Bowling
"Macy's leadership has said there were numerous John Wirrizie pitched in 29
Standings
made a big difference," Hall factors involved and telling points to lead Covington
said Wednesday in an in- signs both before and during a Holmes, 32-1, to an 06-60 rout
of Ashland.
game.
terview.
Team
In other first round games
Dennison-Hunt
"We were a good team last
Thurman Furniture
Louisville
Wednesday,
like
"I
them
don't
to
see
year,
as
good
as
this
year's
Beauty Box
team," he said. "We were tight and gloomy before a Ahrens, 23-7, edged Virgie 70PeoplesBank .
Murray Insurance
tougher defensively. Maybe game," he said."And during a 66 while Bowling Green, 22-8,
Dixieland Center
game, you can tell in the way used a Danny Carothers steal
we were hungrier.
Paradise Kennels
Hawaiian tropic
they pass and the way they and layup with 18 seconds left
Rose's
Personality Beauty Shop.
"We're a different type of sometimes don't go after loose to nip Maysville 71-70.
Bank of Murray
In today's action, Lexington
team
now. We don't push the balls. We saw that some in the
Jerry's Restaurant..... . 37
Clay, 27-6, was paired
Henry
Michigan
game.
State
High Team Game ) SC)
ball down the floor. We're
BeautY Box.
t42 under more control. Maybe Sometimes you can change against Somerset, 20-7,, with
Peoples Bank
812
the game matching Apollo, 35Beauty Box
808 this is because of Macy's style defenses and take that
0, and Shelby County, 27-3,
High Team Game HC
pressure off the players."
of
play."
ma
'
Peoples Bank
Macy has been largely completing the afternoon
Rose's
tan— Kentucky
boasted
a
Rose's
_
1013 powerhouse team
successful this year in doubleheader. Mayfield, 22-5,
last
year,
High Team Series 1SC)
Beauty Box
but fell to North Carolina, 79- maintaining an even keel on and Clay County, 29-4, meet in
tonight's first game, with
Peoples Bank
72,
in the NCAA East Regional the floor and taking charge
Dennison Hunt ....
.
Elizabethtown, 16-8, and
when
things
weren't
clicking
High Team Series HC
finals. Hall Said effects of the
Louisville Central, 20-6,
Rose's
offensively.
loss lingered.
Beauty Box
playing
in the finale.
Peoples Bank
"The four-corners didn't
The upper bracket moves
High Ind. Game ;' SC
"We
Hall
beat
said.
just
us,"
Against
Notre
Dame,
he
Sandra Rice
Karen Cossey
didn't match their en- sank four straight baskets to into quarterfinal play Friday
Marge Hinman .
thusiasm. North Carolina had wipe out a five-point Irish lead afternoon, with Christian
High Ind. Game HC)
Sondra Rice
us down by 15 in the first half, enroute to a 73-68 Wildcat County taking on Ahrens and
Holmes meeting Bowling
Karen Cossey
but we came back and cut it to victory. And last Saturday,
Jean Crawford
Green.
one.
High Ind. Series(SC
against the Spartans, Macy
Joinin
Hart in double
Wanda Brown
.....511
igures or
ristian oun v
":They (the Tar Heels) had Including two at the end of the
Marge Hinman
528
was Allai Barnett with 17,
High Ind Series(NC)
some key,injuries," he said, game, to preserve a 52-49
Karen Cossey
648
Kelly Young with 15,
Sondra Rice
642 "and when that happens, victory.
Herbert Brown with 13 and
Betty Parrish
632 other players come out-more
"If we piay our best
ItiM Averages
Charles Nance with 10. Greg
firedup. We just did not match basketball, we can win the
Lois Smith
Stamper and Larry King had
Wanda Brown
their enthusiasm."
NCAA," Hall said. "I truly
Pat Hesselrode
31 and 24, respectively', for
That loss has never been far believe that. - We've come
Marge Hinman
Knott Central, which finished
Sondra Rice
from the thoughts of Hall and through our crises..., but
Ettielene McCallon
27-5.
his players since tournament sometimes it was .from
Mildred Hodge
"I was pleased with all of
— Betty Parrish.
play began and he said the reaching down and pulling
Mary Harris
them," Christian County
Wildcats were wiser for the something out of the ground."
Barbara Hendon
Coach Lyle Dunbar said after
the game. "We didn't cl-O—Agood job stopping Stamper or
King, but we expected
(Danny) Christon to score
more. Christon, who came into
the game averaging 20 points
a game,hit only two of 14 shots
and finished with four points.
Although Holmes played
four quarters as scheduled

Hall Says Leadership From
Macy Difference This Season

BOWLING
MILWAUKEE — Larry
Laub climbed from seventh
into the lead after two rounds
of a $100,000 Professional
Bowlers Association tournament.
Laub averaged 232 for the
first 12 games, fashioning an
8-pin lead of 2,788 over firstround leader Fred Jaskie.
Henry Gonzalez was third
with 2,776 while Craig Cutsor
and Boysie Huber were tied
for fourth at 2,736.

Purchase any 1978 AMC Car
Now Through May 10th and
Receive Free Air Conditioning

Don't waste anytime, come on out and talk
with us about a new AMC car.

Spinks Not
Taking Orders
From Anyone
BOSTON
( AP
Heavyweight boxer Leon
Spinks, the ex-marine, is
taking marching orders from
no one — even if it costs him a
version of his world title.
"I decide who I will fight. .
and when I'm'going to fight."
Spinks said Wednesday, his
first comments since the
World Boxing Council stripped
his championship last week
for refusing to defend it
against Ken Norton.
The WBC gave the title to
Norton. The competing World
Boxing Association still
recognizes Spinks for his Feb.
15 split decision over
Muhammad Ali. Asked if he will continue to
think of himself as champion,
Spinks replied at a news
conference: "That's what I
am."
He was in Boston to appear
at a dinner-boxing show
staged by Helen Hall, a black
promoter. The show was to
raise money for an inner-city
neighborhood charity.
Surrounded by an entourage
of aides that included trainer
Sam Solomon, Spinks let a
Detroit lawyer, _Lester
Hudson, do most of the
talking.
Hudon said Spinks will
fight a series of exhibitions in
South America and then Ali at
an unspecified site in September.

Using a stifling zone defense,
the Bulldogs limited Ashland
to just six field goals in the
first half -while building an
insurmountable 37-15 lead.
The margin was in the 20s
most of the second half.
"Holmes played super,"
said Ashland Coach Paul
Patterson,
whose
club
dropped an 80-59 decision to
the Covington team last'

month. "They beat us on the

George Nichols and Rayford

60 of their points."
Despite a subpar shooting
night, All-Stater
Doug
Schloemer added 17 points for
Holmes. Tom Welch led
Ashland with 24 points..19 in
the second half.
Bowling Green, 22-8, blew a
17-point first half lead and
trailed 65-62 three minutes
into the fourth period against
Maysville.

back-to-back baskets, and
then Carothers scored the last
five points for the Purples,to
save the game.
Eddie
Davis
gave
Maysville, 20-9, its last lead at
70-69 on a corner jumper with
a minute to go. But Davis was
victimized 42 seconds later
when Carothers stole his pass
and converted it into the
game-winning points.

Ahrens, 23-7, used Steve
C rtis' 22 •'ints to st nue
Virgie in a game that featured
a rash of turnovers (48) an&
personal fouls (42). Ahrens
decided the game midway
through the final period,
extending a five-point lead to
67-58 as Curtis pitched in six
points. Virgie, which got 21
points from Mike May and 20
from Stonie Newsome, wasn't
able to overcome that lead in

CASSETTE
TAPE DECK
SLIDER
CONTROLS
DIAMOND
NEEDLE

3 SPEED
CHANGER
TWO VU
METERS
MIKE FONE
INPUTS
DUST
COVER

For people with tight space requirements and or
music budgets Realistic's Clarinette systems put
it all together without cutting corners Cassette tape
recorder player Stereo radio and- phono Two big
22" high woofer tweeter speakers Look at the
"'everything in features above Then consider that if
,
" is good enough to build personal computers
Shack'
were certainly good enough to build your personal
'music system' The sale priced 23%-off Clannette
-98-, ask for #13 119fr

If your audio system needs an additive (mikes, fones, etc.)
you'll find it in stock at Radio Shack at the right price!

Realistic's Nova- 14 stereo headiones have separate glide-path controls for both balance arid volume One of audios greatest additives' This-pair
is one of our favorites Ask for #33. 1013

viss

Realistic cardioids pick up mostly from the front.
cut rear mike feedback Electret condensor tech
hology gives you that breathless now soundAsk for #33-1045 at The Shack

60-MINUTES
169 C-60

AI

1

44-602

90-MINUTES
C-90
,
4r F3r
219 44-603
gil
Realistic C-60 and C-90s. are made in our own
magnetic tape factory V)Ft Worth, Texas, and
they're sold in all our Shacks worldwide_ Quantity
discounts when you buy a dozen or more - ask at
The Sha_ck
THINK OF HI Fl THINK Of RADIO SHACK

INF VATIONWIDI SLIPIRMARAf

Holds 24 Folds small
Has a handle Press and
pop for easy_removal and
storage #44 609

Cartridge care?
Maintain your phono
pickup or replace it or
the stylus Do-it yourself
kit #42 f08
Most ,tems
also ava,iatA•ar
Radtu Shaf k

HOURS
Non.-Fri. 10-1
Saturday 10-6
Closed Sundays

Dealers
Look for th,s
590 0 sour
ne.ghbor hood
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Sitting In The Mayor's Office

inion Page (22

By MELVIN HENLEY
Mayor,City of Murray

Census Reported

This all points up the importance of
Our office has just received the latest
Census Count, and underlines the
the
official figures for the census update
getting everyone counted
importaneenf
F-vicral Rcvenue
pun wInd, u
comes. The breakdown
time
the
when
Sharing money will be computed. The
was estimated by the
that
July, 1976 population figure of 14,329 is of change
to occur in the
Government
Federal
somewhat less than we feel correct;
1, 1975 to July
July
from
Murray
however, we do not think that an actual City of
•
as
was
1976
1,
census count at this time would be
POPULATION ESTIMATE, July 1,
worth the thousands of dollars it would
cost, because only two more years will 1975 - 13,669
TOTAL BIRTHS, July 1, 1975 to July
elapse before the 1980 uensus will be
1976 - 135
1,
taken. We must take care at that time,
TOTAL DEATHS, July 1, 1975 to July
is
everyone
that
insure
however,
to
wife
"They just keep growing and my
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- He can't
counted, because a lot of state, as well 1, 1976 - 140
keeps theatening to throw them and me
POPULATION
OF
taken
has.
thumb
we but "Punk's"
as federal money, is allocated ac- • TOTAL
grin.
a
the house," he said with
INSTITUTIONAL
REPRESENTING:
m to all state high school basketball out of
a
to
posted
cording to the population
He smiled again when asked to exPOPULATION-July
•
naments since 1947.
community by the Bureau of the AND COLLEGE
-old bank executive
51-year
a
how
plain
INSTITUTIONAL AND
5,347;
1975
1,
He's also an avid Cincinnati Reds'
recently
the
is
point
in
case
A
Census.
the nickname "Punk."
POPULATION - July 1,1976
s-saw his first game in 1937 -and got
allocation.by the State Of Kentucky to COLLEGE
really Punkin," he said. "Our
"It's
5,850
S a collector.
approximately
of
County
Calloway
sitter gave it to me one night when
NET MIGRATION - July 1, 1975 to
"The house is filled with scorebooks baby
$21,000 in snow-removal money, none of
her name. I called
remember
couldn't
I
om every contest I've attended,"
which was shared with the .City of, July 1, 1976 - 162
her'sitter' and_ she., called me
Thiedata affords the following July I,
k said after he and the family
Murray. The total Population figures
"Punkin."
population estimate:
1976
rrived here from Maysville. '
used in allocation of the money included
"MI
But "Punkin" is too formal for
ESTIMATE - July 1,
POPULATION
Back home, the nameplate on his
inthe citizens of Murray, which also
Griffin.
Allen
Arthur
13,669
1975
Allen
k identifies him as Arthur
cludes Murray State_ University
"Make. it Punk," he said before
BIRTHS - -5
riffin, assistant bank cashier. "You
students. Thus, even though 5,850 DEATHS MINUS
state
the
for
door
the
out
heading
- 162
MIGRATION
NET
at
except
n always find me there
Murray State Students and 9,479 othertournament. ..
. COLLEGE
IN
INCREASE
ent time. The bank agreed long
the
in
used
citizens of Murray were
a thick stack of
carried
He
503
POPULATION
days
four
those
go to always give me
population figures to allocate the snowscoresheets in one hand.
ESTIMATE - July 1,
removal money, the City got none of it POPULATION
14,329
1976
World
the
at
spent
are
His vacations
to help defray the overtime, gasoline,
the growth, for
ries or at any other sporting event
and equipment damage costs incurred. Notice that most of
and State
Federal
receive
will
we
which
attention.
his
attract
t might
The City was later given $4,700 as a
but
in-Migration
in
not
occurred
money
"When the fellows suggest a trip, I'm
state;
the
by
allocationspecial
Murray
at
enrollment
increased
wife
my
in
providing
ready?
ways
primiarily because a number of mayors
that over one-third of
eanne agrees. And she does most of
and the Kentucky Municipal League State. Also note
can be attributed
population
official
our
News'Sorvic•
e time"
Copley
raised cain all the way to Frankfort and
Students. Since we
Jeanne has been to 10 state tourWashington, D. C. about the shoddy to Murray State
Awnings in front of Lindsey's
and other
ments and, Punk said,"she seems to Jewelers and Dale & Stubb14eld fell
treatment received by the people who receive Revenue Sharing
money which is partially
State
Federal
e them. At least she never complains during thlinight from the weight of the
The juggler
cities.
in
reside
computed on population figures, we
e some wives who throw up their snow that ell in the area. ;
need to encourage enrollment at MSU
in horror whenever a slay turns
Deaths reported include Mit. Lillian
outside the community. The
from
the television set to watch somebody 'Birdsong.
By M.C. Garrott
recent establishment of reciprocity in
y ball."
The male pointer bird dog, Jack,
waiver of out-of-state-tuition for several
• Punk, who can't enjoy a game unless owned and handled by Dan Miller of
counties in Tennessee, Illinois and
keeps a scoresheet, started corn- Lynn Grove„. wo,n first place in the
Missouri, will help not only Murray
ng statistics when tie was still at- Mayfield Field Trials Association's
State, but the City of Murray in
ding Maysville High School.
Membership Trial held March 16-17.
allocation of Federal and State money,
"They knew I liked 'figures and
Sharon Miller of Murray has been
and the husiness_coMmunity in money
spent within the community.
After graduation, he served in the national social sorority at Murray State
It has always been something of a
ed forces and later attended the University.
mystery to me that the State of Kenniversity of Kentucky while "the
Births reported include a boy,
tucky will spend millions of dollars on
abulous Five were there. The best Charles Trevor, to Mr. and Mrs.
"Dasher" a homey,. easy-to-relate7tO tells exactly how it was."
State Parks to promote tourism while
liege team I ever saw."
If any good came out of the severe
Freddy Hendon on March 21.
Of my snowstorm books, I think I
narrative on the President as a
at the same time setting a quota on outwas
it
experienced,
Punk is reluctant to single Out any
just
we've
winter
The Rev. A. M. Thomas spoke on
schoolboy, naval officer, peanut far- enjoyed "Enota,Gay" the Most.
of-state students. Tourists come for a
e high sclitia basketball as - the "What Does Christ Look Like" at the
the nudge it gave me to read some
++++++
defeated candidate, governor,
because _there have --bef11--joint-rneeting-of-thr-Faith Doran and
few days or a couplP _of weeks_to_spend_.
basks-for-a change,something I-haven't•
sinal
is the story of what
F
"The
Days"
occupant
as
and
candidate
determined
tell
will
money, while students stay _here
I
me many good ones. But
done to any great extent for years.
Circle I of the Woman's Society of
went on in the White House during the
of the world's most powerful office.
several years, spending their parents
u abut the most outstanding player Christian Service of the-First Methodist
As a boy, I was an avid reader, and
gravest crisis in the history of our
++++++
money. If it makes sense to spend
ye watched in a tournament.
often irritated my dad by falling asleep
Church held March 18 at the Hale
events leading to the
story
Presidency-the
day-by-day
the
is
Gay"
"Enola
millions on tourist promotions, it surely
±Ilt_ was _Cliff Hagan. He_put on the Chapel.
reading and lea vingthe bedlight on„He
of the plane from which the first atomic resignation of Richard Nixon. It's a
doesn't follow that we should limit
test exhibition of all the night he
was as energy conscious then as we are
bomb was dropped ad its crew. moment-by-moment account of Nixon's
"tourist enrollment" in facilities that
ed 40 points for Owensboro when
today. Too, he didn't like having to get
Twelve men in a B-29-Superfortress. last days in office, inside the rooms
we already have built and have on
y took on Lexington Lafayette. That
up, come into our room and turn off the
the World's where Nixon's tapes were made and
in the bomb
Suspended
hand. Also, we tend to forget that in
as the last year the tournament was
light.
Dr. Walter E. Blackburn, head of the
first uranium bomb - untested. At edited; where, he, his lawyers and staff
addition to the dollars the students
Id in the old ArmpLy in Louisville." physical science department, Murray
I read all the Tom Swift, Rover Boys
only four crew members knew committed themselves to increasingly
takeoff,
spend,their bodies are important in the
and Bobbsy Twins books - and there
His biggest thrill in fiii.ebsill came
State College, has been elected
what they carried. Their mission: To desperate tactics to save the adpopulation count for the community
must have been a 100 of each - as well
en Sandy Kouvax struck out 15
chairman of the newly organized
ministration; where the jealousies and
the end of World War II.
hasten
because of Federal and State
as all the classics - Tom Sawyer,
tters in Yankee Stadium. "I was
Kentucky Lake section of the American
the rivalries of the President's men were
through
you
the
carry
authors
As
based on population.
allocations
because
Island,
Treasure
voice
my
lost
Huckleberry Fin,
ere and almost
Chemical Society.
selection of the crew, and its isolated revealed; where Nixon and his family
Tourists only bring dollars - students
Robin Hood, A Yankee in King Arthur's
screamed so much."
Deaths reported include Mrs. Jennie
training, they also relate parallel debated the choices before them; and
bring bodies as well as dollars.
Court and all the rest.
Punk's also an expert on football and
Phillips, age 81.
events taking place in Hiroshima - in the resignation.
As I got older, though, and with the
ing the season he writes a column
Johnny Sanderson, son of Mr. and
A tragic, disgraceful story, it is
its crowded streets, at the Japanese
advent of television, I read fewer and
the Maysville Ledger Independent,
Mrs. Voris Sanderson, has been chosen
unlike
anything you'll read about
moated
a
in
headquarters
military
king the big games of the week.
fewer books - that is, until the snows
as youth week pastor of the Memorial
Washington in a long time.
hospital
major
a
in
and
castle
feudal
times they let me down."
came. Here are some which I parBaptist Church for youth week, March
++++++
By The Associated Press
just 1,100 feet below the point of
ticularly enjoyed. You might like them
7:1-30.
Other newspapers around the state
How would I rate them from a perToday is Thursday, March 23, the
detonation.
rely on him for help in covering
too:
D. L. Divelbiss was featured speaker
82nd day of 1978. There are 283 days left
Whert-both sides met on August 6, sonal interest standpoint?
or answering such questions as:
at the annual Father and Son Banquet
-Teed Off," by golfer Dave Hill;
Let's see: I would put "Enola Gay,"
in .the year.
in one moment of firey detonation,
1945,
of Cub Scout Pack 145. Cubmaster John
o won the 1955 tournament? Which
"The Camera Never Blinks," by Dan
first; "The Camera Never Blinks,"
The
Today's highlight in history:
changed.
forever
was
world
the
of
average
shooting
Wooten;
yer has the best
Rather; "Dasher," by James
Sammons presided.
On this date in 1775, Patrick Henry
plane's pilot, Lt. Col. Paul W. Tebbetts, second; "Teed Off," third; "Dasher,"
time?
"Enola Gay," by Gordon Thomas and
Ronnie Babb, Mayfield, and Ab
made a plea for American freedom in a
"For 30 years fourth; and "The Final Days," fifth.
Max Morgan Witts; and "The Final says in the foreword,
If Punk can't recall the answer im- Davis, Covington, Tn., were named coI
But
you
of
think
any
would
enjoy
over
speech
before the Virginia provincial
controversary
been
has
there
tely, he digs into the pile of captains of the 1958 football team for
Days," by Bob Woodward and Carl
convention in Richmond, declaring...
end. This book them.
can
it
Now
Hiroshima.
esheets stored around the house. Murray -State College at the MSC
Bernstein.
"Give me liberty or give me death."
Daughter Kay gave me Hill's "Teed
Athletic banquet on March 20.
On this date:
By FRANK CORMIER
House
Off" as a Christmas present, knowing
White
Jimmy's
In
Writer
1657, England and France signed a
Press
Associated
how much her dad enjoys golf. A brash,
treaty in Paris for joint attacks against
outspoken professional golfer himself,
Spanish held territory.
Hill has a lot to say about professional
Those who favor the ultimate in
Civic and social clubs of Murray will
In 1919, Benito Mussolini founded a
golf today in this controversial book
men's liberation have been heard to honor the Kentucky High School
new
political movement in Italy.
kept
statistically
about the touring pros and tourbject to people being
Basketball champions, Brewers
In 1942, during World War II, the
naments.
part according to the way they look. So Redmen, and their coach, McCoy
forced movement of JapaneseIt's an uncensored, personal view of
wrong with that? In good sense, Tarry, with a banquet on March 29 at
hat's
e
Americans from their homes on the
the people, places and events that make
obody would want to fault a person the Murray Woman's Club House.
U.S.
West Coast to inland camps began.
to
wanting
for
It's
world
of professional golf.
up the
asuring 38-24-38
The Murray City Council met in
In 1965, Pakistan became a republic
hard to put down once you get into it 3ontrast, not compare, with beanpole of special session last night to open bids
but retained membership in the British
if, of course, you play or follow golf.
other sex'.
from contractors on the proposed water
Commonwealth.
++++++
and sewerage system projects.
WASHINGTON AP)- If you think
In 1966, the archbishop of CanSpeaking of smoking, Carter recently
"The Camera Never Blinks" deals
Deaths reported include Dr. A. T.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
smoking is good for you now, you may
told
a
capital
terbury,
city
Arthur Ramsey met Pope
audience:
with some of the experiences of Rather,
Clopton, age 71.
As a service to our readers, The
be bursting with good health if
"I wanted to bring a breath of fresh Paul VI at the Vatican, marking the
TV
a
journalist
on
whom
see
you
CBS's
Times
Doris Jean Jackson, Theda May
&
Ledger
President Carter and his adMurray
air to Washington, I told my Cabinet first official meeting between the heads
"60 Minutes," and other network
Morris, Bettie Bizzell, Yvette
periodically publishes the addresses
ministration come up with a new
that I wanted to get away from the of the Anglican and Roman Catholic
312
For
shows.
pages,
he
brings.alive
Bagewell, Eva Marie Todd, June
of the state and federal elected
cigAart
smokefilled rooms. Joe Califano was churches in four centuries.
the fascinating world of the television
Brandon, Hugh Carraway, Prentice
representatives serving our area.
least, that's the impression Carter
the only one that heard me."
In 1967, NASA suspended training in
reporter
and
of
reveals
some
the
Moore,
Williams, Purdorn Lrovett, Don
FEDERAL LEVEL
conveyed to some fiiteners during his
the
Apollo progrem until the full impact
behind-the-scenes stories of recent
and Wells Hargis are members of the
Any senator or representative
recent visit to Winston-Salem, N.C.
From
Winston-Salem, Carter of a fatal fire in a rocket could be ashistory's
stormiest
events.
be
to
cast of the play, "Keep Moving,"
may be reached through the
_As it happens, Winston-Salem is the
proceeded to Savannah, Ga., where he seesed.
Equally fascinating are his portraits
presented by the freshman class of
congressional switchboard, 202-224world headquarters of R. J. Reynolds
may well have set a single-day record
Ten years ago: Utah oficials reported
some
our
of
of
most
controversial
26.
March
Almo High School on
Industries, a leader in the cigarette
3121.
for campaignstyle activities.
that
U.S. Army nerve gas had killed
national
among
personalities,
them
The music students of Mrs. Robert
Here are the mailing addresses:
business.
Baby-kissing is nothing new for the 6,400 sheep in the state's remote Skull
Lyndon
Johnson
and
Tricky
Dick
the
at
recital
a
in
presented
Gass will be
se, politicians have been
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
courOf
president. But Carter managed to kiss Valley area.
Nixon, as well as appraisals of some of known to tailor their remarks for local
Hazel High School auditorium on
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
year-old
Five years ago: An Israeli governtriplets, which was new.
his most famous colleagues, including consumption, which may have been the
March 30.
D. C. 20510
Later, in what seemed a rather ment report disclosed that millions of
Walter
Cronkite,
Eric
Sevarid,
Mike
Sen. Wendell H.ford
case with Carter in Winston-Salem.
unusual move,Carter paused to extend dollars worth of equipment and
Wallace, Barbara Walters, Harry
4107 Dirksen Building
9'Inviting questions from local
his hand to a medium-sized, fuzzy property belonging to Egyptians in the
Times
&
ledger
'
and
Reasoner,
David
John
Murray
Brinkley
Washington, D. C. 20510
reporters, the president was asked if he
brown dog being held by a man in a Sinai had been looted by Israelis in the
Chancellor.
Murray Field Office,753-1852
quarreled with the anti-smoking
baseball cap that bore the legend "For months after the 1967 Six Day War.
Walter L. Apperson
.
Publisher
Written with warmth and unrelenting
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
McCutcheon
campaign of Joseph A. Califano Jr., the.--the Love of Benji." Dog and president
Gene
R.
One year ago: The Congo govern. ....
Editor .
personal honesty, it's well worth your secretary of
The Murray Ledger & 71mes is published
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
health, education and
exchanged shakes.
ment announced that a Roman Catholic
except Sundays, July 4, Christafternoon
to
time
read.
every
Washington, D. C. 20515
welfare.
archbishop, Cardinal Emile Biayenda,
mas Day. New Year's Day and 'thanksgiving by
++++++
STATE LEVEL
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.
he had no quarrel with
After
The president no longer insists that had been assassinated.
at
Paid
Postage
Second Class
42071.
Ky.
Murray,
the
"Dasher"
is
story
of
Jimmy
reached
State legislators may be
Califano, Carter said tobacco "in some
he carry his own luggage on and off
Today's birthday: Irish civil rights
Murra ,Ky . 42071.
Carter, "the roots and rising" of the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas served by
in Frankfort when the General
damaging
to
is
our
instances
nation's
airplanes,
as he did daring the cam- leader Bernadette Devlin is 31.
advance
in
payable
per month.
$2.50
carriers.
smile.
man
the
The
behind
title
comes
1dialing
by
Assembly is in session
health, particularly among very young
paign.
Thought for today: From the little
By mall in Calloway County and to Benton, Harfrom his Secret Service code name
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky ,and
and
those
who
have
children
spark
When
he
left
may burst a mighty flame per
Georgia
on
$17.50
Monday
Tn.,
Puryear,
Paris. Buchanan and
when he was running for President. The
of the State Capitol Building,
respiratory diseases."
after a weekend rest at St. Simons Dante, Italian poet, 1265-1321.
year By mail to other destinations, 132.50 per
has
Wooten,
known
author,
the
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
year.
The non-srnoking president added
Island, he mounted the front ramp to
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
President for a long time - as an
addressâ4 of state legislators
Air Force One empty-handed.
that Califano has "only a PO million
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
chief,
campaign
a
as
bureau
Atlanta
Association.
serving Cajioway County are:
on tobacco," two-thirds of which
budget
Meanwhile, a smallish steward
to
entitled
exclusively
is
Press
Associated
The
correspondent and now as a White
Weisenberger
Sen. Rich
.... is earmarked for research. He conlabored up the back ramp carrying tab
repliblish local news originated by The Murray
the
for
New
news.
correspondent
House
AP
York
other
"And Moses brought forth the
Ledger & Tirnes as well as all
Route 7
garment bags and two sportsTELEPHONE NUMBERS
people
out of the camp to meet with
Times.
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
753-191e
- "certainly no one need fear the
Business Office
equipment bags containing tennis
God ..." Exodus 19:17a
If you can survive the first 65 pages,
753-1116
Classified Advertising
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
on
research
that
emphasis
will make
rackets.
753-1919
One of the highest privileges of any
Retail {Display ) Adyerustng
which deal with the new President's
753-1916
201 S. 3rd Street
the use of tobacco in the future even
Circulation....
One garment bag bore a cardboard
of God is to introduce others to
child
morning
the
on
emotions
and
753-191$
thoughts
News and SportsDept
Murray, Ky.42071
more safe than it has been in the past."
notice:
"President's
Him.
Black
Tie."
you'll
inauguration,
find
of his
cvrize Fla( kilt

Kentucky Closeup

'Punk's'Thumb (
‘tigh Get's Him There

Looking Back

10 Years Ago

Garrotes Galley

IfAny Good Came Out Of The Snows,
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20 Years Ago
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o ome Reading

F
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Today In History

Isn't It The Truth
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HOSPIIAL NEWS

•

V

03-1N7i/
Adults 126
•
Nursery 6
Newborn Admissions
Baby Girl Carter (Patna")
P.O. Box 613, Paris, Tn., Baby
Boy Seiber ( Patricia ), 1306
Poplar, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Anna L. Workman, Rt.
1, Murray, Mrs. Betty 3.
Hargrove, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Jennifer K. Cates, Box 44,
Sedalia, Lorrie V. Hudgins,
215 Jean St., Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Donna H. Parker, Rt. 1,
Hollow Rock, Tn., Mrs. Carol
B. Turl4y, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Penny L. York, Rt. 4, Benton,
Mrs. Deborah J. Dunnagan,
1202 Lone Oak Rd., Paris, In.,
Mrs. Glenda M. Sealy, No. 7
McClains Tr. Ct., Paris, 'Tn.,
Jununy Lee Schroader, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Donna M. York,
Box 97, Hardin, Ladon M.
Wilson, Rt. 1, Almo, Tom E.
Travis, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Brenda K. Parker, Rt. 2,
Murray, John W. Scarbrough,
1614 Magnolia, Murray, Mrs.
Marcella C. Wheeler, Rt. 8,
Murray, Tommy D. Workman, Rt. 1, Murray, Virgil E.
Stewart, Fern Terrace Ltlg.,
Murray, Othel D. Paschall,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Miss Lela Jo
Littleton, 1113 Circarama Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Wavel Cassity,
Rt. 1, Murray.

Cathy), Rt. 7, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Viola H. Olswing, 721
Nash Dr., Murray, Michael L.
Daniel, 1660 College Terrace,
Mut ray, Kim A. Edwar,
dS Rt.
1, Dexter, Dora C. McCallon,
1606 Sunset, Murray, Bobby J.
Hall, Rt. 5 Bx. 2370, Murray,
Mrs. Anna J. Turner, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Bessie M.
Atkins, at. 1, Dover, In.,
Sharon Barnhill, Rt. 3, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Jean A. Simmons,
812 S. 9th., Murray, Mrs.
Annette Collie, Rt: 5, Benton,
Thomas J. Cress,.412 N. 5th,
Murray, Mrs. Wanda S.
Colson, Rt. 1 Bx. 550 Hardin,
Mrs. Janice G. Barrett, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Teri L. McCuiston, 2151
2 N. 5 Apt. 2,
/
Mayfield, Gray Nance, Rt. 6,
Murray, Carl Ray, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray,
Jefferson R. Watson, 1103
Poplar, Murray, William H.
Brattain, Rt. I, Almo, Edward
Chadwick, 106 S. 12th,
Murray, Roy E. Salentine, Rt.
3 Bs. 280, Murray, James
Blalock, 311 N. 10th, Murray,
Mrs. Vivian B. Farris, Bx. 32
Hazel, Euel Pritchett, Bx. 32,
Dexter.

• 03-12-78
Adults 125
Nursery 6
Newborn Admission
Baby Girl Wilson (Lana),
Rt. 2, Wingo.
Dismissals
Mrs. Patricia'W. Seiber and
03-10-78
Baby Boy, 1306 Poplar,
Adults 121
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth A.
Nursery 05
Richardson and Baby Boy,
Newborn Admissions
Box A-3 Fox Meadows,
Baby Girl Motes (Mother Murray,Leigh Ann Carter,800
Renee), 1312 Olive Benton.
Olive, Murray, Donnie H.
Dismissals
Chilcutt,405 So. 10th., Murray,
Mrs. Teresa A. Wofford and Dobby W. Washer, Rt. 1,
Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Paris, -Tn., Murray, Mrs. Deborah N.
Mrs. Linda D. Young and Riley, Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs.
Baby Boy,605 S. 11th, Murray, Patriaa Young, Jones St.
Mary N. Coklow, 408 N. 1st, Puryear Hgts., Puryear, Tn.,
Murray, Mrs. Effie L. Craig, Mrs. Regina A. Phillips, 1015
Bx. 37 Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Paris Rd., Mayfield, Mrs. Lila
Dawn Work, Rt. 2, Bx. 177, A. Wesson, Rt. 4, Murray„
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Cindy K. Troy W. Bogard, Rt. 3,
Potts, Rt. 7, Bx. 580 Murray, Murray, Nicholas A. Ferrara,
Mrs. Margaret C. Thomas, Rt. 7, Murray, William M.
T119,- --Cadiz, ftortaid- --A. RUnyon, Rt.
Barrow, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Mildred L. Warner, Rt. 8, Bx.
64. Murray, Mrs. Mary M.
Jones, Rt. 8, Murray, Miss
Shelby D. Edwards, Rt. 1, Bx.
203, Murray, Mrs. Linda K.
Harding, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Franke N. Starks, 1100 A.
Dr. Alberta Chapman,
Fairlane, Murray, Mrs.
business
of
Lurline Shaw, 4E Sycamore professor
State
Murray
at
education
Murray,
Waldrop Ct., No. 12,
James G. Call, Rt. 2 Paris, University, is serving as a
Tn., Mrs. Margaret E. Tharp, consultant in Washington, D.
2205 Coldwater, Murray, Mrs. C., this week to review apElizabeth Dowdy, 103 North plications for fellowships
Educational
the
5th, Murray, 011ie Hale, 808 under
Act
Development
Professional
W.
James
Murray,
North 18th,
EPDA ).
Key, Route 7, Murray.
• She was invited by the U. S.
Department of Health,
03-11-78
Education and Welfare
Adults 110
Nursery 07
(HEW)to serve as a member
Newborn Admissions
of one of 10 teams involved in
Baby Boy Greene (mother the five-day reviewing process
Linda), Rt. 4, Paris,In., Baby March 20-24. The teams are
Girl Galloway (Mother made up of vocational
teachers from colleges and
universities across the United
MISS YOUR PAPER!
. States, along with HEW
personnel.
Dr. Chapman, who joined
received *air bese-delivered
the faculty at Murray State in
copy of The farinvy Lodger
1959, earned the B.A. degree
Tines by 5130 p.. fdafeday.
at Kentucky Wesleyan College
Fridry of by 3:30 p. m. es Sewand the M. A. and Ed. D.
days ire wiped to cell 753-1516
at the University of
degrees
betimes 3:30 p. w. NW 6 p.n.,
Her specializations
Kentucky.
Meedoy-Friesy, et 3:30 p.m.
business education and
are
NW 4 p. Swerdeys, to inure
marketing.
delivery of Ws einropoper. Calls
She has also taught on the
west be pieced by 6 p.m. weekcollege level at Ohio
days of 4 p.m. Setordays te
University and at Centertown
peratteo
High School and in the Ft.
Knox Independent Schools.

Dr. Chapman
Serving As
Consultant

ft

a

a
St
a

Country
Crossroad
Restaurant

C:011W-31 Air 11%T9
11IL
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,•.v.111
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We Reserve The Right To tied Beatifies
1534682
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WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
Welch

APPLE
SAUCE

'
89

32 oz

Martha White
Plain or Self-Rising
5 lb.

'
69

PARKAY
OLEO

21b.

'
89

Hyde Pork

32 oz

TOILET TISSUE

'
69

Hyde Pork

SALAD DRESSING

Nyde
Park
grade A Lg.

•
•

t
• EGGS •
*a,•
•

• ,..59 .

Martha White
Yellow Corn

4 rolls

MUFFIN
MIX

0

•
Goldw•
Modal •
•
Plain
•

i iar:140
gi
e.
tEITt

box

519

db
••
AU ..
101 ...,

Illp

PREMIUM
SALTINES
SPAGHETTI

7 oz

Hunts

TOMATO
JUICE

49'

1 lb box

Red Cross

'
55

SALAD
DRESSING

Si 99
2-1 lb bogs

YELLOW ONIONS

39'

lb

Reynolds
Heavy Duty

12'

ORANGES

18 in.

32 oz

Terrell and Barbara Darnell

Featuring Home Cooked:

'
89

5 lb. bog

APPLES

391

89'

U S. Choice
Tender Cut

U S Choice
Tender Cut

ROUND STEAK
lb

$1 19
I

BONELESS
RUMP
ROAST

Private Dining Room Available

Ph.437-4871

89'

GRAPEFRUIT
5 lb bog

lb

99'

$169
lb.

DELI SPECIALS

U. S. Chnice
Tender:Cut

CHICKEN
FRIED
STEAK

Owens Famous Pit Baked

HAM
lb

SIRLOIN
TIP
STEAK

lb

$1 79
I

HOT
DOGS

1 lb

SIRLOIN
TIP
ROAST
Fresh

99'

$169
lb.

2 or whole - lb
1
/

$239

Deli Decorated '/2 or Whole

BAKED HAM

U S. Choice
Tender Cut

U. S. Choice
Tender Cut

Armour All Meat

HOURS 530 am.-10 p. m.7 Days A Week

POTATOES

Meat Makes The Meal There's No Finer Meat Than Owen's Best

Steaks - eafood
Bread - Pies
*SALAD BAR*

38 oz

10 lb bog

Extra Fancy
Washington Golden Delicious

Vlasit
Polish or Kosher

Hwy.80, Hardin, Ky.(Formed,country wow)

Under New Ownership

CRISCO
OIL

U S No I Red

2 lb box

DILLS

15 oz

Produce Buy Of The Week

'
59

Newly Remodeled

NOW OPEN

Hormel All Beef

HOT
' TAMALES
5/89

'
320z 19

CARROTS

FOIL

46 or

Hyde Pork

Libby

VELVEETA
CHEESE

••...-

e
.
•

w Bonus Special
Both -with-425.00 Order
Nabisco

3P1

29 oz

•

bag

0isk

Dole Sliced or
Crushed or Chunk

SLICED
PEACHES

•s.....
O
•
•
•
•
Ilyde Park
•

C•

Del Mont*

20 or

oz

MILK •
•
:::FLOUR'
4 •
•
$1 79 •
•
• pi.
•
...3/89c .
••••
: • ••••

I 5 oz

PINEAPPLE

7

i IS,..UGAR

39c

In Juice

69`_

5 lb

32 oz

1

15 oz.

OZ

32 oz

•••••
••Colonial ••,•
,.•
••
Powdered
w
or Ught Brovne • •
• or Dark Brew. •w •

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Hunts

TOMATO
SAUCE

MEAL

87'
69'
79'
•••••,.

KETCHUP

6'1

Hyde Pork
Plain or Self Rising

PAWS(

Heinz

Sun Sweet

PRUNE
JUICE

TUNA

JUST A-

Kraft

SPINACH.

25 oz

Star Kist

FLOUR

•

Open Bally MSte TAO
Closed Modal

Lucky Loof

GRAPE
JELLY

•
••

WLA

lb

5298

Grade A

CHICKEN
LEGS &
THIGHS

Emge '4 or Whole
Fully Cooked

lb

00C HAMS
Uff
ROAST BEEF
Q
BEEF

b

$1 29

Deli

lb

5298

Pit Bar B

$139 TROLOPPRIPs1 39
lb

lb

Pit Bar 8 (Z)

PORK

lb

5269
959
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Social Security Spokesman Claims

Recently Enacted Legislation Assures SS Financing _

•

Recently enacted legislation
assures sufficient financing
for the Social Security system
into the 21st century, a local
spokesman for Social Security
declared today.
The additional Income
provided by the new law
virtually eliminates the
financial problems faced by
Social Security during the past
few years, the spokesman
went on.
At the same time, the additional cost to most workers
will be moderate, the
stated. For
spokesman
example, the spokesman
continued, under the old law, a
worker with 1978 average
earnings of $10,800 would have
paid taxes of $1,201 in 1987 on
average earnings estimated to
rise to $18,600 by that year.
Instead, under the new law,
this 1987 tax will be. about
$1:311, an increase of only $130
for the year over what he
would have paid under the old
law. This is about $2.50 more a
week.
The first • year the Social_
Security tax rate will be
higher under the new law than
under the old _ is 1979. .The
amendments raise the 1979 tax
rate for 'empi4ers and employees, each to 6.13 percent
from 6.05 percent. The rate
will increase in steps until it
reaches 7.65 percent in 1990
and after. Under the old law it
was scheduled to increase to
7.45 percent in 2011 and after.
Under the new law, as under
the old, the maximum yearly
earnings subject to the Social
Security tax will rise. The-1979
maximum will be $22,900
instead of $18,900. Additional
increases are scheduled until
the maximum reaches $29,700
in 1981 under the new law,
steactot$21900 under the old
law. After 1981 the maximum
will increase automatically as
average earnings rise, as it
does now.
The 1978 tax rate will be 6,05
percent, the same as it would

have been wider the old lawA worker who has average
earnings, about $10,080 in 1977,
will pay total Social Security
taxes of $605 in 1978, the same
amount-payaure untie'
law. A worker earning $17,700
or more in 1978 will pay a total

og4FATI •
Under the old law the selfemployment tax rate of 8.10
percent for 1978 was scheduled
to rise to 8.35 percent in 1981.
• ..rill ii
ender
9.30 percent in 1981. Additional
increases are scheduled until

Ky. Lake Music Barn
New Coward, Ky. 42071

1978 Schedule
Special Attraction — Friday, March 31,8:00 p.m.
The Fantagtic
Ralph Sloan & The Tenn. Travelers
From the Grand Ole Opry.

Schedule as follows:

pleasing pose. first
CROWD PLEASERS — Murray High cheerleaders give a crowd
Jill Austin and
Smock,
Mary
row
row (from left): Jenny Francis, Amanda Holt second
West
Becky
and
Crass
Laurie
Billington,
Julie
DeAnn Thornton; third row
Photo by Debbie Henry

903 Arcadia St.
753-9204
OFFICE HOURS
9 arn to6 pm Weekdays
9 am to S pm Sat

Apra mroug11110”MberSquire Dance every Friday,6-66p m.iiiittweneur
all professional Country MUSIC Show every Saturday. B 00 p m
I'd Cam eel 110 WM Us
Inkmarifm Cal 112-436-111106

Photo By Debbie Henry

HILL BROS.SHOES

•

Men's Dress Slip On
1 Fashionable pleated pattern.
2. Black or brown.
Reg. 16.99

A Dressy T-Strap
1. Woven vamp.
2. Cushioned insole.
Reg. 7.99
Ladies'Tan Sling Sandal
1. Woven rope vamp.
2. Cushioned insole.
Reg. 11.99
"

888

Henry w Block

THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

FXCITEMENT FVJDINI — During a game pep and excitement are evident From left, Jill Austin, DeAnn Thornton and Becky West.

Central Shopping Center.

$688

Haft BLOCK

Square Dance
featuring
Col. Bob Atkins & His
Roundsquares
Square Dance Featuring
Fri., March 31,8:00 p. m.
Ralph Sloan &
Tenn. Travelers
Sat., April 1, 8:00 p. m. — 1st Big All
Professional Country Music Show of Season with
Channel 6 T.Y. Station on hand shooting the show.
Sat., March 11,8:00 p. m.
Sat. March 18,8:00 p.m.
Sat., March 25,8:00 p. m.

Workshop Series

H&R Block doesn't make
many mistakes. Ots people
are trained not to. But if we
should make an error that
costs you additional tax, you '
pay only the tax. Block pays
any penalty and interest. We
stand behind our van-k. That's
Reason No. 14 why H&R
Block should do your taxes.

iirttLprflgrSIITc Shp

Photo by Debbie Henry

Attends Mini

"If we make an
error on your
taxes, we pay
the penalty. And
the interest."

C.or•iol

that
spokesman said. The most provision
ensures
important of these changes workers will receive a stable

proportion of their preretirement earning in future
years.
The telephone number for
the. Paducah Social Security
.
ornee is
,Uit 11i1M r
for the Mayfield office is 247/1095.

EXPRESSIVE HINT— Expressions on the faces of Mary
Smock and Jenny Francis hint at the team's fortunes (or
misfortunes).

Economics Prof

Dr. Pauline Waggener,
associate professor of home
economics at Murray State
University, served as a
consultant at a recent miniworkshop in home economics
education at the University of
Delaware.
She worked with Dr. Hester
Stewart, who heads the
teacher education program in
home economics at the
University of Delaware, in
conducting the one-day
workshop for secondary level
vocational home economics
teacher across the state of
Delaware.
Entitled "Approaches for
Working with Special Needs
Students," the session was
focused on teaching high
school students who are
handicapped; disadvantaged
or who are slow learners.
It was part of a course titled
"Vocational Home Economics
Competency Up-Date," which
was offered for either
university credit or in-service
credit.
'Dr. Waggener, who joined
the faculty at Murray State in
1967, heads the home
economics teacher education
program on the campus.

the rate reaches 10.75 percent the method of calculating
in 1990 and after.
benefits contained in the 1972
Other provisions of the new Social Security amendments.
law also have an affect on the This cange will have its
financial soundness of the greatest impact towards the

Specials good one week only
Free! Wings T-Shirt
To the first 500
customers making a
shoe purchase.
New Store only.

- Pro-Wings
1 Blue nylon
n suede
2 Cross
country sole
Men's and Boys'
Reg. to 13.99

$1188

Girls'T-Strap Dress Up
1. Bright and shiny
black finish.
2. Fashion wedge heel
Reg. 5.99

9388

$497

Boys' 10.88

HILL
ES
S.
SHO
BRO
Good shoes don't have to be expensive:
New Store Location: Central Shopping Center
9 am -9 pm daily, 1 pm -6 pm Sunday
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Keith Holliday's Clothes May
Have Contributed To His Death

ry
31'
eery

ALERANDRIA,Ky.(Al')Keith Holliday was dressed
warmly when he was last seen
that cold Dec. 21, bundled in a
heavy blue coat, jeans, cap
and ski mask, mittens and
boots.
His winter clothes, in fact,
may have contributed to his
death when he apparently
slipped into an above-ground
pool in the backyard of his
home, according to Alexandria Assistant Fire Chief
James Williams.
"He was such a little boy
and his clothes probably
weighed him down," Williams
speculated Wednesday.
The youngster's body was
found Tuesday in the pool, a
mere 20 feet from his home,
ending an. intensive threemonth national search..

'

Campbell County Coroner
Dr. Fred Stine said a
preliminary autopsy Wednesday confirmed that the boy
had drowned. He said the
autopsy by the Hamilton
County coroner's office
revealed no evidence of foul
play.
The report also showed the
body had been in the water
three months. A complete
autopsy will be made in a
week,Stine said.
Williams said under normal
conditions and in warmer
weather, a body would surface
within 48 hours. Because of the
temperatures, the body
remained below the surface.
The cold weather might
have been a reason that the
more than 1,000 police, fire
fighters and volunteers, could

•11

•

not locate the boy, Williams
said.
Divers scoured nearby lakes
and ponds, but Williams admitted fire officials may have
failed while searching the
backyard pool.
"It might have been a slipup on my part.It (the body)
could have been missed,"
Williams said. He said the pool
was never drained because
"we never dreamed he was in
there."
Williams said the pool in this
wooded northern Kentucky
suburb had been checked
repeatedly. He said some high
School boys looked into the
aboveground pool the first or
second day after the boy's
disappearence.
.Firemen later searched the.
pool with pike poles.
"If he was in there that first
night, I Missed him," the
assistant fire chief said. "We
knew early in the investigtion
that the little boy was scared
to deatti_of water, he would't
go near the lakes."
"We had divers in a nearby
lake but we never sent them
back to the pool, thinking we
had done such a thorough job
there," Williams said.
Kentucky State Police Lt.
John Akers said the 16-foot
pool had been searched
several time since the boy's
disappearence.
"There was a layer of algae

that is probably the reason we
were not able to see him
before now," Akers said.
Margie Collins, a neighbor
of the Hollidays, recalled that
extremely
was
Keith
frightened by the water and
had to be coaxed to go into
the pool.
"Water was the only thing
he was afraid of as far as I
know," Mrs. Collins said.
"The only time he'd go into
the pool was with a life
preserver and he'd come out
quickly."
Kentucky State Police
Commissioner Ken Brandismissed
denburgh
speculation that state police
were inadequate in their investigation.
"From an investigatory
standpoint, we did everything
we could," Brandenburgh
said. .
Because the state police
entered into the investigation
more than 30 hours after the
boy was reported missing,
Brandenbuigh said 'fit .was
impossible for investigators to
be complete. He said searchers had told police, the pool
had, already been examined
thoroughly.
The commissioner declinedto say whether the Holliday
investigation was completed
and could not speculate about
how much money or how
many manhours went into
looking for the boy.

Workmen's Comp
Subject Of Seminar
"The Handling of Workman's Compensation Claims"
will be the title of a law
seminar for West Kentucky
attorneys at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park near
Gilbertsville March 31-April 1.
It is the -fourth and final
legal seminar of a 1977-78
series co-sponsored by the
for
Continuing
Education at Murray State
University and the School of
Law and Center for Continuing Education at the
University of Louisville.
To begin with registration at
1:30 p.m. on Friday, March 31,
the seminar will include an
afternoon session on Friday
and a morning session on
Saturday, April 1.
Murray State and the
University of Louisville are in
the second year of the
cooperative law seminar
series as a continuing
education offering for at-

ate warmth mid beauty
of rustic barnboaids
The Origin-at t"Vererrarrt

Weatherboards is'The

p rem iu m
quality barnboard recognized by architects, builders and
interior designers as the standard of the industry. Each
board is hand selected to provide consistent color and
grain with a random sprinkling of krIbts. Its ideal for all
interior and exterior uses.

Count on -the Original" tor tradit.onat New
England value • Genuine natural boards
• Easy to install • Minimum waste
• Maintenance free • Overlapping edges
• Completely color treated • Honest coverage • Matching molding.
See our entire line of
at

Weatherboard

products

Associated Lumber
623 S. 4th
753-5712

BIGGEST CHAIN LINK FENCE
M()5IT(.()lIAE
• .
t
I _ ) cA

Prices Cut 25%
on Chain Link Fence Outfits*
Reduced from '78 Farm
and Garden Book
as

81c

16-in. hie,

42 in., 48 in., 60 in., 72 in.,
heights also on sale
PRICE PER FOOT

4.

36-in.
WAS

1.08

NOW

.81
48-in.

•
147„"y1 411:

42-in.
139

4

1. 11 1,42 gauge galvanized wire
fabric with 2' I x 2' t in. mesh
2. 1 1'8 in. outside diameter
galvanized line posts
(No line posts with orders
less than 10 feet)

Seminar Set

MSU BRASS QUINTET-Murray State University Brass Quintet, made up of four
faculty members and student, was featured on the program of the Silver Jubilee Convention of the Kentucky Musk Educators Association in Lexington March 16-18. Shown
(left to right are (front) David Shaner and Bob Scribner, instructors, and (back) John
Handcock and Ray Conklin,instructors, and Tim Bowling of Spottsville, a senior.

Students, Faculty Participate In Program
Several faculty membersand students In the Department of Mulic at Murray State
University were involved in
the Silver Jubilee Convention
program of the Kentucky
Mu.sic Educators Association
IKMEA) in Lexington March
16-18,
Featured on the convention
program was the MSU Brass
Quintet made up of faculty
members Bob Scribner and
David Shaner, trumpet, John
Hancock, horn, and Ray
Conklin, trombone, along with
senior Tim Bowling of Spotisville, trombone.
David Nelson and Marie
'Taylor, assistant professors,
performed for the orchestra
directors' luncheon and
Nelson served as chairman
and coordinator for orchestral
clinics and performances at
the convention-.
Irma Collins, assistant
professor and state sponsor
for the Student Music
Edticators National Conference, served as coordinator
fepall clinics and concerts at
the conv_ention. She was
assisted by students in the
Murray State student chapter
of the Music Educators
National Conference.

torneys. Marlin M. Volz,
professor of law at U of L,
designs
the
seminar,
programs.
Topics on the Friday afternoon program are: step-bystep procedures in handling
workman's compensatio&
claims, including discussions
of disability and occup,tionacp.
disease; preparing an 'University Student
presenting a workman's
compensation claim on behalf Named To DECA Post
of the claimant; preparing
Ted Hayden of South Fulton,
and presenting the defense to Tenn., president of the
a workman's compensation Distributive Education Clubs
claim; and calculation of of America (DECA) chapter
benefits since Pennington, at Murray State University, is
including discussion of several the new vice-president of the
cases.
DECA
collegiate
state
The Saturday morning organization.
session will include the
Hayden, a sophomore
following: basic benefits and political science major, was
step-by-step procedures under elected at the recent DECA
social security; preparing and State Career Development
presenting a social security Conference in Louisville.
disability case before an
Four other students in the
administrative law judge; DECA chapter at Murray
handling a black lung case; State - James Scott of Kevil,
and employer and employee Dianne Bruce of Hopkinsville,
remedies under the collective Candice Simmons of Paducah,
bargaining agreement, in- and Greg Underwood of Water
cluding
employer-provided Valley - along with graduate
disability benefits.
Bobbie Smith of Murray, also
A registration fee of $25 attended the conference.
covers a handbook and other
Dr. Alberta Chapman,
materials and the processing chapter adviser, accompanied
and certification of continuing the student delegation.
education units- {CEUs
Anyone who has not preregistered may register at the
High 1)11..”(1
beginning of the seminar. It 11Stlal1% hr,t, nI1J111,111r
Participants must make their arld it %IA
(11J
own reservations for lodging. kn
the\
.
Additional
information detected it Tiri
about the seminar may be effecti%i- l% trr.;rtr,,1
,td
obtained by calling the Center trolled oder it'll It
k
for Continuing Education at to heart at
\r,1
Murray State University ( 502 ‘0Urclottiqim
give to Ow 11.-ti I ,01,1,1,;:.
762-2716.

Dr. Roger Reichmuth,
departmental
chairman,
served as chyirman for
research reports ealing with
music education projects
throughoyt the state and was
elected' as college-university
vice-president
of
the
association.

Richard W. "MC" Farrell,
chairman emeritus of the
department and a pastpresident of KMEA, was
honored by Phi Beta Mu
Bandmasters Fraternity at
the All-State Band Concert
and received a leadership
award.

A seminar dealing with
grain and livestock futures
will be held from 3 until 5 p.m.
Friday, March 24, at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center
at Murray State University,
Sponsored by the Department of Agriculture at Murray
State,the seminar will explore
the futures as basis for market
information as well as the
benefits they provide.
Elvin W. Barks, a commodity account executive with
Merrill-Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
and Smith of Louisville, will
dise-uss the basic procedures
of placing a hedge, and Dr.
William F. Payne, an
associate
professor
of
agriculture at Murray State,
will discuss the future
markets in general and how
market intelligence can be
obtained from them.
The seminar is open to the
public,,Payne said, especially
to, farmers from the standpoint of crop and storage
planning.

ere,more
.ust
than
furniture
store!
ETHAN ALLEN...

Carriage House.. .

We're open Daily
9 A.M.'til 5 P.M. plus
Every Friday Night.

We're
a Wall Store'
With a wide choice of woods
and styles in modular wall units
of many functions and great
storage capabilities

We're a Sleep Shop
Featuring Ethan Allen's very special
sleeper sofas in a choice of 800
fabrics and Sir,nons Beoutyrest
bedding made just for us,

We're a Carpet and
Rug Store
Wtth a wonderful
selection of broadloom carpets in colors
from A to Z and area
rugs from braided
Oriental designs to
contemporary,
•

101,--Ar

1-4!

.t

We're a Dinette Shop

r

;..

X

Offering so many sizes shapes, styles and
woods in quality constructed tables and
chairs for everyday intorno' dining

Or•

N

1.04

.1

*Outfit includes:

Livestock

72-in

219
1.95
WASI 1.59
1.46
-1.64
NOW! 1.19 _
Wards Chain Link Fence provides privacy
and protection at minimum cost

SERVICE NATIONWIDE

trorrtpt tor,rrce, factory part.

60-in.

.

Grain Futures,

3. Aluminum loop cap for
each line post
4. 1 in. outside diameter
ggvanited top rail with
connecting sleeves
5. Tie wires to attach fabric
to top rail and line posts

Outfit does not include end 'gate and corner posts with fittings, walk or driveway
gates. Order these at Wards everyday low prices.
NOTE: Mesh and O.D. measurements are approximate. Fence height will vary depending on top rail placement and ground clearance.
Also save 25% on 9.gauge galvanized #3447 and 9 gauge 0.D, vinyl clad #3434
fence outfits.
Prices above do not include transportation
ONE STOP .. . ONE CALL ... DOES IT ALL SHOP WARDS CATALOGS

Metal Storage
Buildings

Fencing Installation
Available
753-1968
S. 126 - Uncle Jeff Silo ping Center
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED
"NAME OF'' SALES AGENCY

Mitchell
Soybeans.
Another
Ring Around
Champion.
move to higher yields
This year, make a ,1
with Mitchell soybeans The bean that C,,nsisteWly
,•ial state tests.
outyields all others in
Mitchell is a Groin. 1 variety that Ring A reund
-: you buy a hag if Mititiell
helped develop. And
beans from your Ring ,und dealer. yi)u wet `44'd
that have met the strict, qua i tv standards in#t h.
seed industry, as well ;{ - ip yield potential
Also, look for HIT ,• round's other champi,ift.
:ind cotton seeds ;it vur
in so hums,corn, 1,-

We're a Lamp and
Lighting Shop
We make it easy for you to decide
because we display hundreds of
lamps and chandeliers in rooms
where they belong
4
-4 4071Rti

• filp.0'17/1A
,

We're Designers
and Planners
And because we've gold all together,
we offer as much or as littft.± help as you
need itz) get it all together' Free
I
Including house calls
CO(-4VEtTttENT TERMS

Free Dekvery Service

Ph 443-6257

I NlI11) 111011.

local dealer:

Hardin Grain
Elevator

Hardin Grain

ETHAN ALLEN ‘UltIN:TuRE
4.17-4 102

11-4 North Third St

Poduciah. Ky
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Bell Says It's Unlikely That
He'll Return To State Government(

No Other Place Quite Like
Georgia's Okefenokee Swamp

Fast F.Sonic.
Al lig Pima!

those who aim to preserve
OKEFENOKEE, Ga. AP1. more reasons are obvious.
remaining
.
As a mere curiosity, America's
-- No other place on earth is
untouched; those
wildlands
surely
31501,
Ga.
quite like the Okefenokee Okefenokee,
them acin America who want to make
Swamp, the land of trembling . is the only place
cessible — have found hara
serves
that
office
post
a
with
earth. •
with
includes 42 mony. The lion lies down
That is what the scientists population which
..
lamb.
the
none Of
say, and anyone who has species of mammal,
The Okefenokee is a swamp,
man.
them
wondrous
ventured among its
is more than 100 feet above
yet
Second, if this swamp is not
wilds emerges a believer. But
level, the source of two
sea
old-time
that is only one reason why truly paradise, as
spilling from an ice-age
rivers
believe,
this.. place in America, this swampers hereabouts
.
bowl.
two
where
place
a
.p.l.a.kLe on the planet, is it is at least
—
it has
antagonists
centuries
For
implacable
remarkable. At least two
challenged indigenes to hunt
in it, timber hunters to raze it,
naturalists to explore it, exEASTER Egg
plorers to navigate it in its
usual forbidding state, which
iN NEW RECI COOSE St-10ES
is wet, a wet labyrinth as
unpatterned as the crazing in
For dress-up now . . . lots of hard wear
a china cup.
later . . . with-it Red Goose shoes for the
It is a domain of beasts;
youngest set in the size they need NOW.
man is an intruder. Man had
Support for growing feet, plus -fine craftsbetter be aware of that if he
manship, top-quality materials, sensible
would survive here.
prices.
Some ancient Seminole, a
i;•:›'
F
lyricist, gave the swamp_ its
name, Okefenokee, "The land
It
of trembling earth." The
RE'D
"earth" of the swamp, or
IIIIOSE
Shoe.
much of it, was born of
decomposed leaves_and twigs
turned to thick peat from
which new vegetation grows,
and the whole mass floats.
Step on it. Jump on it. It
quivers and rolls, like Jello.
All of this 600-square-mile
wonderland, • here from
prehistory, was assumed to be
inaccessible except to the few
who were born to it and
learned its secrets and its
hidden entries.

r

humiNg ThEy co

FREE
:SG
as al•e" zea c" TV.
FREE w,tr purchase
c, RED GOOSE SHOES

I

Family Shoe Store
Murray, Ky.

510 Main

• the
during
Then,
Depression, men with great
need and sharp blades hacked
through one edge, near
Waycross. Ga., as a makework project.
They widened some water
trails which had been blazed
by alligators and improved by
Seminoles, and made a
twisting corridor to the
swamp'S ghostly interior.
That was that. Years later,
after the government had
made the swamp a federal
preserve, some Waycross
citizens had the novel idea
that others might like to see a
swamp. Naturalists, for instance,or even tourists.
They formed a non-profit
corporation and subleased
from the state, which had
leased from the federal
government, that small
corridor at the swamp's edge,
and made a park.
They have kept their park,
which pays its own way, utterly free of tourist tickytacky. They have, yes, tampered a bit with nature, but
only enough to Make accessible that wild interior
which is federally protected
from man's meddling.
Even the alligators seem to
like the arrangement.

SEAFOOD FEAST

ig

Murray High

Cheerleaders
To Compete

coterteSpecial

FEATURING
Shrimp Gumbo, Clam Chowder, Oysters on half shell, Boiled shrimp, Fried
oysters, Broiled Red Snapper, Deviled Crab, Fried Scallops.

nueC
ream
Donuts

The oBike-A-Thon campaign
:will be held during _the Month

r.

4

of April or May. If you are
asked to sponsor a rider or
work with your local chairman, we hope you will be as
generous as possible, officials
said.

Approximately one of every
1,500 babies is born with
Cystic Fibrosis, which is still
4
C-F is inherited
incurable.
lead
local
will
Rev. Bratt
Volunteers in organizing a when both parents carry the
Bike-A-Thon in Murray to recessive gene for C-F and it is
raise funds to support believed that one in twenty
persons, or a total of ten
million Americans, is a
symptomless carrier of this
gene, Foundation officials
said.
Current research funded by
the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation is seeking a practical
test to identify these carriers,
as well as a cure for C-F and
better methods of treatment
lung-damaging
all
for
diseases.

Rev. Frank Bratt
research and care programs
for children affected by lungdamaging diseases like Cystic
Fibrosis, severe asthma
chronic bronchitis, and
bronchiectasIs.

COLONIAL HOUSE
SMORGASBOARD

$100

Donuts

The Rev. Frank Bratt,
pastor of Hazel and Mason's
Chapel United Methodist
Churches, has been named
Murray Chairman of the
Breath of Spring Bike-A-Thon
to fight children's lungdamaging diseases, according
to Jay Crouse, president of the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.

ALL YOU CAN EAT AND DRINK
INCLUDING SOUP AND SALAD BAR AND DESSERT.

z

Murray
Chiropractic
Center

FRIDAY NIGHT Rev. Bratt To Lead
SAIL OUT TO A Local CF Drive

„

Adults 7.95
plus tax
Children
under
10 half price

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — public official in Arkansas
"It made it hard to advance
FILM,FUSS DIME
Former Kentucky Natural Kentucky indicates he can our position (on the federal
CAMERAL FUSS,
Resources Secretary Robert withstand it. Bell said strip mine requirements)
Arteraft Studios
Bell says it's highly unlikely Mooney's legal background as because Washington was so
1216 753-8933
law
that he will return to state a University of Kentucky
cynical about our programs,"
Pm Psalm Ai Orr Der
government.
professor should be an asset in Bell said.
Bell resigned two weeks ago the job.
after Gov. Julian Carroll
Bell said he was proudest of
publicly criticized him for his efforts to upgrade the
drafting legislation that ex- professionalism of depart.
ceeded requirements of the mental personnel. He said it
Judith Adams Henry of
federal strip mine law. Carroll helped "remove (agency
Murray, a senior at Murray
later said he did not expect employees) from the political
State University, will present Bell to resign, and that he arena" and from adversary
a voice recital on the cam- would offer him another high- relationships with the coal
pus Friday, March 24.
ranking state post.
industry.
Scheduled to begin at 815
Bell declined in an interview
Bell also said he was proud
p.m. in the Farrell Recital Wednsday to say whether of Kentucky's contribution to
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Carroll had offered him the federal strip mine
903 Sycamore St.
Arts Center, the program another post, but added, "I legislation, and of his role in
Murray, Ky. 42071
will include- works by have much more attractive alerting coal operators what
state
502-753-9909
to expect from the new law.
Debussy, Haydn,- Mozart,, offers outside of
Dr. Bryan L.'Thacker
Rorem,
Thiman,
and government. They are more He said the coal industry's
rewarding in terms of, the input into the legislation
Who is a chiropractic patient? Williams.
Mrs. Henry, a music scope of work and finan- enacted by the 1978 General
Chiropractic is the art and science of natural healing
Assembly "didn't do any rear
through spinal manipulation and specific
educuticon major minoring in cially."
Bell said only that he is damage."
musculoskeletal and neuronal technics It Is a prevenorgank is lite daughter of Mr.
Since the bulk of the
tative and corrective procedure of health care.
and Mrs. William C Adams, exploring opportunities in the
private and public sectors, legislation was to bring
Through natural means chiropractic can stop or slow
Sr. of 1612 W.Olive Street
down acute or chronic conditions working with the
She holds Membership in including the federal gover- Kentucky in line with federal
nment.
law, "there wasn't that much
body's own recuperative powers to heal. Chiropractic
the • Music
Educatiors
His , resignation became to argue over," Bell said.
does not use drugs or surgery to accomplish this. Those
National Conference and
effectiVe March 12, when
Bell said Kentuckians are
cases needing specific medicaj attention are referred
Sigma Alpha Iota' Alumnae Publi'c Service Commission
nearly "psychotic" about
to medical specialists. Drug therapy is often necessary
A
Chapter. member of First Executive Director Eugene
strip mining, and that it
in life saving or emergency situations, however, it
Baptist Church,she serves as Mooney was sworn in.
enovershadows other
many times will only cover up symptoms while the conchoir accompanist for the
A veteran bureaucrat who vironmental concerns.
dition continues to grow and reoccur.
I is in has held several top state , "It's a shame in some ways
youth choir. The rec.
e‘
does not cover up symptoms...instead it deals with the
partial fulfillment o the offices, Bell said heading the that more public attention is
cause of the problem. Listed below arelust a few of the
usic vast Natural Resources and not given to some of these
bachelor's degree in
types of problems that are often of a chiropractic
education.
Environmental Protection other problems, such as air
nature. These and many others are helped everyday in
Department was the most and water pollution, in the
chiropractic offiees.
difficult.
emotional excitement over
Migraine
Headaches
The department regulates strip mining," he said.
.the coal industry and runs
Bell said ultimately the
Stiffness
Nervousness
environmental programs industry itself will have to
Schollosis
Ache
Back
involving water, air, and solid come to grips with problems
caused by irresponsible
waste.
Nigh Blood Pressure
Sciatica
"I have a great deal or—operators. He said he has seen
Menstrual Cramps
Whiplash
satisfaction with what I was an increased willingness
Chronic Pale
"Arthritis
able to do, but it was difficult among coal operators to
he condemn abuses in an effort to
frustrating,"
and
Chiropractic often helps when other methods fail.
said."You do feel like you're change Kentucky's "black
The Murray High School at the center of the storm.
Chiropractic gets results and works with nature's
hat" image.
governing healing laws. Workmen's compensation and
varsity cheerleaders will
Bell said Kentucky's
Bell said he was tired of the
Kentucky
most major insurance companies cover chiropractic
the
compete in
controversy.' I just want to negative image hindered its
care.
_Association of Pep and get out," he said.
relationship with federal
Organized Spirit in Louisville&
His resignation came amid officials.
March 23 and 24.
state
allegations , that
The group first competed in Democratic Party Chairman
a district contest, advanced to Sonny 'Hunt pressured the
the regional contest and along department to speed up
with Reidland cheerleaders processing of permit apwill represent the First Distrit plications for some coal
•••
Glazed
in the contest. The KAPOS operators.
competition is held annually.
Hunt has acknowledged that
I
Per Dozen
The eight cheerleaders, who he did inquire about the status
were chosen by the student of some permits, but denied
Friday & Saturday, March 24 & 25 Only
body are sponsored by Sharon that he was seeking any
Downing and Gay Crass.
(For Any Order Of 5 Dozen Or More
special treatment. Bell has
Along with their regular refused comment in the past.
Please Call At Least One day In Advance)
duties of leading cheers at
But he said Wednesday that
• •
each Murray ballgame, the while he had checked on the
cheerleaders also organize status of specific permits at
dances for the student body Hunt's request, friction
following ballgames and developed between the two
participate in other fund because he refused to give the
raising events. Proceeds from permit applications any
1006 Chestnut Murray 753-6034
these events enable the special treatment.
Open 6 a.m. to S p.m.
cheerleaders to purchase
Bell said his successor will
charms for senior athletes and doubtless be confronted with
to partially pay for their own the same sort of pressure, but
uniforms.
that Mooney's record as a

"Because of improved
treatment developed through
research, many C-F IpEtients
are now living into their teens
and young adulthood. This
same treatment is also
benefiting and often curing
children suffering from other
diseases.
lung-damaging
Even with this progress, the'
need of millions of children
who struggle to breathe grows
larger, and with it the need for
more .volunteers and more
funds," the officials of the
Foundation said.

Maybe you don't
make a$3,000loan every day
but we do.
Actually, that's just a middle-size loan for
us these days. We make some for less.
And a lot for a lot more.
So we're not a "small-loan" company,
but a large loan center. And a good one.

$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%

Homeowner loans.too.

$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%

Al1101.121l
PInsnoed

Total Of
Paymer.10

APR•

$7,500 6189.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
'Annual Percentage Rate

In Bel-Air Center, Murray
Phone: 753-5573
Charles Marcussen, Mgr.

•
t

Months
To Pay

$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,612.16 17.80%

When you're after really large
amounts, the equity in your home is a
Valuable asset. You can use that equity
to back very sizable loans from us. And
that's nice to know.
Next time you want money, whatever
the reason, think of us. If you're more comfortable feeling you can depend on us for
small loans, we really don't mind. Because
you can.
But remember, we mostly think big.

.714
•

Monthly
Payment

ti

(Ad
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2

2 Notice

Notice

2 Notice

Notice

1 Legal Notice

mar

AS OF MARCH 22, log I COLOR PORTRAITS
bring us yours for extra
Barry Hill, am no longer
responsible for any copies. Made from any
debts other than my size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
own. Barry Hill.
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
2 Notice
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035.
Free. parking
FACTORY
BELTONE
lot, use our rear enfresh batteries. Wallis
trance.
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
FOR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
YOUR NEED is our
Holman-Jones,=Smith
concirn. NEEL/LINE,
13th., phone 753-3128.
753-6333.

1111111111mmummow

NOTICE
The
Flamingo
Club
Guthrie Road
Paris, Tan.

Is Now
Open
Hoyt Wilson
Owner-Manager

Crossword Puzzler

'S

ic

BIBLE FACTS INC.- TO
say you believe in God.
Then get drunk, rob, lie,
cheat, hate, commit
adultery
and
fornication. You are serving the devil! IA
believer in Satan.)
Revelations 18:1-24.
False profits, those who
say they believe in
Christ' but their deeds
prove
them
hers.
.Revelations 2:2,- -6 and
26. For Bible answers
call 753-0984.
SPRING IS HERE.
Discover a New you with
our complete line of
Deera Cosmetics. For a
make-up and
free
demonstration. Call 7591088.

Odin
1 Cook
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
57 Emmets
slowly.
DOWN
5 Crafty
OM MOM 1211111
1 Footwear
8 Man's
OUU MALIAN EILUU
nickname 2 Last
VDU IMMO NUM
3 Before
12 At his
MUM URI
4 Pronoun
place
IKE ONO EILIEIONN
13 Pedal digit 5 Bog down
.14 Appellation EiMisplaced
NOMUMNIUUM
of Athena 7 Still
1412MH 111E0 MUM
8
Parent
15 Native
WUUMUOCIMMI
tcottoq./
metal
9 Mohammedan ON@NNU ILM UN
16 Endures
MN MINIM
name
18 Demon
MOHO NUN@ HON
19 Printer's 10 Mollified
measure 11 Bind
CIDE MENU 10101U
20 Animal
16 Drip
MUU GOMM WM
coat
21 Preposition 1 7 Pack
away
•234-tebrew
33'Flap
20 Highest
45 Saucy
letter
34 Evils
Point
46 Free ticket
24 Standard
22 Conjunction 36 Article of
of
48 Unit of
furniture
perfection 25 Secluded
Siamese
37 Pledged
valleys
26 Ravine
curtency
sacredly
26 Obtain
28 M
50 Choose
27 Openings 39 Behold!
about
40 Mohammedan 51 Large
in fence
furtively
cask
noble -,
29 Indefinite , 28 Music: as
1
53 Note of
41 Sow
written
number
42 Sicilian
scale
29 Novelty
30 Exist
54 Babylonian
volcano
31 Bitter
32 Speech
44 Askew
deity
vetch
33 Make lace
34 Roman
0 '10 1 1
X'11
1
2
3
4
mo
5
45
7
road
..,.•:
35 Everyone
P4.',13
12
36 Youngster
37 Winter
15
vehicles
,
38Thick
:... 21 22
' -• '
73
19
.M.
' 1.
20°.
slice
irs!`%•-•
27
'
• 26
25
40 Shoemaker's ,'"24 '
. '40 ,
..x:.4
".4-••
tools
29
31
28
.
:
-:
-:30
41 Compass
point
32
-Z,.
'33
.....
43 River in
;•
Siberia
35
.^.';',
37
1...
44 Man's
g;1'36
,...,
:
is ..,...,,t •
•;`,...,;.„, 40
M-38 39
name
›....*:.
45 Pianissimo
41 42
:•;`,,
44
p..,,45
46
3
'?;
(abbr.)
••
..Ua'
47 Greek
M51
47
441 .
'
449 50
letter
M
49 Let down
54
53
52
51 Beverage
52 Enterprisers 35
A 6
. 57•
- •••
55 Tropical
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
fruit
56 Son of

BICYCLES
MEW • USED
REPAIRED

Rh
Negative
Needed
Earn 125-8100 weekly
as a Plasma donor. Rh
negative pelsons who
have had Rh incompatible pregnancies or history of transfusion reactions are
urgently needed for
preparation of life
saving vaccines.

Tennessee
Biological
Products, Inc.
Nashville, Tenn.
100
Oaks
Office
Towers
Suite 242

Phone
615-297-9548
5 Lost And Found
LOST BULL CALF red
with white face. Weight
around 250 lbs. Vicinity
641 South near Green
Plains Rd. Call 492-8452.

SPORE & PEDAL
Dixieland Center

6 Help Warted

Check
Your
Ad "

WANTED SALES
representative in West
Ky. area with leading
feed company. College
degree preferred but not
required. Send resume
to Box 1921, Henderson,
Ky. 42420.

.

FINISH CARPENTER.
No other need apply.
Call 753-0984

_
Advertisers
are
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
This
correction.
newspaper
will
be
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. ANY
SHOULD
BE
ERROR
IM•
, REPORTED
MEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE
YOUR
AD
CHECK
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR

1-10MEWORKERS-$500
CASH IN ADVANCE
FOR MAILING 1000
circula''rs. Information:
self-addressed stamped
$2.
and
envelope
FREEDOM 1239, Box
20451-F, Columbus Oh
43220.
$200.00 WEEK LYpossible
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Edray Mails,
Box 188AY, Albany, Mo
64402.

PEANUTS

NOTICED ON TV THAT
SOME PITCHERS TALK
TO TNE SALL CkARLIE BROWN..
1-1,4 E LICU EVER TK1EC,THAT?
I I VE

I ALWA'6 TALK TQ
THE ERALL LiiHEN
PITCH INS...

REALl.‘ ?WHAT DO
'ft:Xi TELL IT ?

OL*
ci..vmet

)

ONE
EXPERIENCED
waitress, steady work.
Top pay. Real good tips.
Call 474-2259 for appointmept.
FOR
SECRETARY
LARGE corporation
with division operated
locally. Benefits include
insurance, life, dental
and health. Stock saving
weeks
plan.
Two
vacation Sena resume
to P. 0. Box 32 F.
COUNTER GIRL wanted
morning shift. Apply in
person, Dixie Creme
Donuts, Chestnut Street.
DO
SOMEONE
TO
typing. Call collect after
6 p. in. 1-901-247-3270.
EXPERIENCED painter
wanted commercial and
residential. Call 753-9382
after 5 p. m.
OPPORTUNITY! $100.00
weekly possible addressing, mailing circulars for mail order
Send
selfarms.
'addressed, -stamped
MKS
envelope to:
ENTERPRISES P. 0.
Box 69, Murray, Ky.
42071.
OPPORTUNITY in sales
and management with
real future for ambitious
people. Could be part
time. Call 759-1370.
WANTED SOMEONE to
tend garden at 1102
Olive St.
SECRETARY TO do
bookkeeping. Should be
accurate in business
letters, personable, etc.
Apply in person only to
Vernon's from noon till 9
p. m.
EX
SOMEONE
PERIENCED in shoe
repair or leathercraft or
someone interested in
learning. Apply in
person to Vernon's from
noon until 9 p. m.

KITCHEN HELP wanted
day and night shift. For
ore information call
1-247-9902.
9 Situations Wanted

HOW DO YOU
LIKE THIS
ABSTRACT
PAINTING
I MADE '?

OKAY --WHAT DO
YOU THINK
OF IT

HERE HE
COMES
NOW

COME TO
MY HOUSE
AT NOON
AND I'LL
GIVE
YO U MY
OPINION

WANTED: yards to mow.
Call 489-2471.

CUCKOCC
D LIC
CUCC00
K0.0
cCUuCc):<0000 CCUUCCv(0

10 Business Opportunity
ANY
FOR
LOANS
business or real estate
with potential. Mr.
Gilbert 404-763-1416,

rif

.®-

10,

ArE

12 Insurance
FARMERS ARE Saving
Money! Many area
farmers who have taken
advantage of the group
hospital insurance
through Bennett and
Associates are saving up
to $150.00 per year. Get
the facts before the
farming season starts.
and
Call "Bennett
Associates, 203 South
5th, Murray, 753-7273 or
759-1486.

C/1978 Umted Feature Sere:locate

BEETLE BAILEY

TENNIS CLOTHES!
WHITE TENNIS CLOTHES!

HEY, YOU!

WHITE

WHITES
ONLY ON
THESE
COURTS!

4

80%

•

80%
74%

c-9

68%

KYi

Who financed
our new pick-up?

BLON E
YOU HAVE A RED
STAR ON YOUR RECEIPT,
YOuRE A \ArINNER

ONE FREE FLAMENCO LESSON
AT SENORITA LCLITAS SCHOOL
OF SPANISH DANCING

! WHAT DO I WIN?

(.; 14

,--I .._:_.

WONDER iF I i..1.1./E.
TO EIRNG MY \A•
CASTANETS'

L

\
-1?

.

't

MFA Insurance:
that's who!

-

04FA)
-4 104
erietmei

Ronnie Ross
710 F Ma
753 048C
THE PHANTOM
I'VE

GOT SENSE!

V THEY

CAN'T

GET FAR
ON FOOT.

I KNEW
SEEN HIM
BEFCRE .
THE GROC)41„

YUP... I F
1,OU GOT
ANY SENSE,
DUDE.
YOU LL
FOLLOW'

15 Articles For Sale

Wanted

CARPENTER HELPER
full time employment
only. Do not apply on
Saturday. Custom Built,
753-0984.

NANCY

PR.

6 Help

13 For Sale Or Trade
MOBILE HOME. central
heat and air. Nice
garage. Lot with well.
Close to lake. $7000. Call
436-2733.
14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED spinet or
console piano. Must be
in excellent condition.
Call 753-6918 after 5 p.m.
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.

WANTED WHITE nak
and walnut veneer. Will
buy cut or standing,
small or large track Call
Mel Rhodes, 1-502-5271630.
WANTED TOY FARM
tractors and equipment.
Any brand. Any condition. Call 436-2590.
FEATHER BEDS - new
higher prices for feather
beds. Write Box 72,
Hickman, Ky. Give
name, phone number
and address. Exact
directions and number
of beds. Will pickup.
WANTED
AKC
REGISTERED female
Terrier
Yorkshire
puppy. Call Paris 1-901642-8909.
WHITE OAK standing
$600
for
timber.
thousand feet. Call 901642-9379.
15 Articles For Sale
SMOKE DETECTORS,
nationally , advertised
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.
1973 DODGE CHARGER,
black with stripes and
chrome wheels, 340
magnum engine, good
shape. Realistic
Patrolman Pro 77A, HiLo scanner, 8 channel
with all local crystals
and antenna. $125. Call
753-4443.

CUTLASS
1976
SUPREME _Carpet
curtains, trolling motor,
boat accessories, play
pen. Call 753-6345.
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble, South 9th. Call
753-5719.

HOTPOINT electric
range, 36", green color,
1 year old, clock, easy
clean oven. Like new.
$200. Call 759-1548.

HANNAH'S HUSBAND
Hector hates hard work
so he cleans the rugs
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
CRAFTSMAN 10" radial
arm saw. V ry good
concliatritAyall 7530609 *Me
FOOT OPERATED
trolling motor. Used 5
times model RM 460 DG
flueger $125. Call 4892595.

28 FT. FLOTE-BOTE 120 ,h. p. IA/ Under
warranty. Loaded with
options. Like new and
priced right. Call 7534951.

TWO CLIPPER SEED
cleaners and 30 lb.
scales.
platform
Will sell at the R.
M. Miller Popcorn
Building, March 25
Saturday at 8 a.m.
Coll 435-4467, W. P.
infor
West
formation.

CRESTLINER
1976
Crusader 11. 25' cruiser.
Fully equipped. Less
than 50 hours. Like new
inside and out. Calkin's
tandem trailer. $1395.
No sales tax. Call 1-815397-3927, Jim Nelson,
Rockford, Ill.

FRIGIDAIRE washer
and dryer. Remington
typewriter. Call 7535599.
AMERICAN
EARLY
hide-a-bed couch, one
end and 1 cocktail table.
Two lamps,four braided
room size rugs, snar
drum with stand and
case. Boys bowling
balland bag, women
clothes,sizes Jr. 6, 7 and
8. Call after 6 p. m.
weekdays 753-2765.
TREES GROWN with
tender care. Corkscrew,
willow, ginkgo,
d-eigwrrbd, small Ky.
coffee tree. Call 7538705.
53.95 BUYS ALL OF THIS
I ladies Woad Penury
Limey MAW
Beiffak Mickel
Peony ono.
LIM it 1943 Peony
W. I. Pinnies
Bofors 1920.9
Wooden Pfickel
D Mint Peony 2$ yrs.
1991 S Peony (sac)
Rare 1%0-D Swell
Dee Peony
.5 Mite Poesy - 25 yrs.
Pins Eros two en
Plus Ow Free Gift
Plies Our Fres kedwire
Seed $3.95 sad .25 Postage
to:

jIM Dit11011010 & CO.
sw.S Pio Oldg el••••••• Vamp
lerierees, P•

1952 FORD 8N tractor,
$1295. Also Ford 601
workmaster, $1495. Call
489-2595.
SIX ROW sprayer, 2 row
Ford planter, spreader,
three 12" plows, two row
cultivator, disc 7', two
row roto hoe. Call 7537244 after 6:30.

15' FIBERBLASS fishing
,boat, trailer, 35 h. p.
Johnson motor, 1971
Galaxie 500. Excellent
condition. Call 753-3079.
22 Musical
BALDWIN -PIANOS- and
organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tn.
"FUNMACHINE
BALDWIN organ. Fun
for the whole family.
Lonardo Piano Co.
Across from post office,
Paris, Tenn."
23 Exterminating

TrEit,el.

SUPER C TRACTOR
with all equipment. 18
h.p. Johnson motor. Call
615-827-2458.

Inspection
Caddied Sy IPA
Arood C•stly Name Otipases

20 Sports Equipment
WINNERS RUNABOUT
15' Holsclaw trailer,
new. No motor to be soldat dealer cost. Harbor
Hill marine, 474-2228.

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Nome ••••4 ••01 spanned over a
news Oa sat ego me momswilOi
Is 1iisbed
100 South 13th St

16 FT. FIBERGLASS
bass boat, complete with
50 Evinrude. $1000. Two
ten gallon aquarium,
complete. 17.50 each.
Excellent vinyl den
couch, $125. Call 7537477.

Phone 753-3914

twitches,Sliver Ftsl.
and Shrubs

.01Z

-71P ;i

& Vs& PickeWs

I
, 1re
•i,71

-

SMITH AND WESSON 9
mm automatic model 39.
New in box. Cali 489-2471
before 5 p. m.

19 Farm Equipment

WEST
KY. GRAIN
EquipHANDLING
ment-bins, buckets
elevators, farm fan
dryers. call 1-345-2437 or
1-247-0558.

LARGE RECORD and
tape display racks. See
at J and B Music, 7537575

16' OUACHITA fishing
boat. 20 b.' p., Johnson
motor. Paris Line
trailer. Shakespeare
trolling motor. Call 753_
9235.

Sewixig
USED SING
machine,zig zag-and all
attachments.
regular
guaranteed.
Fully
Sewes perfects. Full
price, $39.50
cash
Payments may be
arranged. call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619.

TILLER GOOD condition, axel and wteel
for car trailer. Call 4928535.
-

TILLERS chain drive, 5
h.p. B and S engine.
$199.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

15' ASTROGLASS bass
boat. 80 h. p. Mercury
with power trim, bar- tery, trolling motor,
depth finder, Bilge
pump, aireated live Ikea
well. Wonder state
trailer. Ready to go
fishing. Call 753-9376
after 5 p. m.

ONE BEDROOM suite
and recliner, 3 den
chairs. Call after 6, 7531905.

1240 JOHN DEERE 4 row
drill, like new. Call 7535396.

WEED EATERS, model
507. $43.99. Roto shear
model" 2201, $36.50.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

BEST FISHING rig you'll
find!
14'
tri-hull,
pedestal seats. Carpeted, trolling motor. 20
h. p. Mercury, trailer.
ExcellentCondition. Call
753-8277 after 5:30 p. m.

16 Home Furnishings

FRANKLIN
BEN
fireplace with all accessories. Like new.
$200. Call 759-4890.

WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.

20 Sports Equipment
14' CHEROKEE boat,
Paris Line trailer, 20 h.
t^ho..Na.-ralL7-59-18(11
after 4 p. m.

MATERNITY
CLOTHES,size 5, Call
253-2329-

BARN RESTAURANT

CRIB LOUNGE
South Filtoa, Toss.
901-479-3836

A004.1' ak,

A CURE FOR
CABIN FEVER!
You've been staring at the same walls all
winter. You need a change. Make your spring
cleaning complete by calling_ on us for all your
painting and wall covering needs.
Ask for Roo Greene at
759-4082
Or

Ask for Tim Garland at
753-8694

Horse & Mule

Pulling Contest

Saturday, March 25
Mules Pulling 5 O'Clock P.M.
Horse Pulling 7 O'Clock P.M.
Admission Adults $2.00
12& Under $1.00

Livestock Exposition Center
College Farm Rd.
Murray,Ky.
.1

-
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30. Business Rentals

22. Musical
PIONEER
STEREO, SUPERTUNERS,and speakers.
Installation available.
stereo
car
Your
specialists. Sunset
Boulevard Music.
Dixieland Center, 7530113.

for rent, Ideal for small
business. 2400 sq. ft.
Next to Tucker T.V. and
Bamboo Garden, call
753-2900 or contact Artell
Tucker at Tucker TV.,
1914 Coldwater Rd.
31 Want To Rent

24. Miscellaneous
LAWN MOWERS 3' h.p.
22' cut. B and S engine.
$88.88. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
26 TV Radio
ZENITH COLOR TV
Console. Like new. Call
753-5933.
PHASE LINEAR, 400
stereo amplifier. Floral
sofa. Call 7530492.
:REPOSSESSED 25"
Magnavox color TV.
Need
someone
to
assume small monthly
payment. Call 753-7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1923_ MORGAN double
wide mobile home. three
partially
bedroom
furnished. Call 753-6858.
1974 BAY WOOD 12 X 6a 2
bedroom. 2 baths, partly
furnished, underpinned.
conditions.
Excellent
753Call
95800.
3280.before 5.
1975 12 X 65 2 bedroom. all
electric Central air.
fully carpeted, unfurnished. Like new See
at Riviera Cts. Call 7533280 before 5 p.m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals

WANT TO RENT-3 or 4
bedroom house. Prefer
to be in or near town.
Call 753-6198 or 753-1690.
WANT TO RENT house in
Kirksey, Stella or Lynn
Grove community. Call
753-0457.

36. For Rent Or lease
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
253-4758

32. Apartments For Rent

A FOUR YEAR old black
quarter horse mare.
Call 492-8128.

FOR HF:NT-unfurnished
2 bedroom apartment.
38. Pets Supplies
Near downtown Murray.
,BEAGLE .PUPPY has
Call 753-4109,_
shots. Female, good
hunter. $5.00 to give her
NICE
2
DUPLEX
a good home. Call 759bedroom, central gas
1469.
heat and air condition..
Utility room, washer
AKC BLACK miniature
and dryer hookup.
Schnauzer pups. Ready
Beautiful.}aft. Private.
to leave April 7th. Now
9195 month. Call 753taking deposits 9754100.
3343.
Call 435-4481.
39. Poultry Supplies
NEW TWO BEDROOM
apartment on private
road. $150. References.
Deposit. Call 753-8848
41 Public Sales
before 9 p. m.

GUITAR SALE

YARD SALE Saturday,
March 25. 10 a. m. at
Hazel, Ky. At Joe
Dobbins home. Lot of
antique dishes and whatnots, some furniture.
YARD SALE - Friday
and Saturday 9 a. m. p. m. 8 track stereo,
vacuum cleaner, cookware, miscellaneous
household
items.
Collectables and odds
and ends. Fox Meadows
Trailer Park, E-5.
HALF PRICE rummage
sale on all clothing,
shoes; purses, .. etc.
Saturday I3argain Barn,
13th and Main,9 a. m. -3
p.m.

One Week Only

$250.00

Some up to
Off
While They Last'
Gibson

FURNISHED, one or 2
bedroom,
married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th, 7536609.
33. Rooms For Rent

37. Livestock - Supplies
REGISTERED JERSEY
milk cow. 2'2 years old.
Call 436-2516.

with garage near
downtown. $125 per
month plus$100 deposit.
Quiet neighborhood.
Phone 753-5447 after
5:30 p.m.

Alvarez Venture
end'otbers

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

Waldrop Realty

WANTED TO BENT row crop
scrooge sod tiseecto Ism
Send responses to Box 32 U.

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
apartment.
Carpet, drapes, stove,
air conditioner. Couple
MOBILE HOMES and
only. Call 753-7457.
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
FOR RENT - five room
Call 753-3280.
unfurnished apartment

MOBILE HOME spaces
for families. Coach
Fox
and
Estates
Meadows, South 16th
753-3855.

32 Apartments For Rent
TWO
BEDROOM

X Ir 3IE
-In Business
Since 1956753-54;46

LOOKING FOR that
special lot to ,build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located in
, lovely
Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
office
for further
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.

- Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Southside Court Square .
Murray, Kentucky

753-4451
4141111111111111110111
THINKING OF SPRING?
Why not start planning
now for that home on the
lake. We have just listed
2 quality homes in
Panorama Shores,' only
10 miles from Murray.
Both are year-round
homes on beautiful
wooded lots. Take advantage of early season
prices and let us tell you
more about the advantages of Lake-Front
Living. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222, anytime.

WATCH US GROW
THE NELSON MOAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707

Special orders 20% off
Guitar Accessories 20% off

Chucks Music Center
1411 Main Street

753-3682
NEED
PROPERTY
ZONED R-4 or B-2?
Need a lot for multiple
housing? Need property
for offices, restaurant,
drug store, retail sales,
or consumer services?
We have listed properly
zoned properities
located north, south,
nis
t forcrise uirm
toitdti?
Loretta Jobs Relators,
753-1992.

Thinking about the future but needing a home
right now? Let us show you this three bedroom
home with central gas heat and full basement.
Newly decorated, outside storage and close to
downtown. The Future? The property is zoned 33
and in an excellent location at 111 North 7th for
that business in the future! $27,500.00.

Save time and money with this well kept home at
1316 Poplar. Close to school, convenient to shopping and downtown business. Upstairs is now
rented as apartment for extra income.
Fireplace, carpet, outside storage, cyclone fenced backyard. A very desirable house in an excellent location. $35,000.00.
Beautiful vacant lot on Williams Street, 100 x 145
and priced at $5,500.00.

Edna Knight 753-4510
Anna Begiarth 753-2411
Sam Knight 753-4510
Lola Rood 153-118114
Patsy Fain 753-5313
Pat Armstrawg 4311.2174
Bay Roberts 435-61611
412 South 12th St.
753-1651

PROUDLY we rave about
this 3 bedroom brick
with sunken living room,
formal dining area,
custom -built kitchen
with appliances including refrigeratorfreezer, two full baths,
restful patio area with
private brick wall.
Statel bricked columns
bring you into the drive
to a double garage with
automatic openers.,
Just listed. .Call Now.
Loretta' Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.

1"
41
BOYD-MAJORSimi
REAL ESTATE'
7518080
'nil Set,ices
,t I r, rien.11) Tow h
SPRING IS COMING
.. Let us. show you
this 10 x 52 trailer
complete with furniture in Panorama
Shores. 2 Lots,
water, underpinned,
concrete walk & porch with iron railings.
ACT NOW!. $9,000.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate 105 N. 12th.

SPIC & SPAN - Very
neat three bedroom
brick home with central
heat and air located
northwest of Murray.
Priced in the ini4 30's.
Owner wants !offer.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
infqrmation on all
homes listed' for sale
through the MurrayCalloway
County
Multiple Liiting Service.
Ii. Poplar-itenwr

QUALITY

DUE TO SALES THIS
YEAR. The Nelson
Shroat
Co.
Needs
listings for, the buyers
we have waiting. If you
want to sell your
property, list with the
Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center. 7591707.

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1051

NEW LISTING - Ably setes
from Morns! on Gees Cmssip
Rd. N•m• hos 5 bedremns, 2
laths, living room with
fireplace, dining rook ityr
hitches with bats of cwhisies.
Nome is wittrifistly dradrated
throughout. If.. control haat
and or. Perfect for largo
fansify. Ono own lett DuCt IM
IN ono pot minsy.
Country imnimpitiore yet only
newstes from tow& lbr••
isedrwrim brick with Winans
rooks. laid backyard. Carpet
emir hardwood in Wing room
end hell. Image Ut & Mester
Oil Tile bath. ismonedinis
possession. Only 634,500.
753-3263 Anytime

527-1468 "7539825
YOUR
SOMEDAY
HOME can be yours
today! Beauty has- been
captured in this unique
contemporary home in
Gatesborough Subdivision.
Spacious
rooms, attractive design
and decor which place
this home in a class all
by itself. Let-the friendly
folks at KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 tell
you all about this architectural
masterpiece.

DON't DISMAY IF YOU
ARE OW ON CASH- we'll arrange the terms
on,this well maintained
two -bedroom brick with
den located on lot with
garden area--just 4
minutes from city
limits. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

Professional Sen. •
With The FriendIN Ton,
WOODED BUILDING
SITE. . .4 of the prettiest acres you'll ever
see. Heavily wooded
with big timber, 600'
on Hwy. No. 1828 West of Midway just
4.8
miles
from
Murray. Only $11,000.
BETTER
ACT
QUICKLY. 134,d-Majors Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

•

TWO NEW HOMES for
sale in Can er ury
Estates. Call- 753-1358
after 5.

Key People
• "Your
In Reel islet*"
753-7724
901 Skcemora
Murray, Cy
PRICE
REDUCED
$2,000. 48 acres just
listed last week. Includes 30 tendable acres
and
several
good
wooded buildings sites.
Owner wants fast sale
-Now priced at $29,800.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222 for
-omplete listing of
farms for sale through
the multiple listing
service.

45. Farms For Sale
BY OWNER-75 acre
farm,7 room house with
3 bedrooms, utility room
and enclosed back
porch. L mile west of
Dexter. Two stock
barns, milk barn,smoke
house, chicken house.
All
under
fence.
$100,000. Call 753-5618
between 2:30 p.m. - 10
p.m.
46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
2 bedroom home on
Kentucky Lake. Big
living room and kitchen
with built-ins, carport,
washer-dryer. Also, this
property has its own
boat slip. Day or night
19011 642-7221 or (901)
642-2633. Priced $29,000.

WHY NOT mpvE to the
lake? House on one acre
lot for sale. Located on
Highway 94 East, only
one mile from the lake.
Two bedrooms, separate
dining room, franklin
fireplace, and attached
garage. Newly
decorated. Call 474-2330
after 4 p. m.
THREE
BEDROOM
BRICK home with
garage. Pt baths.
Located in Westwood
Subdivision. Call 7535685 after 3:30 p.m.
FOR SALE BY Contractor. Two new four
bedroom houses in
Canterbury Estates.
Buy now and pick your
carpet. Call 753-3903.

'Profes.sional Senores
WIti4 The Friendly Touch'
BUSINESS 2 OPPORTUNITY... 40'x
60' building on Highway 121 South offers
an opportunity to be
on your own. Good
location for Thriving
Business.
Priced
Right. $15,900: Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

Hornbudde's Barber Shop
OPEN WEEKDAYS
Non.-Wed-. 8-1
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS 'Hospital
Fri. & Sat 8-2:30
Calls
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
209 Walnut Street.
Coll this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 -

'House
Calls

and night appointments.

AUCTION SALE

Setting In The Glen
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

46 Homes For Sale

44. Lots For Sale
•

proximately .
3 acre lot
priced very reasonably.
Phone 753-1222 for more
information from
KOPPERUD REALTY.

REALTY

Wide Jeffs Shopping Canter

REALTuRS
YARD SALE, Saturday,
March 25 ( not held if
rains) 8:00 - ?. Mahan
Apartinents Apt. 19 (by
Sonic). Furniture,
clothes, jewelry, toys,
baby clothes, albums,
make-up.

DRASTICALLY REDUCED.
on Rte. 91, one mile from
Kenlake State Park 211%.•
Prime Acres. 26 ready to go
Pads - equipment will handle
Lots d space for ex.
ax100'
pension.
Ion. Residence,'
Office,
and Outbuildings.
DLICEDTOS90,00)
Ruth Ryan,
354-8508REALTOR 334-8550
3.34-11331
Located in Aware
Writ* it.. 3, illisman, Cy.
42025

43 Real Estate
COMMERCIAL LOT for
sale at corner of 4th and

Rustic Country English styled home in a convenient
neighborhood. Screened porch for your plants, fireplace
for warming your toes, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, and formal
owing roorn...For your viewing, call 753-1492.

Loretta Jobs - 753-6079
Helen Spann - 753-8579
Brenda Jones - 753-8668

(%•,..(

753-1492

8

1200 Sycamore

Saturday March 25. HI a.m. at the lady Lovett
Distributing Co., - Formerly loft Oil Nut,453 South
2nd Strut, Murray.
Will sell lots of good merchandise for filling
station, shop or farm use. Four-6.000 one-10,000
gallon storage tanks, heavy gauge welded construction. One 1964 V-6 GMCtank truck, good shape,
service station hoist, big air compressor, see
through and electric gas pump, gas cans, 55 gallon
barrel,service station wing light, one lot of used car
and truck tires, one lot of galvanized pipe, trailer
hitches, drill press and other tools, bench vise,
pump nozzles,flow fans, hand gas pumps for tanks,
two metal office desks, and chairs, filing cabinets,
adding machines and cash registers, like new
photocopy machine. If not sold by sale will be a
gooseneck trailer and pickup truck.
Lots more good merchandise, not listed. For information call:

Judy Johnston - 437-4446
Bill Payne - 753-9794
Glenda Smith - 753-1499

Rudy Lovett owner, 753-2515 or 753-3571.

Striking design, unusually roomy - this beautiful home on a large shaded lot near
Panorama Shores in lake Forrest Subdivision offers so many extra conveniences and comforts
you'll have to see it to appreciate it. The mansard roof affords extra square feet of living
mech-lower-than-avaage cost, and the sayings in utility bills are just as great
i space at
.4Q Three bedrooms, two baths, electric heat and air. The thirteen by 21 kitchen is a place to
live as well as work. Patio, sindeck, and carport with outside storage. All the things you've
wanted in a home. and some you haven't thought of, and priced in the mid-forties.

Custom Plant
Bed Service
Using
Methyl-Bromide
Call Mark Paschall
753-4802

MINIMOINMINNINOI
ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance.,Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.
Call 753-3744 days

LAKEFRONT, THREE BEDROOM, BRICK home
with fireplace, patio, and sped/crier lake
view. One of the best ,biryi eiffeelae ails.
der 540,000. Slorage'building, good place for
a boat dock. Don't let someone beat you to
this one.

or 753-7618 nights

JUST LISTED - FAMILY LEAVING HURRAY Here is a fine qualify mai home on a large
acre lot. Three bedrooms, one and a hall
baths, kitchen-family room combination 12 by
23. 12 by 23 Living room, large bedrooms,
import and utility room. Priced for quick sale
al $32,000.

Rein or Shine
Saturday, Merck 2$, at 10 a.m. at the Bruce
Garland Home, 4 miles East of Murray on Highway
94,first brick hoese on right post water tower.
Will Sell: All antiques, very nice oak dresser
B/mirror, very old and unusual doll house,
walnut corner cupboard, tin door pie safe, Home
Comfort' Cook stove, Cherry rocker with
clawfeet, child's rocker, 100 year old rope let
table, butter mold,rolling pin and dough board,2
trunks, kerosene lamps, old quilts, sugar
buckets, brass floor lamp, preserve staqdjhoe
lasts, oak wash stand (rough), deprn ir.i) glass,
brass and wrought iron flower stands, 2 laundry
stoves, 2 ten gal. crocks, collector plates, Avon
bottles, 36 in. steer horns, graniteware, bench
vise, bentwood coke chair, desk,'very unique old
radio, cream separator, wash kettle racks, all
kinds and types of hand, gard and horse drawn
tools, pots and pans, dishes, and miscellaneous
items. Possible will offer a very race regulation
size pool table from Crazy Horse Billiards.
Not responsible for accidents, eats and drinks
available, detailed announcements days of sale.
For information call
Bob W.(Frosty) Miller
Terry Shoemaker
492-1394
434-5327
Auctioneers

ADJOINING WA 315 CONTOUR - This three
bedroom home in Panorama Shores is really
priced worth the money. Fall basement. two
baths, porch and screened deck, TWO
FIREPLACES we among many extras. Believed-or-not priced less than $30,000.

WE LOVE WORKING HARD so you can relax so we have listed this exciting mobile home
,.on a breath taking lake hoot lot in Pine Bluff
-Shores. fully furnished - move in for the
Iletielid Of for life.

WEEKEND PLEASURE NOW - RETIREMENT
LATER - The fishing and bootee seism is
here and you can't find a finer waterfront
location at a better price' and with less
upkeep than Ibis condominium Keniona
Shores - fray finished and ready to go. Only
116,700.00.

TWO LAKE FRONT LOTS on the main lake in
bearded Kenima Shores- the living easy, the
location excellent and the Price is right

LAKE FRONT LOT in Croppie Hollow, beautify/I
- wooded - located in excellent fishing area.

LIKE TREES? This Rimy design has trees mooed it, OM if, even
through it! A distinctive hone in a lovely setting at take Forrest
(Right at the emirate to Panorama
brie new, never firedin Has great-room, three
og and two lull laths A
double carport and i.
nde a private area for enteitaining or (may
s. lee carpet*, lowers meeting
and decorator wallpaper accent the decor of the spacious rooms.

DONALD R.

TUCKER
REALTOR

MILS
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49 Used Cars & Trucks
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51 Services Offered
51 Services Ottered
175 KAWASAKI trail
1975 V.W. Rabbit, 'exALL TYPES backhoe and
L1.77 _EXC.FAS -500 .D..
GUTTERING BY Sears,
bike: Excellent concellent conditon. Call
septic tank work. Field
Yamaha, under
Sears Continuous gutdition. Call 437-4437.
767-4776.
tile lines installed, 28
warranty. Under 200
ters installed per your
years
miles. Call 753-6605.
Call
experience.
specifications.
1972 175 YAMAHA trail
1971 AUDI - AM-FM
Licensed through Health
Sears 753-2310 for free
bike. Extra nice. Call
radio, automatic, air,
1975 YAMAHA 200 with
Department. Call Rex
estimates.
after 5, 489-2570.
radial tires. Good
Camp, 753-5933.
electric starter. 100
condition. Good gas
49. Used Cars & Trucks
miles. Excellent conSEPTIC TANK PUMmileage. Call 753-2884
dition. $600. Call 753-5864
WILL HAUL driveway
PING. Residential and
1974
CHEVROLET
after 6.
before 5 p. in. or 753-0017
commercial. Rex Camp
white rock, lime, sand,
pickup. LWB, 66,200
after 5 p. m.
753-5933.
decorative
rock.
Also
miles. Power steering,
1973 PORSCHE 914, 1.7
free estimates on
air.
power
brakes
and
•
liter engine, excellent
1974 250 HONDA dirj,bike.
parking lot or driveway.
---Good shape. Call 753- Call eolleet after 6:00, • gas mileage. AM-FM
Call Roger Hudson, 753901-247-5327.
radio. New 5 speed
4304 or 753-4718, ask for
4545 or 753-6763.
Chain Saw
transmission.
Mike.
And
1974 FORD RANGER
Removable top, low
WILL DO BABYSITTING
250. Long whell base,
Lawnmower
mileage.
Must
sell.
Call
1972 HONDA 450, 2
in my home. Call 753power and air. Black,
Sales and Service
753-0492.
cylinder, low mileage,
0684.
sharp. Call 753-7791.
harley wheel and tire.
1973 HONDA CIVIC,
Call 753-5368 after 5 p.
Eadsido Small
1973
GMC
pickup,
$1,500 or best offer. Call
m.
"The"
automatic, air and
Engine Repair
767-6649 after 5.
Lan &
power, sharp. In ex1- 1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc
1974 756 HONDA Windla/bliNif al bet
Garden Castor
cellent condition. Call
7534400
jammer Fairing. Four
1974 GREMLIN X, 6
Agri-Prodoots
753-8764
after
5
p.m.
or
into 1 exhaust. New tire.
cylinder, air condition, IOANE TELLS ME YOU ARE SENDNary. Ill North
weekends.
Low mileage. Call 753automatic. Luggnge ING TWO KIDS THROUGH COLLEGE
Alurrey, Ky.
FElkE SALES at Sears
6445.
rack. Call after 5, 7537S3-31IN
1972 Chevy Impala, 4now. Call Sears 753-2310
6816.
,•-• Landscape Des*
49. Used Cars & Trucks
19. Used Cars & Trucks
door, automatic, power
1974 HONDA CB 750K-4
for free estimates for
rim/gape Plmws
brakes-steering, air...Bedding Pleats
1974 MUSTANG II. Top
your needs.
complete with fairing
1955 CHEVROLET. 1969 1967 VOLVO _,122. Good
conditioned.
;895. Call
....Garden Seed
767-2877.
Condition.
Call
and windshield. Crash
Camaro
for
sale
or
condition. New tires.
492-8594 after 5:30 p.m.
risme Spraying
INCOME TAX SERbar. Luggage rack, sissy
trade, sharp. 1957
50. Campers
Call 753-9371.
(Fort•ter & Herbicides)
VICE: "We search for
bar with bag. Extra
Chevrolet, 2 door post. B
.•••• Lam Ihmentiee & $eeding
19/75 VEGA Hatchback.
every legal deduction
nice. Call 489-2317.
Allis Chalmer tractor 1974 CENTURY Luxus
Laws Initiation
Four speed. Call 759and credit due you."
with
disc,
plow,
Buick. Silver mist blue.
1694.
John Pasco, 753-5791,
cultivator. Call 474-2392
With white vinyl lop,
Have your motorcycle ready
1650
Ryan Avenue, 9-5,
after 6.
AM-FM stereo tape, all
for Spring, with our new parts
e*
PEAITM
1977 CADILLAC Sedan De
Also available for
and accessories!!
BABYSITTING
DO
WILL
SALE!
power, buckets, white
Ville. One owner local
line of tune-up parts, lubricanspecill appointments.
1974 FORD COURIER
in my home. Also
interior, wheels, low
ts, engine parts, chains &
car,
5,000
actual
miles.
19
4"
78
Travel
sprockets, cables, Urea & bat767-4479.
pickup.
Automatic,
low
typing.
Call
mileage. Call 753-3146
Loaded. ,Purdom
Trelion
'lair Off
DRIVEWAYS
and
teries, chrome and more. Lots
mileage. Call 474-2789 or
after 4.
of other parts and accessories
Motors.
753-5315.
parking aias- white
'50°)off •
Plop-Ups
107$
on the way. Also coming
474-2257:rocked and graded. Free
soon., our new Motorcycle
Al used Univers °SON off
1976 FOUR WHEEL
Service Center!'
1977 CHEVY Scottsdale, 4
estimates. Also have
This applies to all Campers
1973 CHRYSLER, 4 door,
Motorcycis Ports
drive, Call 759-1130.
purchased before 4-1•78.
wheel drive pickup
decorative rock and rip
excellent condition
SuPP4 &
truck. One owner. Ky.
•
rap.
Call Clifford
live
only
cure
for
Cabin
Fever
Automatic,
air,
almost
Service Coster
1917 EXTRA LARGE
Is the outdoors and the best
Truck. 12,000 actual
Garrison, 753-5429 after
new steel belted tires.
QUALITY
307 N. 416 St.
SERVICE
is
at outdoors
,
vea4 a enisrme
school bus. Will make
miles. Purdom Motors,
4 p. m.
with
Ciii 151-11111
New brakes. Extra
Company Inc. Air conexcellent camper. Four
753-5315.
special prices mat
:.this
- sharp. $2200. Call 436dition
sales
remedy
and
easy
to
take.
sernew tires. New exhaust
LICENSED ELEC.
2461.
Bank financing available
vice. Modern sheet
system. Will trade for
TRICAN and gas inSonny 81 Veda Puckett's
White's
Camper
Sales
metal
department.
1969 pickup truck in
1975 CHEVROLET 4
stallation
will
do
144144ny 94 lost - 4 min hem likrm,
Larry
Wisehart,
good condition or will
wheel drive. Red and
plumbing, heating and
issemu
President.
Phone 753sell. Call 436-2216 or 753-,
white, 4 speed, lock in
sewer cleaning. Call 753South Fulton, Tenn.
9290.
6644 after 4 p. in.
hubs,
400
motor,
Scott7203.
901-479-3836
COACHMAN
1969
sdale cab, AM-FM,
camper, 18 ft $1800. Call
1970
AMC
HORNET,
4
white spoke wheels, 1200
753-6805.
door standard trantires. Call 474-2384.
FREE
smission, ,economical
WESTERN KY. Travel
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
and dependable. $600.
MILE
20
1974
CHEVROLET
Trailer Sales and SerA fish hest with over 72 different
Call 753-4917.
pickup,
4
wheel
drive,
vice,
Route
68
and
1-24,
DELIVERY
hems and eN you core to eat.
50,000. Short wheel base, 1972 V. W. 3 door wagon,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522Live Entortalammat Nightfy
153-0984
wheels and white letter
automatic $895. 1972
tires. $3000. Can be seer, st Mercury 2 door, vinyl
51 Serwices Offered
With over 42 items oweitieg yogi choosing.
at 214 Irvan.
fliorai•nd reedy. Up to 11 It 24. Also born style, offices, cottages,
top, $895. Call 489-2595.
MITCHELL
noble hems ed-oss, and patios, or 11-111JILD, precut completely reedy
1967 VW Squareback, air
BLACKTOPPING)
Sonny
to assemble up to 24 60. Boy He best for less.
1970 DATSUN B-510
"This ciwa most amuse& ettroction"
conditioned. New tires.
sealing, patching
station wagon. Tape
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Call 753-9371.
stripping. For free
rack,
new
luggage
1WELRY
deck,
COSTUME
"II
estimates call 753-1537.
Gifts-Interim Accessories
battery. Call 437-4863.
1971
FOUR DOOR
Saw Fwelerve- Brass Mils
Plow,*I Penning.
Chevrolet Caprice. All
ELECTRIC
WIRING
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
OPEN S p.as..12- Closed Mondays to,
T
power. Air conditioning.
home and industrial, air
k4f
power
automatic,
Good condition, Call 753conditioning, and
)
11E BARI is Wood es Plonks,Partway 1 Wresys IS
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
1262.
refrigeration, heating.
mileage.
Good gas
Call 474-8841.
Ashley wood stove
436Call
jacket.
without
MOBILE HOME AN2204.
CHORS, underpinning,
awnings, carports and
1972 FORD PICKUP,
roofs sealed. Call Jack
excellent condition. One
ONLY $9,500
Glover
753-1873 after 5 p.
owner, $1795. 1972
m.
or
weekend.
A4 or 5 bedroom on 60 x 450 lot at 311 N. 7th,
Chevrolet, 34 ton with
Murray. Call C.O.-Bondurant Realty first 753topper, automatic with
9954 or 753-3460.
air, $1550. Call 489-2595. INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
1960 MERCEDES BENZ.
753.80g0 -bills. Call Sears 753-2310
Four door. Six cylinder.
for free estimates.
Gas. Four speed. Best
tls First"
"Buying Or Selling...
offer. Call 759-4198.
NEED
TREES
Or
4181
/
2 Main Street "
shrubbery
Or
cut
1972 LUV PICKUP with
Murray, KY 42071
trimmed' Call George
tool box. Call 753-1702
Phones 753-9954 & 753-3460
It. "53-4707
a

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

rust YOUR septic tank
and bacichoe work needs.
Also
septic
tank
cleaning. Call John Lane.
Phone 7534669 or 4365348.

PROFESSIONAL
chimney cleaning.
Prevent a chimney fire
in your home. Call 7594878.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

ek
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RENT RINSENVAC
Me other "dedt-yeersell"
BOW cleans corpses ea...

CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

"
dor
f' t:ets..

ift
rth

tr
---ENSED ELECTRICIAN. prompt efficient service. No job aia
small. Call Earnest
White, 753-0605.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, - work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

ViCt11111.8

out deep
e downU ind

grime in•single sweep
KONOIAICALLYcleans the way
protemionals do-at
a fraction of the cost 4i
.
$1 27.00U

EUP
RoomTO
,
ffy
PER
i

t
are
ft:42-11

1

„

-4.4l

WILL MAKE CUSTOM
made drapes. Call 7536648.

teat tor only S12.00•lin

Sol-Air hoer Store
1110-111 Covier

73.11-3641

53 Feed And Seed
111101
N YDRAULKS
lieleildig byline& cylinders, leeks, end pampa. Iligh
pressers bees ammie while yes
welt. Cal 4364700.

WHEAT STRAW 90 cents
- bale. Four H78-15
polyglass Goodyear
tires, $80. Call 489-2174
after 5 p. m.

FARM
FOR LEASE
Maury County, Tato.
Naar Pwyew

BARN RESTAURANT

sEillf001) BUFFET

Wit
house
PundTdces M1
Pc.rtabie
theworr

Approximately 100 acres good MI crop, approximately 200 acres permanent pasture, 500
additional acres in woods suitable for hunting.
Good house and barns included.

Contact Marvin Norton,
402 N. Poplar St,Paris, Tana.,
001442-113$ or
101442-3171 after 6

SUNDAY NIGHT BUFFET

GENERAL STOREt•

Just Listed

BOYD- MAJORS
REALTORS
teal

C. 0. Bondurant
Real

SERVING THE PURCHASE AREA

Near the University - This 2 BR well
built older home can be yours.
Call

II

MEN!

SII is
-front

less
niana
Only

All
Over
The
Place

The
arch
ds
Have

Sees
We've Been "SWEEPING" The Sales
As Evidenced By The Sales Below

Member
Multiple
Listing

WALDROP

WELCOME SPRING
WITH A NEW HOME FROM

LOADED WITH Quy!103edrooms, 2 baths, entry hall. Formal dining
rge swimming pool,enclosed screened patio.
room,fireplace insi•

KOPPERUD REALTY

Iit

REALTOR'

estniMeneer house with full basement. Situated on
200S. 12th Street,2 bedr
on't last long at $21,500.
corner lot. Good inv

OtiOhopping Center. In lovely Bagwell Manor.

Ideal building site nes
$5,500-

Dutiful

red.

home in prestigious Gatesboro. You have
Quality 4 bedroom,3 bthirtIL
to see this lovely home Chltpl5PECate
5 Room frame,large ki
acre lot, located on

even

irrest
ivnl•
As A
r Ch-

iding

)oms

cabinets. Stable for dock,smoke house. 1
.$14,509.

SUNSHINE AND FLOWERS

So Lot The Pooplo Who Can Sell Na,. Your Listings.
The Solution Is So Simpli! Call or Como by and List Your Nome With

Bright and cheery 3 bedroom, 2 bath charmer
only 1 year old. Featuring den with fireplace,formal dining room, 2-car garage and realistic
price in the 40's. Let a new ray of sunshine into
your life and take a look at this quality home.

BOYD-MAJORS
ESTATE
REALTODAY.

711 Main
Murray, Ky.

PLUS: Our Sales People Have SOLD "$66,000.00" thru MLS this month.

"The Professional Services With The Friendly Tench."
Warren Shropshire 763-8277
Barbara Erwin 753-4131
Bomar NIH., 763-7610
Andra Moody 753-11131
_ Aube" lhody 753
:
0131
I. B. Nook 753-2317

YOUR SOMEDAY HOME

SPRING SPECIAL

Can be yours today! Beauty has been captured in
this unique contemporary home in Gatesborough
Subdivision. Spacious rooms, attractive design
and decor which places this home in a class all
by itself. Just listed so don't delay in letting us
tell you more about this architectural masterpiece.

Listed this week is this 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
featuring large great room with lovely fireplace.
Located just West of Murray City limits and
priced very attractively on today's market. This
is an energy efficient, step-saving home.

-

KOPPERUD
REALTY

(24 Hour Phone)
753-1222

Bill Rayburn 759-4900-Harry Patterson 492-8302-Geri Andersen 753-7932-George Gallagher 753-8129 Bill Kopperud 753-1222
•
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...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...

Goldie J. Morris
Dies With Funeral
Services On Friday
Goldie J. Morris, retired
construction worker, died
Wednesday _atnine.a_m_at the_
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 63 years of
age and a resident of Murray
Route Three.
The deceased was a
member of the Ledbetter
Baptist Church, and was an
Army veteran of World War
II. Born Feb. 24, 1915, he was
the son of the late Wavel
Morris and Viola Turner
Morris.
Mr. Morris survived by
three sisters, Mrs. Albert
Zula ) parker, Murray, Mrs.
•-Viva Jones, Murray Route
Three, and Mrs. -Tilman
Hazel) Jeffrey, Dexter Route
• One; one brether, Toy Morris,
Murray Route Three.
- The funeral will be held
Friday at two p.m, at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Howard Copeland and the
Rev. Paul Bogard officiating
and Mrs. Oneida White as
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be William
Morris, Tommy Morris,
Charlie Jeffrey, Glen Tucker,
'onard Morris, and Allen
,:t..ffery. Burial will follow in
the Ledbetter Cemetery with
full military rites by a unit
from Fort Campbell.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Mrs. Ross' Rites
To Be Held Friday

WASHINGTON I AP) 7- The Salvatore Brigugho could
Carter administration is bring a break in the longtrying to figure out what to do stalled investigation of the
of
exnext to get Mideast peace disappearance
Teamster boss James Hoffa
talks going again.
"Static" was an ad- federal investigators say.
ministration official's
Briguglio, 48, a $31,000-adescription of the situation year business agent for
Wednesday after a three-day Teamsters Local 560 in Union
visit by Prime Minister City,14.1, was -gunned down
Menachem Begin. Begin held by two men late Tuesday night
out against committing Israel in Manhattan's Little Italy.
to withdrawing from the west
-,
bank of the Jordan River.WASHINGTON ( AP) — A
new government study says
BEIRUT, Lebanon AP) — American doctors,t, had a
A few more U.N. troops were median income of $63,000 two
expected to move into south years ago.
Lebanon today as Israeli and
The report adds that
Palestinian forces there were physician bills are increasing
reported generally observing half again as fast as the
0
a truce.
overall inflation rate and the
Both Yasser Arafat's situation may get worse.
Palestinian command in
The report, by the Council
Beirut and Israel's state radio on Wage and Price Stability,
reported only minor in- lists several causes for the
fractions of the cease-fire rapid increase, focusing on
Israel proclaimed Tuesday widespread
employer-paid
night. Each side accused the insurance coverage. other of shooting first.
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
DETROIT AP)(
— The
AP) — "In the great tradition
underworld-style slaying of of the circus, the show goes
on," the circus ring announcer
said. And it did.
He spoke to a hushed crowd
less than six hours after Karl
Wallenda, the world's greatest
aerialist, plunged 120 feet to
The Elm Grove Church will his
death
during
a
have a special sunrise service
on Easter Sunday, March 26,
at 6:30 a.m. at the church with
the pastor, the Rev. Calvin C. Federal State Market News Service
Wilkins, as speaker.
March 23,1978
Regular worship services Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
will be held at eleven a.m. Receipts: ACT. 470 EST. 510 Barrows .
higher Sows $1.00 higher
with Sunday School at ten a.m. Gilts1-2$1.00
$47.00-47.25
US 200-2301bs. .....
on
service
p.m.
6:15
At the
few 47.50
$48.50-47.00
200-240
lbs.
US
1-3
Sunday, the pastor, the Rev. US 2-4240-260 Ills
845.50-46.50
Wilkins, will show slides from US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
844.50-45.50
Sows
his recent crusade to US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$40.0041.00
Jamaica.
.$40.00-4100
US 1-3300-500 lbs.
. $41.0042.00
1-3 450-500 lbs.
The public is invited to US
242.0043.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
attend all the services, a US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
.83900-40.00
Boars
$27.00-30.00
church spokesman said.

Easter Service At
Elm Grove Sunday

Hog Market

promotional appearance for
the Pan American Circus.
BREST, France ( AP) —
Stormy seas are breaking
down oil from the American
supertanker Amoco Cadiz so
rapidly that the record spill
may cause less damage than
originally feared, some
ecologists believe.
Much of the 44 million
gallons already spewed from
the ship's 15 tanks has
disappeared at sea under
natural wave action and
chemical spraying by 30
French and five British boats,
they said.

Corner Baptist
Church Services

Temple Hill Church
Plans For Service

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) —
Everything was there. The frantic
confusion of tumbling acrobats. Sadfaced clowns. Animal acts. Trapeze
artists. Everything but the greatest aerialist of all time Karl Wallenda.
-In the great tradition of the circus,
the show goes on," the circus ring
announcer said.
Thousands bowed their Leads in
Silence for Wallenda, who had plunged
to his death less than six hours earlier
Wednesday during a promotional appearance for the Pan American Circus
here. It was a natural end to the 73year-old Wallenda's tragedy-filled life
and the close of an acrobatic era.
"It was the way he wanted to go —
doing what he loved most," said a
circus official who asked not to be
named.
Wallenda, carrying a balance pole
and wearing beat-up slippers, had
walked gracefully as he started across
a 300-foot cable strung between the towers of two San Juan resort hotels. Them
the wind picked up.
He was still walking, leaning into the
wind at a 45-degree angle, when a gust
threw him off-balance at the halfway
mark. He was 120.feet above ground.
"The balance pole'started goieig up
and down, up and down, like a seesaw," said Gary Williams, a San Juan
newspaper photographer who saw the
accident.
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The
Kirksey
United
Methodist Church will hold a
sunrise service on Easter
Sunday, March 26, at six a.m.
at the church with the Youth
Group of the church in charge,
of the service.
All members of the community are invited to attend,
according to the church
pastor, the Rev. Fred French.

,

I

All '

41.

va.

Dr. Mullins Will
Speak On Sunday
"The Christ
of the
Resurrection" will be the
sermon topic for the Rev. Dr.
William P. Mullins, Jr., at the
10:45 a.m. worship service'on
Sunday,- March 26, at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. His
scripture will be from John
11:25.
Selections by the Adult
Choir, directed by Mrs. L. D.
Cook, Jr., with Mrs. Otto
Erwin as organist and Tommy
Gaines as pianist, will be "The
Resurrection" and "The
Hallelujah Chorus."
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m., but no evening service
will be held.

Stock Market

Honor Roll
At North
Is Listed

GET
ACQUAINTED

'Pi *

Sunrise Service At
Kirksey On Sunday

The funeral for Mrs. Mason
(Lucille T. Ross of 109 North
Seventh Street, Murray, will
be held Friday at ten.a.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Bro. Luther A. May officiating
The Temple Hill United
and Mrs. May as soloist.
Methodist Church, located
Pallbearers will be Boyce
east of Almo on Highway 464,
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
McClard, Sam Sumner, Buron
will hold a special Easter EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
on
held
Youth Sunday was
Times
of Michigan, Corp., of
Rushing,
Jeffrey, Tom
ten a.m. Murray,byareFirst
as follows:
March 19 at Cherry Corner program at the
and -Charlie
26,
March
Sunday,
Heublein Inc.
26 um
Baptist' Church. The youth of services on
Lassiter. Burial will follow in
46% -4
the Rev. A. H. McDonalds Corp
the church led in all phases of with the pastor,
Ponderosa
Systems
the Murray City Cemetery.
McLeod, as the speaker.
Kimberly Ciark
41% -%
worship service.
Friends may call at the
singing will be Union Carbide
40% +%
The morning message was , Special
W.
R.
Grace
25% -4
Easter Texaco
funeral home after three p.m.
26% unc
delivered by Bro. Greg Burton , featured during the
persons
today ( Thursday).
all
General Elec.
and
•
46% -44
program
and the evening message by
Hardees
15%
-1%
Mrs. Ross, age 57, died
desiring to take part in the Georgia Pacific
24% +%
Bro. Howl Bean.
Wednesday at 8:50 a.m. at the
at
the
be
Pepsico
to
asked
26% unc
are
program
David Roberts served as
28 4.t4
Walters
County
Morray-Calloway
rehearsal on Jim
Kirsch
72%
kl
Sunday School Director. Rick church for
Hospital. Her death followed
12:30
at
Disney
32% -Is
Markle directed the Youth Saturday, Marclr 25,
Wendy
s
38%
-1
an extended illness. She was a
Choir as well as the p.m.
registered nurse and a
Following the rehearsal on
Prices of stocks of local interest at
congregational singing. The
noon today ftrnished to the Ledger &
member of the Seventh Day
an Easter Egg hunt Times
Saturday
by I. M.Simon Co. of Murray are
choir sang the call to worship
Adventist Church.
as follows:
and -A Mighty Fortress Is will be held.
unc
Avg......... .
Industrial
Survivors include her
Sunday School will follow
Our God" for worship with
Airco
43% +%
husband, Mason Ross, and one
at
service
worship
Sunday
Air Products .
. 25% -%
music. Shannon Ford the
American Motors
Mrs.
Sarah special
4 -4
daughter,
the Sunday School eleven a.m.
was
....
Ashland Oil
... 29 unc
Catherine Smith, Murray;
AT&T
Secretary.
Ford Motor Co
four sisters, Mrs. Louise
4414
Sunday School classes were
Gen. Dynam cs ..
41% AV
Brooks, Thousand Oaks, Cal:,
General Motors
80k. +
the following:
by
taught
General TIre ....
. 24% +%
Mrs. Helen Battle, Pacific
Teresa Roberts, Margaret
Goodrich
19 unc
Palisades, Cal., Mrs. Julia,
Gulf Oil
25% -4-%
Colson, Randy Roberts, Howl
IBM
Snyder, Berrien Springs,
+
Bean, Keith Ford, Scott Lusk,
Pennwalt
34 -%
Mich., and Mrs. Linda Jones,
Quaker Oats
22%
Lusk, Niyle_ French,
Tappan
South Haven, Miss., one Tammy
9 unc
Renee
Taylor,
Tammy
Western Union
16%
brother, George Thomason,
Zenith Radio
13% unc
Taylor, Steve Markle, Susan
Lincoln, Neb.
EXHIBITION OF
Herndon, and Jodi Price.
STAINED GLASS
The honor roll for the first
Raysha Roberts and Car
NEW
YORK ( AP ) — The
six
weeks
of
the
second
nursery
the
Price were
semester at North Calloway stained glass creations of 10
workers.
American artists are featured
Horse & Mule Pulling
Mark Wilkerson, Richard Elementary School has been in an exhibition at the Museum
Bucy, and Steve Markle released by the principal, Jim of Contemporary Crafts here
Scheduled Saturday
served as ushers for the day. Feltner, as follows:
through April 2.
The Rev. William Taylor. SIXTH GRADE-Steve French. There are 33 small-scaled
A Horse and Mule Pulling pttor of the church, said that _SEVENTH GRADE-Cinday stained glass panels on display,
Contest will be held Saturday, the day was a great success in Bazzell, Douglas Brown, Van each of them designed to be
Bucy, Gina "Coy, John Lovins, viewed as an individual object.
March 25, at the West Ken- the life of the church.
Keith Allbritten, Tracy Beach, The subject matter of the'
tucky Livestock and ExLAKE DATA
Sherry Coy, and Shannon works ranges from the decoraposition Center, College Farm
tive to the satiric ,to the surreaKentucky Lake,7 a.m. 354.5, McDougal.
Road, Murray.
listic.
at
will
be
EIGHT GRADE- Trisha
down 0.3.
The mule pulling
_
Below dam 328.2, up 0.6.
Clark, Kelly Crouse, Julie
five Pam. and the horse pulling
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.3, Gargus, Kevin Hopkins,
at seven p.m
Rachel Lamb, Robert Crick,
• Admission will be two down 0.1.
Below dam 333.8, up 0.5.
dollars for adults and one
Jill Barnes, Gay Woodall, and
Sunset 6:10, Sunrise 5:56. John Smith.
dollar. for twelve and under.

Youth-Lead Cherry

Wallenda
Dies In
Tragic Fall

I.

roma

WALLENDA'S LAST WALK—High-wire walker Earl Wallenda was thrown
off balance by high winds and fell 10 stories to his death in San Juan, P. It,
Wednesday.
Copyright,1978, By Gary Williams, Elnueva Dia. Via AP

Physician Fees Up Faster
Than Inflation Says Study
WASHINGTON )AP) — Doctor bills
are increasing half again as fast as the
overall inflation rate and the situation
may get worse,says a new government
study that notes American physicians
two years ago had a median income of
$63.000.

fees. The FTC says previous prohibitions against physician advertising
amount to price fixing.
The study released Wednesday says
consumer spending for doctors' services rose from $2.7 billion in 1950 to an
estimated $35 billion in this fiscal year.

The report lists several causes for the
rapid increase, focusing on widespread
employer-paid insurance coverage,
Unless the consumer feels the bite
personally, the report says, "there is
little reason to predict that physician
fee inflation will not continue to outpace
price increases in the overall economy."
Medical insurance, both from private
insurers and the government, covers 80
percent of the population,a fact that the
report says has "exempted physicians'
fees from the usually restraining effect
of market forces."
The Council on Wage and Price
Stability study, released Wednesday,
says doctor bills jumped 9.3 percent in
1977, while other consumer prices rose
6.2 percent.
The report "does a very good job
describing the problem ... supply and
demand don't work in medicine,"
commented Dr. Sidney Wolfe, head of
the consumer-oriented Health Research Group in Washington.
The Federal Trade Commission, also
looking into rising medical costs, is
considering allowing doctors to advertise so consumers could compare

12th Street...

19

16 Oz. 8 Bottle Ctn.

for payments equal to the difference in
the cost of the replacement and original
housing caused by higher interest
rates.
Hodges said that it would -probably
be fall of this year" before the approval
or disapproval of the project is announced by the federal Secretary of
Transportation.
If the project is approved, Hodges
pointed out, the right-of-way acquistion
process and relocation of utilities would
require approximately two years
beyond that.
The district engineer estimated that
it would be fall of 1980 before a contract
is let on the project and that it would
take two construction seasons — in 1982
— before the project is completed.
Written statements either for or
against the project will be accepted
until April 3, 1978, and those statements
will be included in the transcript of last
night's hearing. Persons wishing to
give their position on the project should
address their written statement to
Robert W. Hodges, diStrict engineer, P.
0. Box 3010, Paducah, Ky. 42001.

DIAMOND SOLITAIRE

Deposit
Limit 1

Limit 1 Per Customer with $7.50 add. purchase ex- ,
cluding tobacco & dairy products

STOREYS FOOD GIANT

Youll Be The
Best Dressed Man
In The Easter Parade
With The Latest

---

Continued From Page One
displaced from their homes because of
the project.
Russell said that families displaced
by the four-laning project would be
eligible for up to $300 in moving expenses and $200 as a dislocation
allowance.
"Owner-occupants of 180 days or
more may be entitled to a replacement
housing payment of up to $15,000,"
Russell said.
"This payment is the difference
between the amount paid( by the state)
for the dwelling and the amount
necessary to purchase a comparable
decent, safe and sanitary dwelling,"
Rogers said.
Rogers also explained that a business
or non-profit organization displaced by
the project is entitled to actual
reasonable moving expenses "or if they
cannot relocate they maybe eligible for
a payment of not less than $2,500 or
more than $10,000 instead of moving
expenses." He told the crowd that
persons
forced
to
purchase
replacement housing would be eligible

*CORRECTION* .save
o1.40
C Plus

RC COLA

Wallenda made a_ desperate attempt
to save himself.
"He gabbed the wire with his right
hand as he was sitting briefly on the
wire. Only his rear end and his hand
were on the wire. His feet were in mid
air," Williams recounted.
"And then he fell. Helust couldn't
hold it."
Wallenda was still clutching the pole
when his body struck a taxi;•bounced
and landed on the pavement.
People fainted and collapsed.
Screams of"Oh my God, oh my God"
filled the air. •
Police rushed Wallenda to- nearby
Presbyterian Hospital. The aerialist
was dead on arrival at 10:20 a.m.
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On Our Entire Stock
of Blazing Diamond
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Bel-Air Center

Big Diamonds Smoll Diomonds
They Are All on Sale Now!
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FORDFrank
TRACTOR
MURRAYBrandon
Hurt
and
Cary

AND SAVE
Murray Ford Tractor Will Sell
You A New Ford Tractor for
$100.00 over cost now
through midnight March 31st.
(Sales Does Not Include Preparation or Delivery )

(

And SAVE!

Salesmen
See: Cary Brandon or frank Hurl
Sales-7594895 Rows: 8-7, 8-1 Sal.
Service 153.9412-Roars 8-5, '4 Day Sal

(Open Late By
Appointment)

Charge It! 4 Ways To Pay

Thursday, Friday & Saturday
All Dress

All

Suits

Sportcoats

20% off

20% off
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